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Introduction'

In Spring 2013 Oregon State University’s (OSU) Office of Child Care and Family 
Resources sought to hire a consultant to conduct a child care needs assessment study to 
better understand the needs and interests of the university’s faculty, staff and students in 
child care services. The need for this study came out of the findings from several child 
care reports conducted by various OSU campus groups that suggest that there is an 
inadequate supply of accessible, affordable, quality child care to meet the demand on or 
near the OSU Corvallis campus. 

The objective of the study was to provide decision-makers at the university with 
information that provides a comprehensive picture of OSU’s administrators’, faculty, 
staff and students’ thoughts, experiences and needs regarding child care services, as well 
as research on child care services and models of operation. Information was collected 
through multiple methods, including an online needs assessment survey, student and 
staff/faculty focus group meetings, key stakeholder interviews, benchmarking interviews 
with peer institutions, local child care market research, and operational model research. 
The information from the study will assist OSU to determine the next steps to take to 
address the child care service need and create solutions to meet this need for the Corvallis 
campus.  
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Mills Consulting Group, Inc. 

Mills Consulting Group, Inc. was selected by OSU to complete the Child Care Needs 
Assessment Study because of the breadth and depth of their experience and background 
in completing studies of this scope and nature. Founded by Linda Mills in 1989, Mills 
Consulting Group has been providing consultation and research services to early care and 
education programs, private schools, institutions of higher learning, state governments, 
non-profit organizations, and private employers for over twenty five years. Mills 
Consulting Group is a full service early care and education consulting firm, with 
extensive experience consulting to clients on child care and work-life issues, conducting 
large scale research surveys and needs assessments, developing child care initiatives for 
large and small employers, and conducting program evaluations. The firm has a wealth of 
experience in the early care and education profession and is a nationally recognized 
leader in employer-supported dependent care consultation. A sampling of the types of 
consultation work they provide to clients include: 

• Child care and work life needs assessment surveys and feasibility studies 

• Child care labor force and market rate studies 

• Child care system strategic planning 

• Child care center design and start-up consultation 

• Quality early care and education consultation 

• Child care subsidy and tuition assistance planning  

• Development of specialized child care services such as back-up child care 
programs, school-age vacation care and summer care programs, reserved slot 
programs, and family child care networks  

• Development of dependent care collaboratives 

Mills Consulting Group has provided services to a very wide range of clients. They have 
completed work for institutions of higher learning such as Harvard University, Yale 
University, Johns Hopkins University, University of Pennsylvania Medicine, University 
of Indiana at Bloomington, Ivy Tech Community College, University of Massachusetts 
Amherst, Arizona State University, New York University, Davidson College, Amherst 
College, Williams College, the University at Buffalo, and Brown University. Their 
corporate clients include companies such as Novartis Institutes for Biomedical Research, 
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Massachusetts, ARUP, and Reebok International. The firm 
also has close ties with community child care organizations such as child care resource 
and referral agencies nationwide, and Ms. Mills has presented at numerous national 
conferences on a variety of topics related to research in the early care and education field. 

To assist them in conducting the survey component of the study, Mills Consulting Group 
worked with Goodman Research Group, Inc., (GRG) a research company in Cambridge, 
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Massachusetts, which specializes in the evaluation of programs, services, and educational 
materials. Founded in January 1989 by its president, Irene F. Goodman, Ed.D., GRG 
provides external evaluation for a wide range of clients around the country in education, 
not-for-profit, corporate, and government sectors. GRG also has completed several public 
policy studies, research studies, and worked with organizations on program development. 
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Key$Findings$and$Considerations'

Key Findings 

• There is a clear interest in/demand for an OSU child care center, financial 
assistance for child care, after school programming, emergency care options, and 
holiday/summer care programming across faculty, staff and student respondents. 

• Those respondents who are likely to have or adopt a baby within the next two 
years have a high preference for using center-based child care as their first choice. 

• The highest percentage of parents responded that they use center-based care for 
their children infant through preschool-age. 

• Sixty-three percent (63%) of respondents reported that they had difficulty in 
finding child care; 66% reported that most care was too expensive and 53% 
reported that programs were already filled. 

• Ninety-five percent (95%) of students, 63% of staff, and 31% of faculty reported 
that their annual household income was under $70,000.  

• Ten percent (10%) of respondents (72) indicated that they currently receive a 
child care subsidy from the Child Care and Family Resources Office. 

• Almost twice as many faculty and staff than students indicated that a child care 
center was their first choice.  

• Financial assistance to pay for their own choice of care, onsite emergency back-
up care, and a child care center at or near campus were reported as very likely to 
be used by the largest percentage of respondents. 

• Eighty-seven percent (87%) of respondents reported that they would be more 
productive at work or school if they had child care that they liked and could 
afford. 

• Of the respondents who reported that they were late to class or work due to a 
problem with their child care arrangements, they were late an average of 4.2 days 
and missed class or work an average of 2.6 days in the past year. 

• One hundred and four (104) faculty and staff and 85 students reported that they 
have contemplated either leaving the OSU workforce or withdrawing from OSU 
because of a lack of satisfactory child care arrangements. 

• Many respondents commented that the cost of child care at Beaver Beginnings is 
too expensive and that the waiting list can be up to two to three years long. 

• Very few child care centers in Corvallis or in surrounding communities serve 
infants; in October 2013 there were only two infant openings and one toddler 
opening at centers in Corvallis. 
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• Center-based monthly full-time care in the community of Corvallis for infants 
ranged from $900 to $1,140; for toddlers ranged from $894 to $1,140; and for 
preschoolers ranged from $616 to $1,069. Beaver Beginnings monthly full-time 
rate for infants and toddlers is $624 for students, $862 for faculty, and $1,166 for 
the community. 

• Regulated family child care in Corvallis is less expensive than center-based care, 
but there are very few infant toddler slots available. 

• Of the benchmarked peer institutions, Penn State has the most child care slots at 
559, and OSU has the least at 148. 

• Four out of six institutions have a full day lab school program on campus, in 
addition to a child care center(s). 

• The majority of OSU stakeholders interviewed overwhelmingly agreed that there 
is a need for additional child care services on campus to serve faculty, staff and 
students. 

• Stakeholders felt that having additional child care services on campus was 
important in order for OSU to recruit talented faculty, especially dual career and 
women.  

• The retention of faculty staff and students was also cited by stakeholders as 
critical, as less turnover means less money lost by OSU. 

• Stakeholders and focus group participants expressed that OSU is not “living up 
to” its marketing stance of being a family-friendly institution in relationship to the 
availability and affordability of campus child care. 

• Stakeholders reported that as an institution that states that they are family 
friendly, having additional child care services on campus is the “right thing to do” 
for OSU.  

• Focus group participants from student, faculty and staff meetings all indicated that 
cost and availability of child care were major concerns. 

• Experienced staff, good teacher to child ratios, and consistency of caregivers were 
noted in focus groups as some of the most important factors in an early care and 
education program. 

• Faculty in focus groups reported that having onsite child care sends the message 
that OSU is serious about supporting families; faculty and staff reported that they 
could move from part-time to full-time work; and students said that this would 
help them succeed to focus on their studies and balance their family 
responsibilities. 
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Considerations 

• OSU develops a child care center on campus that has infant, toddler, preschool 
and school-age slots. 

• Have one room available at this center for emergency child care—this room 
during school vacation and summer can be used for school-age care. 

• Tuition at an on campus center needs to be subsidized on a sliding fee scale which 
is based on annual household income. 

• Make available a child care tuition assistance program for people’s choice of 
community-based licensed child care. 

• If a child care center is developed, decisions regarding its structure need to be 
made (i.e. will it be a 501c3, part of OSU, or vendor-operated). 

• With a new child care center, decisions regarding the department and liaison at 
OSU who oversees the center need to be made, as well as determining how much 
input OSU has regarding program quality. 

• Examine how and if OSU wants the new child care center to reflect the research 
and teachings of the Human Development and Family Sciences department and 
other departments in relation to programming at the center.  

• As OSU examines the child care needs for students, faculty and staff, decisions 
regarding the proportions of funding from various offices needs to be determined, 
as well as who the center will serve. 

• A marketing plan needs to be developed that will ensure that students, faculty and 
staff are aware of the various child care initiatives and resources available to 
them, and how their questions can be addressed. 
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Needs%Assessment!Survey'Results 

The needs assessment survey was announced to OSU faculty, staff, graduate students and 
postdocs through various methods. Faculty and staff were sent an invitation via email, 
graduate students and undergraduate students were invited through the Graduate School 
website, Facebook, the CFR student-parent distribution list, the INTO student list, the 
Corvallis undergraduate list, the Veterans list, and Postdocs were invited via two 
newsletters. Survey invitations were sent out during the first week of November 2013, 
and the survey was available online to all invited groups for two weeks.  

A total of 996 surveys were returned. Of that number, 868 (87%) reported that they 
currently have children infant through age 12 and/or plan to have or adopt a child within 
the next two years, while 128 (13%) reported that they did not. 

It is important to note that not all respondents who completed the survey answered every 
question, and so there is some variation in the number of responses from one question to 
another.  

Many respondents included comments on their survey. When appropriate, comments are 
included in the text of this report to illustrate key elements of the data results. All 
comments are included in the Appendix of this report.  

The survey results are presented in the following six main sections:  

• Profile of Survey Respondents 
• Interest in Child Care Initiatives through OSU  
• Plans to Have/Adopt a Child  
• Present Child Care Arrangements  
• Impact of Child Care on School or Work 
• Use of OSU Child Care Resources 
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Profile of Survey Respondents  

Primary role at OSU 

The table shows respondents’ primary role at OSU. The respondents represented a variety 
of roles; 51% were in a faculty position, 35% were in a student role, and 13% were 
classified staff. 

Primary role Response percent (N= 589) 

Academic faculty 28% 

Professional faculty 23% 

Undergraduate student  23% 

Classified staff 13% 

Graduate student 11% 

Post Doc 1% 

Other 1% 

Numbers of children in each age group 

Respondents were asked to report on how many children they have in each age group. 
The table below shows the sum total of children in each age group, as represented by the 
685 respondents who provided this information. 

Age group Numbers of children 

Newborn to 12 months 118 

12 to 23 months 125 

24 to 35 months 126 

3 to 5 years 298 

6 to 9 years 323 

10 to 12 years 125 

Total number of children 1,115 
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Zip code 

Sixty-one percent (61%) of respondents live in Corvallis, in the 97330 or 97333 Zip Code 
areas. 

Rank Zip Code Response percent (N= 682) 

1 97330 43% 

2 97333 19% 

3 97321 5% 

4 97322 5% 

5 97370 4% 

6 97355 2% 

7 97701 1% 

8 97456 1% 

9 97702 1% 

10 97302 1% 

Other  18% 

Age 

The largest percent of respondents reported that they were between the ages of 35 and 44 
years old. 

Age Response percent (N=690) 

18–24 4% 

25–34 39% 

35–44 46% 

45–54 10% 

55–64 1% 

64+ 0% 

Gender 

Both men and women responded to the survey; the majority of respondents were women 
(66%, n=453), and 34% (n=231) of respondents were men. 
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Marital status and spouse/partner employment status 

The majority of respondents (88%, n=601) reported that they are married or living with a 
partner while 12% are not; 68% (n=470) reported that their spouse/partner is employed 
and 20% (n=137) reported that their spouse/partner was not employed, and 12% (n=82) 
reported the question as not applicable. 

Annual household income before taxes 

Annual household incomes were widely dispersed across respondents.   

Annual household income Response percent (N= 676) 

Under $10,999 7% 

$11,000–15,999 4% 

$16,000–19,999 3% 

$20,000–25,999 5% 

$26,000–29,999 4% 

$30,000–35,999 4% 

$36,000–39,999 4% 

$40,000–45,999 7% 

$46,000–49,999 3% 

$50,000–55,999 4% 

$56,000–59,999 2% 

$60,000–69,999 8% 

$70,000–79,999 8% 

$80,000–89,999 8% 

$90,000–99,999 5% 

$100,000–119,999 9% 

$120,000–139,999 5% 

$140,000–159,999 4% 

$160,000–179,999 1% 

$180,000+ 3% 

The mean faculty household income was $95,833; the mean staff household income was 
$60, 966, and the mean student household income was $32,276. (Means were based on 
the midpoint for each income range). See Appendix A for detail by respondent role at 
OSU. 
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Interest in Child Care Initiatives through OSU 

Likelihood of using various child care initiatives if available and affordable 
through OSU 

Respondents were asked if they presently have or plan to have/adopt a child in the next 
two years, how likely they would be to use various initiatives if available and affordable 
through OSU. Financial assistance to pay for their own choice of care, onsite emergency 
back-up care, and a child care center at or near campus were reported as very likely to be 
used by the largest percentage of respondents. See Appendix A for detail by respondent 
role at OSU. 

Type of initiative Very 
likely Likely Unlikely Very 

unlikely Never 

Child care center on or near campus 62% 

n=528 

21% 

n=178 

9% 

n=75 

5% 

n=43 

4% 

n=35 

A group of OSU supported certified or 
registered family child care homes near 
campus 

28% 

n=237 

29% 

n=252 

26% 

n=220 

10% 

n=82 

8% 

n=66 

Reserved slots in a community child 
care center 

30% 

n=258 

35% 

n=294 

24% 

n=199 

7% 

n=63 

4% 

n=34 

Financial assistance to pay for your 
choice of child care 

68% 

n=582 

17% 

n=146 

8% 

n=70 

4% 

n=32 

3% 

n=29 

Onsite emergency back-up care for 
when your regular child care 
arrangements are not available 

63% 

n=540 

25% 

n=215 

8% 

n=66 

2% 

n=14 

3% 

n=26 

Drop-in care for short periods of time 
such as attending/ teaching an 
academic class or exercising at the 
recreation center 

56% 

n=483 

22% 

n=189 

14% 

n=120 

5% 

n=41 

3% 

n=26 

Child care for school-age children 
during scheduled holidays and school 
vacation breaks (excluding summer 
break) 

54% 

n=462 

25% 

n=212 

14% 

n=119 

4% 

n=38 

4% 

n=31 

A summer child care program or day 
camp for school-age children 

54% 

n=465 

30% 

n=262 

10% 

n=83 

3% 

n=27 

3% 

n=27 

Afterschool program for school-age 
children on or near campus 

44% 

n=384 

25% 

n=218 

17% 

n=147 

7% 

n=62 

6% 

n=53 
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Comments 

Both my spouse and I work on the OSU Corvallis campus. It would be great if there was 
an available, affordable day care on or very near campus. Currently we live in Corvallis 
but drive to Tangent for day care because it was the only affordable, available option we 
could find. A center on campus would ensure we could spend more quality time with our 
daughter at home/outside vs. the commute in the car everyday. Thanks! 

Child care center is the most suitable for us, and we see it as the best secured option, 
and the most suitable for the kids. 

For me, having full-time day care close to campus makes my life very easy! I am more 
worried about when my child is school-aged, and the hours no longer overlap between 
my work and his care. 

I think it would be absolutely wonderful to bring my child to work with me. It would reduce 
a lot of stresses of my current daycare situation just to have her close and know that I 
can check on her and see what is going on with her at any period of the day. 

The emergency drop-off for sick kids or temporary (for an hour while I teach class) would 
be hugely helpful, especially the former. Once I have childcare arrangements set up for 
the year, which can be stressful in and of itself, the next most difficult thing to handle is 
sick kids when I do not have a care provider available. 

Numbers and ages of children likely to use a child care center on or near campus 

Focusing in on those respondents who have children and who indicated that they were 
very likely or likely to use a child care center on or near campus, the table below shows 
the sum total of children in each age group. These data were available from 537 
respondents.  

Age of child(ren) Numbers of children 

Newborn to 12 months 107 

13–23 months 102 

24–35 months 115 

3–5 years 237 

6–9 years 226 

10–12 years 79 

The largest numbers of children of respondents fall in the under age 3 range (324), 
followed by children 3–5 years old (237) and then children 6–9 years old (226). This 
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indicates that there appears to be a strong interest in infant/toddler, preschool and school-
age care. 

Ranking of child care initiative usefulness 

Respondents were asked to rank the type of initiative choices in order of their usefulness 
to them. They were asked to assign each choice a number of 1 to 6 or 1 to 7 depending on 
the age category of their child(ren), 1 being their first choice and 6 or 7 being their last 
choice. Respondents were asked to rank all choices. The results tables have been 
presented by those respondents with children 6 years and younger and those with children 
6 to 12 years old. 

For respondents with children under 6 years, a child care center on or near campus was 
ranked as a number one or two choice for the most respondents, financial assistance to 
pay for their choice of care was next, and onsite emergency back-up care was next. See 
Appendix A for detail by respondent role at OSU. 

For children under 6 years 

Type of initiative Total 
for 1 

Total 
for 2 

Total 
for 3 

Total 
for 4 

Total 
for 5 

Total 
for 6 

Child care center on or near campus 
 341 173 101 97 

60 

 
39 

A group of OSU supported certified or 
registered family child care homes near 
campus 

20 90 113 140 190 258 

Reserved slots in a community after school 
program 

19 79 113 170 230 200 

Financial assistance to pay for your choice of 
child care 283 180 123 78 54 93 

Onsite emergency back-up care for when your 
regular child care arrangements are not 
available 

66 176 175 185 147 62 

Drop-in care for short periods of time such as 
attending/ teaching an academic class or 
exercising at the recreation center 

82 113 186 141 130 159 
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Comments 

Please please please please PLEASE have infant/childcare available on campus. It is 
really difficult to find infant care. Plus, an on-campus provider would be hugely beneficial 
to parental productivity at work. 

It would be wonderful to access quality child-care services here or close to OSU. It would 
help relieve the anxiety of looking and letting go of my child to good care while I am at 
work. I will be able to focus on my work knowing that my child is in safe hands.  

For children 6–12 years old 

Type of initiative Total 
for 1 

Total 
for 2 

Total 
for 3 

Total 
for 4 

Total 
for 5 

Total 
for 6 

Total 
for 7 

A group of OSU supported certified or 
registered family child care homes near 
campus 

49 42 43 56 78 171 305 

Reserved slots in a community after 
school program 

38 67 64 88 152 215 120 

Financial assistance to pay for your 
choice of child care 293 90 53 71 95 62 80 

Onsite emergency back-up care for 
when your regular child care 
arrangements are not available 

77 113 130 152 141 77 54 

Child care for school-age children 
during scheduled holidays and school 
vacation breaks (excluding summer 
break) 

81 180 161 131 85 53 53 

A summer child care program or day 
camp for school-age children 69 127 168 147 97 84 52 

Afterschool program for school-age 
children on or near campus 

137 125 125 99 96 82 80 

For respondents with children 6–12 years old, financial assistance to pay for their choice 
of care was ranked as number one or two for the most respondents, followed by an 
afterschool program for school-age children on or near campus, and child care for school-
age children during scheduled holidays and school vacation breaks. 

Based on the responses from families both with children under 6 years and those with 
children 6–12 years old, there is a very strong interest in an early care and education 
program that includes an after school component as well as holiday/emergency care 
availability. 
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Comments 

After school care and non-school day care that is either on campus or close to campus 
would be incredibly helpful. For summer and non school days I love the idea of KidSpirit 
but we can't afford it. Some of my most stressful days as a working mother are when my 
child care falls through and my husband and I start trying to `juggle our schedules. It 
would be great to have an OSU supported after school, non-school day program on or 
near campus!!! 

OSU is wonderful but cannot hope to recruit employees if there are no affordable quality 
childcare options for their faculty/staff. As an educational institution, this is #1. Sharing 
the wonderful-ness of OSU with my family I was hoping to do but there are no programs 
that will allow me to do this. There is no room at any of the childcare programs anywhere 
near campus. The school-age programs are 1-2 weeks at a time and are 2x the cost of 
any summer program through the elementary schools, etc. I'd love a childcare center on 
campus and a school-age summer program cohort to last the entire summer so my 
children can become a PART of the OSU family. Instead of this being a place where 
mom works. I'd rather it be a place where our entire family goes. 

Days of the week care would be needed at an OSU developed child care 
center/afterschool program and/or family child care home network 

Day For children under 6 
(N=673) 

For children 6–12 
(N=409) 

Monday 92% 90% 

Tuesday 90% 88% 

Wednesday 94% 92% 

Thursday 89% 87% 

Friday 86% 85% 
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Time of day need care to begin for child(ren) at an OSU child care center or family 
child care home 

Time of day 

For children under 6 
N=667 

For children 6–12 
during the school year 

N=490 

For children 6–12 
during summer or 

vacation 
N=487 

7 a.m. –8 a.m. 53% 29% 47% 

8 a.m. –9 a.m. 33% 11% 35% 

9 a.m. –10 a.m. 7% 1% 15% 

10 a.m. –11 a.m. 1% .2% 2% 

11 a.m. –12 p.m. 2% 1% .4% 

12 p.m. –1 p.m. 2% 3% .4% 

1 p.m. –2 p.m. 1% 5% .2% 

2 p.m. –3 p.m. .4% 22% .4% 

3 p.m. –4 p.m. 2% 26% 1% 

4 p.m. –5 p.m. 1% 2% -- 

Time of day needed to pick up child(ren) at an OSU child care center or family 
child care home 

Time of day 
For children under 6 

N=667 
For children 6–12 

during the school year 
N=499 

For children 6–12 
during summer or 

vacation 

12 p.m. –1 p.m. 2% 2% 2% 

1 p.m. –2 p.m. 1% 1% 1% 

2 p.m. –3 p.m. 3% 3% 3% 

3 p.m. –4 p.m. 6% 5% 5% 

4 p.m. –5 p.m. 20% 21% 19% 

5 p.m. –6 p.m. 53% 58% 56% 

6 p.m. –7 p.m. 9% 8% 10% 

7 p.m. –8 p.m. 2% 1% 1% 

8 p.m. –9 p.m. 4% 1% 3% 

Responses indicate that the majority of families with children under 6 years would like 
care Monday through Friday, opening between 7 a.m. and 8 a.m. and closing between 5 
p.m. and 6 p.m. 
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Seventy-two percent of the respondents who are very likely or likely to use a child care 
center on or near campus would like full-time care (35 or more hours per week). 

Plans to Have or Adopt a Child 

Respondents that plan to have or adopt a child in the next two years 

Forty-one percent of respondents (n=351) reported that they plan to have or adopt a child 
within the next two years, and 59% (n=507) reported that they do not. Of the 41% who 
plan to have or adopt a child, approximately one-half (45%) of them will be new parents. 

Returning to work 

Of the respondents that plan to have or adopt a baby within the two years, they reported 
various time periods for when they plan to return to work.  

Time period Response percent Total 

Within 4 weeks 20% 43 

4 to 6 weeks 11% 8 

6 to 8 weeks 15% 21 

8 to 10 weeks 10% 14 

10 to 12 weeks 20% 7 

12 weeks or later 24% 41 

Preferred type of child care for new baby 

The largest percentage (39%) of respondents indicated that their preferred type of care for 
a new baby was a child care center. Of the 351 respondents that reported that they plan to 
have or adopt a child within the next two years, 349 indicated their preferred type of care. 

Type of care Response percent Total 

Child care center 39% 136 

Your spouse or partner 30% 104 

Relative 13% 45 

Caregiver in your home 9% 33 

Family child care (in a provider’s home) 9% 31 
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Comments 

My pregnancy was not planned, and I was told there was a 2-yr wait--no infants then 
another year until potty training was done. Infant care is the most difficult to find and 
expensive because the caregiver cannot have very many children. 

Present Child Care Arrangements 

Overall, the majority of respondents (80%, n=689) reported that they presently have 
child(ren) that are age 12 or younger, and 20% (n=171) reported that they do not. Those 
who reported that they do not were instructed that they had completed the survey. 

The survey asked respondents who reported that they presently have child(ren) that are 
age 12 or younger to report how many children they had in various age groups, the 
primary type of child care they used for each child, and the cost of that child care. We 
have presented all of these data in the following four tables. It is important to note that 
some respondents reported that they did not pay any amount for the child care they used, 
and therefore they were not included in the four tables of data results. 

Ages of children 

Those that reported that they presently have child(ren) that are age 12 or younger were 
asked to report on the ages of their child(ren). We received information about the ages of 
704 children. See the table below for the numbers of children in each age group. 

Age of child(ren) Number in this age group Percent in this age group 

Infant (0–12 months) 59 8% 

Toddler (13–23 months) 96 14% 

Young preschooler (24–35 months) 97 14% 

Preschooler (3–5 years) 213 30% 

School-ager (6–12 years) 239 34% 
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Primary type of care used 

Those that reported that they presently have children that are age 12 or younger were also 
asked to report on the primary type of care arrangement their children were in. We 
received information about 700 children. See the table below for the numbers of children 
in each type of care arrangement. 

Type of care Number in this type of care Percent in this type of care 

Spouse or partner 68 10% 

Other relative 41 6% 

Caregiver in your home 70 10% 

Family child care 91 13% 

Child care center 314 45% 

Other 116 17% 

Primary type of care used by age group 

Type of care 
Infant 

Toddler Young 
Preschooler 

Preschooler School-ager 

Spouse or partner 14% 10% 12% 9% 8% 

Other relative 3% 6% 2% 4% 10% 

Caregiver in your home 15% 16% 6% 8% 10% 

Family child care 7% 16% 22% 15% 8% 

Child care center 54% 49% 54% 58% 25% 

Other 7% 3% 4% 6% 39% 
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Cost of care used  

For each child age 12 or younger, respondents were asked to report how many hours per 
week the child spent in paid child care and how much they paid for the care each week. 
The hours per week spent in care ranged from 2 to 55, with an average of 24. Because of 
this range and in order to be able to validly compare rates across types of care and age 
groups, we converted the weekly rates reported by respondents into hourly rates (i.e., 
weekly rate divided by weekly hours). We used boxplots and current child care market 
rate information (collected as part of this study) to identify and remove extreme values 
and outliers. 

Type of care Infant Toddler Young 
Preschooler Preschooler School-ager 

Spouse or partner 
$7.67 

(n=7) 

$6.74 

(n=10) 

$8.74 

(n=10) 

$7.31 

(n=15) 

$7.51 

(n=18) 

Other relative 
$2.86 

(n=1) 

$6.33 

(n=6) 

$2.05 

(n=2) 

$4.88 

(n=7) 

$7.34 

(n=22) 

Caregiver in your home 
$8.53 

(n=9) 

$9.69 

(n=13) 

$9.21 

n=6) 

$7.37 

(n=16) 

$8.66 

(n=20) 

Family child care 
$3.13 

(n=2) 

$3.26 

(n=9) 

$3.44 

(n=17) 

$3.05 

(n=21) 

$3.25 

(n=9) 

Child care center 
$5.46 

(n=18) 

$4.98 

(n=36) 

$4.87 

(n=38) 

$4.42 

(n=104) 

$3.72 

(n=43) 

Other 
$6.13 

(n=2) 

$4.64 

(n=2) 

$5.05 

(n=3) 

$5.73 

(n=9) 

$4.80 

(n=82) 

The average annual household income of all respondents who indicated that they would 
need child care for at least 35 hours a week is $72,200. With this average income, a 
family could reasonably pay $8,664.00 per year for full-time care, which is 12% of that 
household’s income. The United States Department of Heath and Human Services 
considers 10% of a family’s household income as a benchmark for affordable care, but 
across the country families pay more than this 10%. According to the report titled 
“Parents and the High Cost of Child Care 2013 Report” by Child Care aware, in 2012 
Oregon was the least affordable state for center-based infant care—the average cost for 
this care was greater than 18% of the state median income for married couples with 
children.  
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Comments 

Our kids are school-aged now, but I feel for parents of younger kids. Childcare is 
breathtakingly expensive and difficult to find. I think anything OSU can do to expand the 
options for families with young children is needed. I have even heard international 
graduate students say that they discourage their colleagues from studying in Oregon 
(and the US in general) because the cost of child care is so high. 

OSU is wonderful but cannot hope to recruit employees if there are no affordable quality 
childcare options for their faculty/staff. As an educational institution, this is #1.  

Receipt of state assistance for child care 

The majority of respondents with children age 12 or younger (97%, n=671) do not 
receive state assistance for child care; only 3% (n=19) reported that they do receive state 
assistance. Of these 19 respondents, 12 are undergraduate students, 3 are staff, 2 are 
faculty, 1 is a graduate student, and 1 did not indicate their primary role at OSU. 

Receipt of child care subsidy through OSU’s Child Care and Family Resources 
Office 

The Child Care and Family Resources Office provides two subsidies: a child care subsidy 
funded through student fees, and the Child Care Friend-Raisers subsidy which is 
available to staff and faculty. Ninety percent of respondents (n=618) indicated that they 
do not receive a child care subsidy through OSU’s Child Care and Family Resources 
Office, while 10% (n=72) indicated that they do. Of these 72 respondents, 25 are 
undergraduate students, 23 are graduate students, 16 are faculty, 7 are staff, and 1 did not 
indicate their primary role at OSU. 

Comments 

I used to use the child care subsidy but since it does not cover enough of the costs of the 
child care and that I had to re-apply every term made it difficult to use and not worth my 
time and effort. 

Child Care subsidy is nice, and I am incredibly grateful for the assistance, but have 
issues when the bulk of the money is allotted during the first term. I currently have a 
situation where I am not using child care as my wife is off on maternity leave, however 
next term I will be using child care for 3 kids and could use the assistance. 
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Reasons for changing current child care arrangements 

Respondents were asked if they were to change their child care arrangements, what 
reasons they would have for looking for new arrangements, and they were asked to check 
all reasons that applied. Cost of care, location of care and hours that care is available 
were cited the most. See Appendix A for detail by respondent role at OSU. 

Reason Response percent 
(N= 691) 

Cost of care  48% 

Location of care  41% 

Hours care is available 33% 

Quality of care 30% 

Child’s needs are changing  23% 

Care will no longer be available  17% 

Not applicable; I would not be looking for new child care arrangements 15% 

Child is no longer eligible because of age  9% 

Child doesn’t like arrangement 8% 

We’ll be moving 7% 

Twenty-five percent of respondents reported that they had changed their child care 
arrangements once and 16% reported that they had changed arrangements two to five 
times in the past year. A total of 41% had changed their arrangements, and 59% had not. 

How easy or difficult it has been to find child care arrangements 

Sixty-two percent of respondents reported that it was either difficult or very difficult to 
find child care arrangements. See Appendix A for detail by respondent role at OSU. 

 Response Percent (N= 682) 

Very easy 2% 

Easy 9% 

Neither easy nor difficult 27% 

Difficult 44% 

Very difficult 18% 
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Problems in arranging for child care 

Respondents were asked to select the kinds of problems they have had in arranging child 
care, and they were asked to check all the types of problems that applied. The reasons of 
most care was too expensive and most programs were already filled were selected the 
most.  

Reason Response Percent (N= 665) 

Most care was too expensive  66% 

Most programs were already filled 53% 

Had trouble finding good quality care  49% 

Friends or relatives were unavailable  48% 

Had trouble finding choices to suit my school schedule 43% 

Did not know where to begin looking  22% 

Had trouble finding choices to suit my child’s needs  20% 

Programs were too far away 20% 

My child was too young for programs 17% 

Comments 

I have inquired at Beaver Beginnings and was told there is a 2 year wait list for a child of 
my son's age. This means that onsite child care is really unavailable on campus.  

The Beaver Beginnings childcare center has a ridiculously long wait list, and is 
exorbitantly expensive even after you wait more than a year to get in. For three kids, our 
childcare expenses were sometimes more than our home payment (which is 
approximately $1,000 per month). Lack of affordable and accessible child care in the 
Corvallis area is one of the largest impediments to school and employment in this area, 
for both students, staff, and other community members. 

We tried finding child care this fall and were unable to find a program that had any 
openings. Many facilities near OSU had a two year waiting list, are you kidding me! We 
have a massive child care problem in Corvallis with a lack of providers and more 
expensive options than found in surrounding communities like Albany. 

My wife and I had a very difficult time finding a place that would meet our needs; a place 
open at least by 7am and close no earlier than 530pm, teachers who are actually 
planning on being involved with this field for a long time and who have a great disposition 
to deal with children, and a place that offers an appropriate mix of play and education. 
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Impact of Child Care on School or Work 

Days late to work or class and days missed work or class 

Respondents were asked to report how many days they arrived late to work or to class 
and how many days they missed work or class in the past year due to the following three 
choices: a problem with their child care arrangement, a child’s illness, or another child-
related responsibility (i.e. parent/teacher conference). Presented is the average number of 
days reported per respondent. Students missed significantly more class time than faculty 
did work time (about twice as many days) due to problems with their child care 
arrangements. See Appendix A for detail by respondent role at OSU. 

Days arrived late to class or work 

Reason Responses 

A problem with your child care arrangements  4.2 days 

A child’s illness 3.2 days 

Another child-related responsibility  2.76 days 

Days missed class or work 

Reason Responses 

A problem with your child care arrangements 2.62 days 

A child’s illness 4.08 days 

Another child-related responsibility  1.79 days 

Productivity 

When asked if having access to more child care that they liked and could afford would 
help them to be more productive in school or at work, the vast majority (87%, n=599) of 
respondents answered yes, and 13% (n=87) answered no. 

Comment 

Furthermore, finding time to study and attempting to keep up with requests of nighttime 
reading, weekend homework and group projects is a huge challenge. Kids learn about 
higher education from watching their parents attend school so it's very important to have 
a college that wants parent students to succeed. 
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Impact of child care on their lives at OSU 

Students and post docs 

Respondents were first asked to report on how many hours they usually attend classes 
each week. 

Hours Response percent 
(N= 235) 

Less than 3 14% 

3–5 10% 

6–8 13% 

9–12 26% 

13–16 26% 

More than 16 11% 

Respondents were then asked to report on how many hours they usually work each week 
at OSU. 

Hours Response percent 
(N= 235) 

None 53% 

Less than 5 4% 

6–10 6% 

11–15 3% 

16–20 10% 

21–25 3% 

More than 25 20% 
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Respondents were given choices of how having access to child care that they liked and 
could afford would impact their lives at OSU. They were asked to check all choices that 
applied.  

Choices Response percent 
(N= 246) 

Be likely to focus more on studying 81% 

Be likely to get better grades 70% 

Be able to get degree sooner 43% 

Be likely to enroll in future semesters 29% 

Take more classes per semester 27% 

Be able to take more day classes 22% 

Other 13% 

Comments 

I am taking as many online classes that I can, but I still need childcare in order to study. It 
is my highest expense every month, only the hours that I am at work are partially 
subsidized. Over half of my monthly income is used to pay my childcare expenses. It is 
definitely limiting how fast I can earn a degree. 

Thank you for setting this up. I think if there is a solution made to this for parents, we will 
see more parents successfully completing school and fulfilling their dreams of 
accomplishing their degrees. It is a very hard task to be a full-time parent and a full-time 
student 

Students and post docs were asked if they had ever contemplated withdrawing from OSU 
because of a lack of satisfactory child care arrangements. Thirty-six percent of those 
individuals (n=85) responded yes and 64% (n=148) responded no. 
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Faculty and staff 

Respondents were first asked to report on how many hours they usually work each week. 

Hours Response percent  
(N= 430) 

Less than 20 2% 

20–30 7% 

31–40 38% 

41–50 40% 

More than 50 14% 

Respondents were then given choices of how having access to child care that they liked 
and could afford would impact their lives at OSU. They were asked to check all choices 
that applied.  

Choices Response percent  
(N= 443) 

Work more hours at your job 32% 

Work different hours or a 
different shift  

29% 

Seek a promotion 27% 

Other 15% 

Faculty and staff were also asked if they had ever contemplated leaving the OSU 
workforce because of a lack of satisfactory child care arrangements. Twenty-four percent 
(n=104) responded yes and 76% (n=322) responded no. 

Comments 

I appreciate the spirit behind this survey. The happiness and well being of my children 
are ESSENTIAL to my ability to be a productive member of my team at OSU. The stress 
of scheduling/childcare needs reduces my ability to succeed at OSU. 

If better care options were available and affordable, my husband (an OSU employee) or 
myself would be available to work full-time, which is desired by both of our supervisors. 
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Use of OSU Child Care Resources 

Respondents were offered various choices of current OSU child care resources available, 
and asked to select all of the resources they currently use.  

It is very interesting to note that almost one-half of respondents indicated that they do not 
use any of the child care resources available to them through OSU. 

Resource Response percent  (N=653) 

Kidspirit 21% 

Care.com 17% 

Beaver Beginnings Center 10% 

Our Little Village  10% 

Breastfeeding/lactation support 7% 

Child care subsidy for students, faculty & staff 6% 

Child care referral via childcare & family resource center 4% 

OSU pre-college programs 4% 

OSU child development lab 2% 

Parent support group 2% 

OSU Reproductive Health Lab 1% 

Child care referral via the Employee Assistance Program .5% 

None of the above 49% 

Comments 

I have used the lactation rooms and am very grateful for them. I have previously 
contacted people at the Reproductive Health Lab and found them very helpful. 

I find that information regarding care and development programs for my kids is often 
based on how much I dig into the OSU webpage. I think if there was more information, 
even if it's in email about all the various programs with clickable links, that I would be able 
to utilize more of the programs available. 

All of the above resources are difficult to obtain or use due to lengthy/difficult/strict 
application criteria or there is too much competition. I have applied for many of the 
services above but don't get them. 

It would be helpful if there was some kind of seminar on childcare options and assistance. 
I think an e-mail with attachments about your different services would be good too.  
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Results'from'Focus%Group%Meetings'

Three separate focus group meetings were held onsite at OSU to capture the experiences 
and thoughts of students, faculty and staff who have children infants through school-age, 
or who expect to become parents within the next year. Questions were tailored for each 
group, and were designed to be open-ended to promote discussion within the group. 

Results have been presented by topic area for each group meeting. 

Student Focus Group 

There were eight participants who attended the meeting. Of those, two had children 
currently enrolled at Beaver Beginnings; three were on the waiting list at Beaver 
Beginnings; two were using other child care centers; one used family child care; and the 
others used family and friends for child care. 

Ideal type of child care arrangement 

When asked what they felt their ideal child care arrangement would look like, responses 
included: 

• Located close to home or on OSU campus 

• Affordable 

• Schedule that meets a student’s needs 

• Quality care 

• Subsidized by the state 

• A place that feels secure, is regulated, and professional 

Ages that an additional onsite child care center should serve 

• All ages—infants through preschoolers. 

• School-age with before and after school options 

Need for afterschool care 

It was noted that Beaver Beginnings offers limited summer care options for preschool-
age children, and that there is the need for more options that are affordable and fit a 
student’s scheduling needs. 
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Scheduling needs 

Having a child care center that meets their scheduling needs was a source of concern. 
Thoughts included: 

• A center that opens at 7:30 a.m. or even earlier 

• A center that closes at 6:30 p.m. or 7 p.m. 

• Options for earlier opening times during final exams 

• More part-time options 

• More flexible options in scheduling so that a family isn’t paying full-time rates 
for part-time usage during the school year and during the summer 

Need for emergency back-up care 

It was agreed that more options for emergency back-up care are needed. One person 
noted that the ability to secure a spot even if commuting from a distance away is 
important. 

Managing when child care breakdown occurs 

Participants were asked how they manage when their child care arrangement breaks 
down. Responses included: 

• Take their child to class with them 

• Take their child to meetings with them 

• Call friends 

• Use relatives 

• Skip class 

Affordability 

The cost of care was a concern for all. One participant noted that as a single mom she is 
always struggling to pay for child care. Another noted that the hourly cost of care should 
not exceed the amount she makes per hour. Another noted that paying for child care by 
the hour would be more manageable. 

Important factors in an early care and education program 

Participants were asked to share what they felt were the most important factors of a 
program. They reported: 
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• Safe environment 

• A feeling of comfort with staff 

• Quality of staff 

• Low teacher to child ratios 

• Educational materials 

• Outdoor facilities 

• Good healthy food 

Reasons they would switch their child care arrangement to a new onsite center 

• Location—on campus so they have the ability to be near child 

• Peace of mind to focus on school 

• Cost, if it’s lower than other options 

• If cost of care was based on income 

Potential benefits of having an onsite center to OSU and to students 

To OSU: 

• Marketing the programs to graduate students 

• Gaining loyalty from students 

• Attracting high quality students 

• Welcoming to non-traditional students 

To Students: 

• Easy access  

• Shorter wait list; more availability 

• Help to succeed as a parent and as a student; allows students to focus on studies 
and balance their family responsibilities 

• Supportive to international and out-of-state students who do not have family 
nearby 

• Confidence in knowing quality of care is high 

• Ability to participate in other OSU activities and meetings, be involved in campus 
life 
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Perceived differences between student and faculty child care issues 

• Faculty members have a career, a pay check coming in 

• The finances are different, they may have issues with availability but they can 
afford the care 

• Perception that faculty families are preferred at Beaver Beginnings 

Faculty Focus Group 

Fifteen faculty members attended the meeting. Of those, three had children currently 
enrolled at Beaver Beginnings; five were on the waiting list at Beaver Beginnings; four 
reported using another form of child care; one had used Beaver Beginnings in the past; 
and others were using relative care or were in the process of finding child care. 

Most important factors in an early care and education program 

• Ratios that allow child to connect with caregiver  

• Experience of staff  

• Staff knowing a specific age group 

• Consistency of caregivers 

• Time spent outside and in free play 

• Safety and security—safety and evacuation plans 

• No televisions or iPads—no media 

• Consistency of the other children in the room so children have their friends 
around 

Scheduling needs 

• Part-time employees value the ability of flexible scheduling 

• Full-time care is cheaper sometimes than part-time care 

• Good to have flexibility for scheduling start and end times for special 
circumstances 

• Child care center end times can determine which classes people can teach due to 
when their child needs to be picked up 
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Reasons they would switch their child care arrangement to a new onsite center 

• If they hired some of the existing people from the Presbyterian Preschool & Child 
Care center or other local care providers 

• Affordability 

• The values at OSU of teaching children about sustainability, and the Healthy 
Campus Initiative 

• Subsidies that are linked to income—a sliding fee scale 

• If issues like parking grew along with a new center  

Other qualities for an onsite child care center to have 

• Provide more than just custodial care 

• Connect to the child development lab at Bates 

• Provide quality food instead of just USDA minimum requirements—tap into 
facility buying power to get good food 

• Teachers who are sensitive to the developmental stage of each child, and move 
children up related to development, not chronological age 

• Be a step above in-home care, with professional staff (that could require heavy 
subsidization) 

• A sliding fee scale  

• Quality infant care that is affordable 

• Sibling priority 

• Mixed age groups 

Potential benefits of having an onsite center to OSU and to faculty 

To OSU: 

• Retention of good faculty and staff 

• Recruitment of new staff and faculty 

• Focus and productivity of staff and faculty 

• Shows a commitment to work-family balance 

To faculty: 

• Can do a better job and not have to drive so far to pick up a child 
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• Feel valued and important and know that OSU cares about my part in the larger 
OSU family 

• Parents new to the community will to be able to meet other parents through child 
care 

• Sends the message that OSU is serious about supporting families 

Other comments 

Affordable care should not be for a few people on campus. It should not be for the lucky. 
It should be transparent. 

You should be able to feel like you can have a family. You already have the stress of “I’m 
having a baby” and you already have to be stressed about what child care you’ll have.  

No paid maternity leave at OSU right now. 

More than 25% of my combined annual salary goes to childcare. 

A new center could be a hub of local options using an exchange of options to find 
efficiency across the community to create more flexibility. Create a flex account that you 
can use at a variety of child centers.  

Staff Focus Group 

Twelve staff members attended the meeting. Of those, two had children currently 
enrolled at Beaver Beginnings; two were on the waiting list at Beaver Beginnings; six 
reported using another form of child care; and two had used Beaver Beginnings in the 
past. 

Most important factors in an early care and education program 

• Communication 

• Organization 

• Billing that is clear and accurate 

• Schedule that is clear and posted 

• Staffing ratios that are correct 

• Cost  

• Classroom size 

• Family groupings so that younger children can learn from older children 
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• Flexible birth guidelines for age groupings 

• Ideally like a bilingual program, especially since we have schools in Corvallis that 
have immersion programs 

• Consistent caregivers and caregiving so that children make connections with 
people 

• Cultural sensitivity 

• Nutritional food 

• Cleanliness that is scheduled, so that the kids participate in it 

• Outside area where the kids can run and play 

• A drop-in center for stay-at-home parents to meet other stay-at-home parents 

Managing when child care breakdown occurs 

• Drop everything  

• Have to take one day at a time 

• A lot of juggling 

Support received from supervisor 

• Supervisor supportive but personal guilt is a big deal 

• Co-workers, not supervisors look down on your absence 

• People with no kids prejudge why you’re gone 

• There exists a culture on this campus for classifications between professional staff 
and classified staff. This can hinder career-advancement. Depending on your 
classification and FTE limit opportunities for promotion. 

• Childcare status can limit promotions to other counties under the guise of “we’re 
thinking of your childcare difficulties” 

• Sense from the institution that people that prioritize families are inferior 
employees—possibly a wider cultural issue. 

Need for emergency back-up care 

• Dependent on cost—must be financially feasible 

• Dependent on whether there is enough capacity 
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Need for vacation care 

It was shared that there is a need for vacation care. 

Potential benefits of having an onsite center to OSU and to staff 

To OSU: 

• Work-life balance is a goal for OSU 

• Staff morale 

• Absenteeism  

• Use it as a recruiting tool 

• Expand the preschool internship program for more classes—these classes are 
always waitlisted anyway. 

• Staff retention 

• Normalize that we’re all families in different ways 

To Staff: 

• Could work full-time 

• Lessens parental guilt and stress in life. 

• Good for kids, which is good for the whole family 

• Bringing kids to campus to expose them to OSU 

• On campus child care makes transitioning easier for parents and child 

Other comments 

I am caught in the middle, feel like I work to pay for daycare. I want a job, and I want the 
kids to be able to be socialized, but working can feel wasteful. 

I want my kids to socialize with other children. Want my kid to be with peers and learn to 
do things with other kids and not just be around adults all the time. 

People sometimes have to use their own sick days to care for kids on emergency care 
when daycare is closed for non-holiday days. 

Feels non-normative to drop off child early. Wouldn’t be so hard if there was childcare on 
campus. People wouldn’t look at you like you have special privileges and you’re late or 
leaving work early to pick up or drop-off child. 
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Results'from'Stakeholder*Interviews'

A total of ten interviews took place onsite at OSU with individuals who represented 
various departments and constituencies at the university. Questions were designed to be 
open-ended in nature, and therefore provided for in-depth discussions. Results from these 
interviews are presented by topic area, outlining the key findings revealed within each 
topic.  

The following stakeholders were interviewed: 

• David Blake, Assistant VP, Human Resources, Donna Chastain, Employee 
Benefits Manager  

• Kevin Gable, Professor, Chemistry and President, Faculty Senate  

• Michelle Kutzler, Associate Professor, Animal and Rangeland Sciences, PCOSW 

• Brenda McComb, Dean, Graduate School, Courtney Everson, Graduate Student 
Liaison 

• Christine Olsen, Research Associate, Forest Ecosystems and Society, PCOSW 

• Robynn Pease, Coordinator, Office of Work Life 

• Chris Riggan, Director, Beaver Beginnings 

• Larry Roper, Vice Provost for Student Affairs 

• Brian Thorsness, Executive Director, Campus Operations 

• Becky Warner, Vice Provost, Academic Affairs & International Programs 

Thoughts regarding the need for additional early care and education programming 
to support the OSU community 

Virtually all of the stakeholders interviewed agreed that there is the need for additional 
child care service options on campus at OSU to serve faculty, staff and student families. 
Interviews revealed many issues regarding this need, which included: 

• As OSU plans to grow its population, there will be an even more significant 
increase in the need for child care 

• Faculty demographics are changing; younger faculty with families are replacing 
veteran faculty  

• A lack of child care options affects graduate students who are trying to balance 
their family life with the demands of school 

• There is not enough child care in Corvallis to meet the demand 
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• The campus child care situation must be examined in conjunction with the 
community needs 

• The wait list at Beaver Beginnings is very long for all ages, especially for infants 
and toddlers 

• There is a need for drop-in child care by faculty families 

• There may be questions regarding the quality of care offered at Beaver 
Beginnings, mainly due to the size of the center 

• There has not been clear ownership at OSU of this child care issue in the past 

• OSU needs to “walk the talk” about being a family-friendly institution, 
particularly when it is clear that there is not enough available, affordable child 
care on campus 

Potential benefits to OSU as an institution and to individuals in adding more early 
care and education programming and/or a campus child care center 

It was clear that stakeholders felt that there are many benefits to adding child care 
services both to OSU as an institution and to the individual families that might use the 
services.  

To OSU: 

• Recruitment of young talented faculty, especially dual career and women 

• Retention of faculty, staff, and students; less turnover means less money lost by 
OSU 

• Helps employees and students be more productive, focused on school/job 

• Lessens stress on employees and students and increases morale 

• Helps employees and students be more engaged at OSU 

• Builds a better sense of community at OSU 

• It’s the “right thing to do”; being an institution that is family-friendly 

• It shows OSU’s commitment to its students and employees 

• It offers the opportunity for linking child care with academics through the Family 
Development department 

To Employees and Students: 

• Greatly reduces stress of balancing work and family 

• Helps improve quality of life 
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• Convenience of having child care close to work saves time commuting 

• Ability to bond with child, breastfeed, have lunch with them 

• Helps employees feel better about OSU, feel valued, which increases their loyalty 

• Ability to be more productive and focused while at work 

• Can have time to be more involved in the OSU community 

• Faculty can be better role models for students when they are not stressed 

• On campus center would decrease stress of losing parking space 

The business case for and/or against having affordable accessible, high quality 
campus child care 

Stakeholders were asked what they saw as the key components of the overall business 
case for offering additional child care services. Recruitment and retention were cited 
most often, and other factors were also noted, and included: 

• Reduced absenteeism by employees and students 

• Greater productivity by employees 

• Ability to meet the projected growth of OSU 

• Overall return on investment for OSU due to less turnover and less health care 
issues/stress 

• Positive image for OSU when viewed as an institution that cares about its 
employees and students 

• Fits into OSU’s strategic plan of supporting work life balance 

• Shows the integrity of the institution as supporting the diverse needs of its 
community 

• Allows employees to stay on course in their career path at OSU 

Potential obstacles or issues with adding more early care and education 
programming at OSU 

Many stakeholders felt that although they saw no individual or department that would 
oppose adding more early care and education programming at OSU, but there did exist 
some issues or obstacles that would need to be addressed/overcome in order to move such 
an initiative forward. These included: 

• Some will say that there will never be enough child care on campus to serve the 
OSU community needs 
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• The child care that is added may not be affordable for everyone, especially staff 
and students 

• Obtaining funding for start up 

• Decisions around where funding comes from (e.g. academic department, fees) 

• Maintaining funding for ongoing operation  

• Finding space on campus for a child care center 

• Limited on campus parking 

• Lack of leadership needed to take this on and make it a priority 

• Overcoming the history at OSU of child care not being considered as a significant 
issue 

• Dealing with competing priorities on campus 

The kinds of information needed to convince decision-makers at OSU that adding 
more early care and education programming is important 

When asked about the kinds of information key decision-makers would need in support 
of expanding the Center, many key thoughts were shared. These included: 

• Survey results on child care needs 

• Data on recruitment of faculty, staff and students 

• Data on attrition of faculty, staff and students 

• Data on cost to OSU due to attrition 

• Funding models for child care center with various organizational models 

• Numbers on the return on investment  

• Anecdotal stories from families to personalize the issue 

• Data on the lack of affordable, available child care in the area 

• Funding sources such as alumni, capital campaign 

• How more child care will meet OSU’s strategic plan goals 

• How OSU’s image as an employer of choice would be improved 

• Show the urgency of the need 

• Best practices from other institutions of higher learning 

Who needs to be involved in making this decision at OSU 

Stakeholders agreed that President Ray would ultimately make the decision, along with 
the Provost and the Vice President for Finance and Administration, but that a variety of 
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other key stakeholders/groups might be involved in the process. The other stakeholders 
named by participants included: 

• Becky Warner, Vice Provost, Academic Affairs & International Programs 

• Robynnn Pease, Coordinator, Office of Work Life 

• Human Resources 

• Larry Roper, Vice Provost for Student Affairs 

• Tammy Bray, Executive Dean, College of Public Health and Human Sciences 

• ASOSU 

• Faculty Senate 

• SEIU 

• Coalition of Graduate Employees 

• Office of Equity and Inclusion 

Experiences or examples of those who have been negatively impacted by lack of 
affordable, available child care or those who have been positively impacted by an 
experience of having affordable, available child care 

Stakeholders shared various examples of what they have heard from faculty, staff and 
students regarding the issue of child care. Rather than provide quotes from individual 
stakeholders, we have paraphrased what they shared.  

I meet with faculty candidates and I’m asked about the availability of onsite child care—I 
know that this is part of their overall decision about whether they will come to OSU. I 
have gotten follow up email from those that took a position at OSU because they thought 
child care on campus was accessible, but in fact it is not.  

I hear from graduate students that Corvallis is expensive for child care, and that there is 
no family child care available. 

I’ve worked with graduate students who leave OSU because they can’t afford to pay for 
school and for child care. They miss classes, and feel like a failure. They don’t feel 
supported. They also end up taking leaves of absences. 

There needs to be a shift—some faculty don’t appreciate graduate students who have 
families—either it is covert or direct, and it happens in some programs more than others. 

I know of instructors who were teaching multiple courses, and because of scheduling 
they had child care drop off and pick up issues—they had to juggle assignments so that 
they could have more flexibility, or they would have to rely on friends and family, and 
sometimes would not be able to teach. 
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I’ve known quite a few women faculty who asked to have their hours cut or asked for flex 
time because of child care issues—but it’s not viewed as ok—they have felt that they 
have no choice. Many end up switching child care—one ended up going to three places, 
and was on the waiting lists. 

Some faculty decided to go back to work when their child was 6 weeks old, because they 
felt they had no choice, and then end up feeling they missed out on their child’s 
development. They then have regret and resentment and feel that other new parents 
should have the same experience that they had. 

When faculty do take time off—like unpaid leave to be with their child, there are still 
classes that need to be taught, so others have to work more to cover them. If they had 
more options, like to work at home, or child care they could afford, t would be better for 
everyone. 

I’ve talked to young employees, and there’s a conundrum between the cost of housing 
and the cost of child care, and then the commuting challenge it creates. Many have to 
live in Albany and then drive to Corvallis. 

 !
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Benchmarking,with,Peer$Institutions!'

The goal of this section of research is to provide an outline of information gathered from 
a selection of OSU’s peer institution early learning programs, to better inform OSU on 
the programming and structure that exists at other campus programs. OSU selected five 
peer universities to research. The information was gathered through telephone interviews 
with institution’s child care services administrators and/or their campus center directors. 
We have included data from OSU’s Beaver Beginnings child care center as well for 
comparison. 

Interviews with administrators and directors from the following institutions were 
conducted: 

• University of Kansas 

• Penn State University 

• Purdue University 

• Washington State University 

• University of Wisconsin 

The information gathered has been presented in chart form for comparison, and key 
findings of interest have also been presented.  

Key findings of interest: 

• Four out of six universities have a lab school that have full day care 

• Penn State has the largest number of child care slots at 559 

• Three out of six serve school-age children 

• Five out of six have at least one NAEYC accredited program, and one is in the 
process of achieving accreditation 

• For the most part, all of the universities provide space for their programs 

• Programs fall under a variety of departments/office within their university 

• Subsidy programs offered vary; four out of five use student fees and some use 
federal campus grants 

• Some have a priority enrollment system in place 
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 U of Kansas Penn State Purdue Washington State U of Wisconsin OSU 

Number of 
centers with full-
day care 

2 total 
(includes 1 full-day 
lab school) 

3 total 
(includes 1 full-day lab 
school) 

3 total 
(includes 1 full-day lab 
school) 

1 6 total 
(includes 1 full-day lab 
school) 

1 

Total number of 
slots 

297 in center 
Lab school numbers 
not available 

559  182 154 400  148 

Ages served Toddlers to school-
age 

6 weeks to 12 years Infants to preschool Infants to school-age 8 weeks to 6 years Infants to 
Kindergarten 

NAEYC 
accreditation 

Center is accredited All 3 are accredited 2 are accredited In process 1 is accredited Center is accredited 

Funding 
 

Lab school: 
n/a 
 
Center: 
• U owns building 

(Center owes U 
for new building) 

• U pays utilities 

Lab school: 
• U owns building (no 

rent) 
• U pays utilities 
• Staff are U 

employees 
• U picks up deficit 
 
Center 1: 
• U owns building (no 

rent) 
• U pays 

management fee 
• U pays utilities 
 
Center 2: 
• U owns building (no 

rent) 
• Center pays utilities 

Lab school: 
• U owns building (no 

rent) 
• U pays utilities 
• Provost covers 40% 

of operating costs 
 
Center 1: 
• U owns building (no 

rent) 
• U pays maintenance 
• U gives 

$75,000/year 
subsidy for 
operating costs 

 
Center 2: 
• U owns building (no 

rent) 
• U pays maintenance 
• Funding from U 

Residences Office 

U pays for: 
• Space 
• Utilities 
• Maintenance/ 

repairs 

U pays for: 
• Space 
• Utilities 
• Legal services 
• Police services 
• Maintenance 
• EAP 

U pays for: 
• Space 
• Utilities 
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 U of Kansas Penn State Purdue Washington State U of Wisconsin OSU 

Auspices 
 

Lab school: 
• Part of U 
• Under Dept. of 

Applied Behavioral 
Science 

 
Center: 
• Separate 501c3 

Lab school: 
• Part of U 
• Under College of 

Health & Human 
Development 

 
Center 1: 
• Vendor 
• Under College of 

Health & Human 
Development 

 
Center 2: 
• Vendor 
• Under Office of 

Human Resources 

Lab school: 
• Part of U 
• Under College of 

Health & Human 
Services 

 
Center 1: 
• Vendor 
• Under Human 

Resources 
 
Center 2: 
• Part of U 
• Under Housing & 

Food Services  
• Operated by Purdue 

Village Parent 
Cooperative  

• Part of U 
• Under the umbrella 

of Housing/Dining 
as an auxiliary 
service 

• 4 are associated 
with these U 
departments: 
-Graduate School 
-Human Ecology 
-Housing 

 
• 2 are vendor 

operated 

• Vendor operated 
• Reports to 

Student Affairs 

Subsidy program 
 

• Center has 
$50K/year subsidy 
for students 
through student 
fees 

• Some funds 
(132K/year) from 
student activity fees 
for student tuition 

 

• Tiered tuition rates 
based on family 
income 

• Student subsidy 
program funded 
through student 
activity fees of 
$200K/year 
 

• Center also gets 
federal campus 
grant of $176K per 
year for 4 years 

• Have student 
subsidy program 
through student 
government fees for 
regulated cc of their 
choice (1 
million/year) 
 

• Have federal 
student campus 
grant of $189K/year 
for 4 years 

• Private foundation 
fund for faculty/staff 
of $11,500/year for 
back-up/sick care 

• Families can apply 
for subsidy 
funding; very small 
amount 
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 U of Kansas Penn State Purdue Washington State U of Wisconsin OSU 

Priority system 
 

Center: 
Priority system of: 
1. Students 
2. Faculty 
3. Staff 
4. Community 

No priority system Lab school: 
No priority system 
 
Center 1: 
Based on family 
income 
Priority to: 
1. FT faculty & staff 
2. Students 
3. Affiliates 
 
Center 2: 
1. Purdue Village 

families 
2. Faculty, staff, 

students 

No priority system 

 

The center’s 
location/department 
determines the priority 
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Child&Care&Market&Research!

Research was conducted to ascertain the numbers, capacity, vacancy rates and cost for regulated child 
care centers, school-age programs and family child care homes in the following communities: Albany, 
Corvallis, Lebanon, Philomath, Sweet Home. Information was collected in October 2013. Slot and 
vacancy data was gathered over a period of three weeks. The data was obtained through individual phone 
calls to programs and family child care homes. The vacancies must be considered only as a snapshot, as 
these do change daily. The information was collected for Mills Consulting Group by Family Connections, 
a local child care resource and referral agency. 

Key findings of interest follow. 
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Regulated Child Care Centers and School-age Programs 
Numbers, Capacity, Vacancy and Cost Information 

 97321 
Albany 

97322 
Albany 

97330 
Corvallis 

97331 
Corvallis 

97333 
Corvallis 

97355 
Lebanon 

97370 
Philomath 

97386 
Sweet Home 

Number of Slots        

Infants 4 1 5 1 3 1 0 1 

Toddlers 5 1 6 1 3 3 0 1 

Preschoolers 9 2* 9 2* 4 3 1 2 

School-age 7 2 13 1** 1 1 1 2 

Number of Slots        

Infants 20 8 32 16 21 1 0 8 

Toddlers 42 10 66 32 40 3 0 8 

Preschoolers 321 78 325 163 132 59 25 30 

School-age 271 120 386  50 5 42 39 

Estimated vacancies        

Infants 1 0 2 0 0 1 N/A 4 

Toddlers 0 0 1 0 0 1 N/A 3 

Preschoolers 26 6 4 0 2 6 1 8 

School-age 15 5 5 10** 2 2 5 2 

Monthly cost: range/average        

Infants 450–793 / 634 760 900–1065 / 963 1140 817–1065 / 972 595 N/A 648 

Toddlers 450–755 / 606 672 894–1065 / 962 1140 817–1065 / 972 575 N/A 648 

Preschoolers 435–665 / 514 595 616–1069 / 773 839 604–1106 / 846 450-632 / 544 695 480–500 / 490 

School-age 435–540 / 476 500 680–715 / 698 724 800 528 528 432–480 / 456 

School-age care ranges from ages 5–12 
* Only one offers part-time preschool 
** Recreational (non-licensed) program offering summer and no-school day care  
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Quality indicators 

Zip Code 
97321 

Albany 
97322 

Albany 
97330 

Corvallis 
97331 

Corvallis 
97333 

Corvallis 
97355 

Lebanon 
97370 

Philomath 

97386 
Sweet 
Home 

Numbers 
participating in QRIS 4 3 2 1 2 1 1 0 

         

NAEYC accredited 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 

 

Scheduling information 

Zip Code 97321 
Albany 

97322 
Albany 

97330 
Corvallis 

97331 
Corvallis 

97333 
Corvallis 

97355 
Lebanon 

97370 
Philomath 

97386 
Sweet 
Home 

Open before 7:30 AM 12 (92%) 3 (75%) 3 (19%) 1 (50%) 2 (40%) 2 (66%) 0 2 (100%) 

         

Close after 6:00 PM 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

         

Offer part-time 10 (78%) 3 (75%) 16 (100%) 1 (50%) 5 (83%) 3 (100%) 2 (100%) 2 (100%) 

         

Offer flexible or 
extended hours 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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Regulated Family Child Care Homes 

Numbers, Capacity, Vacancy and Cost Information 

Zip Code 97321 
Albany 

97322 
Albany 

97330 
Corvallis 

97331 
Corvallis 

97333 
Corvallis 

97355 
Lebanon 

97370 
Philomath 

97386 
Sweet Home 

Number of slots        

Infants/Toddlers 18 74 30 0 18 28 16 3 

Preschoolers 36 148 88 0 50 56 32 14 

School-age 36 148 48 0 28 56 32 8 

Estimated vacancies        

Infants/Toddlers 2 5 3 N/A 1 4 2 2 

Preschoolers 10 14 6 N/A 3 7 2 5 

School-age 8 13 8 N/A 3 8 4 3 

Monthly cost: range / average        

Infants/Toddlers 450–800 / 528 400–600 / 495 450–675 / 553 N/A 540–675 / 594 425–650 / 493 450–850 / 536 425 

Preschoolers 420–800 / 506 400–600 / 481 450–675 / 533 N/A 440–625 / 540 375–650 / 461 450–750 / 514 425 

School-age 400–800 / 535 300–600 / 458 450–675 / 535 N/A 495 350–650 / 451 450–525 / 483 425 
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Quality indicators 

Zip Code 97321 
Albany 

97322 
Albany 

97330 
Corvallis 

97331 
Corvallis 

97333 
Corvallis 

97355 
Lebanon 

97370 
Philomath 

97386 
Sweet Home 

Numbers participating 
in QRIS 1 4 2 0 1 1 1 1 

         

NAEYC accredited 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Scheduling information 

Zip Code 97321 
Albany 

97322 
Albany 

97330 
Corvallis 

97331 
Corvallis 

97333 
Corvallis 

97355 
Lebanon 

97370 
Philomath 

97386 
Sweet Home 

Open before 7:30 AM 7 (78%) 35 (95%) 7 (47%) N/A 7 (78%) 10 (71%) 5 (63%) 2 (100%) 

         

Close after 6:00 PM 1 (11%) 13 (35%) 4 (27%) N/A 3 (33%) 3 (21%) 0 0 

         

Offer part-time 9 (100%) 36 (97%) 15 (100%) N/A 9 (100%) 10 (71%) 7 (88%) 2 (100%) 

         

Offer flexible hours 0 4 (11%) 0 N/A 0 1 (7%) 0 0 

         

Offer drop-in/ 
emergency 6 (67%) 24 (65%) 7 (47%) N/A 4 (44%) 7 (50%) 3 (38%) 2 (100%) 
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Child&Care&Initiatives!

There are two main options that would accommodate the need for additional child care 
slots on or near the OSU campus: a new child care center, and a family child care 
network program.  

New Campus Child Care Center 

The research from various sections of the study point to the need for a new child care 
center on or near the OSU Corvallis campus. There are many areas to consider when 
undertaking such a project, and many decisions to be made.  

To begin, there are overarching questions that OSU must answer, such as: 

• Where will the center be located–in an existing facility or in a new building? 

• Who will the center serve (i.e. faculty, staff, students)? 

• Where will the funding come for start up? 

• How many children will the center serve? 

• What age groups will the center serve (i.e. infants, toddlers, preschoolers, school-
agers) 

• Is there interest in offering emergency back-up and/or holiday/vacation care in the 
new center? 

• What department at OSU will link to the new center? 

• Will center be run by an outside vendor, be a new 501c3, OSU run 

• Will OSU support the center financially beyond rent, heat and lights in order to 
reduce family fees? 

• What is the relationship, if any, of this new center to the existing on campus child 
care program? 

In the initial stages of developing a child care center, it is important to decide the 
management model and the space design. Considerations for both are outlined below. 

Considerations for child care center management models 

Outside Vendor Model 

• Generally in a large chain vendor model there is a management fee charged. 
Although this is not always the case. 
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• Generally the surplus from the running of the center goes to the for-profit vendor. 

• The vendor is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the center. They create 
the budget, set the tuition rates and salaries, market the center, and hire, train and 
supervise the staff with their own criteria and set standards. In many instances 
there is discussion/negotiation with the university regarding these areas.  

• The vendor provides their own benefits package to staff, which typically includes 
medical coverage and vacation/holiday/sick time. 

• The center is supported by a larger organization. 

• In this model, it appears that the center is an arms-length from the employer, 
however, should a major problem arise, the families will ultimately come to the 
university for resolution. 

• Most often university pays rent, heat and lights. 

• The vendor creates additional hierarchy in management because they are part of a 
larger organization. 

• The reputation of the vendor plays a role. 

• The university has less influence on the quality and management of the center. 

• One of the goals of the vendor is to make a profit consequently money that may 
go back into a center in the 501c3 or University run model goes to the vendor. 
Salaries, supplies and staffing may reflect the interest in profit. 

Non-profit 501(c)3 Model 

• Often University has people sit on the Board thus having direct influence on 
center 

• The board is responsible for overseeing center director and center 

• The board, through the director, is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the 
center. The board’s interest lies in a high quality child care program as opposed to 
making a profit. 

• The center/board creates the budget, sets the tuition rates, salaries and benefits, 
markets the center, and hires, trains and supervises the staff with their own criteria 
and set of standards that are appropriate for the OSU community.. 

• In this model, it appears that the center is an arms-length from the employer, 
however, should a major problem arise, the families will ultimately come to the 
university for resolution. 

• Higher salaries may be offered to staff because all income goes directly back into 
the center. Higher salaries generally mean more experienced and better teachers. 

• The university does not pay management fees. 
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• The university generally pays rent, heat and lights. 

• The center has autonomy as it is not part of a larger organization. 

• In this model, funds can be raised through grants and private donations. 

• The university can have influence by having seats on the board. 

University Operated Model 

• University has more overall influence on the center operations/structure 

• University in collaboration with the center director creates the budget, and sets the 
tuition rates and salaries. 

• The center director markets the center, and hires, trains and supervises the staff 
with criteria and standards with input from the University. 

• All center staff members are employees of the University; thus teachers and 
parents share the same employer. 

• In this model, the University is likely to offer better benefits, and higher salaries, 
thus leading to better quality staff and a high quality center. 

• University-run centers are offered through various departments in universities 
across the country. For example, they may be out of the education or child 
development department and used as a lab school. Often they are run out of 
student affaires, human resources or under the provost.  

Considerations for developing child care center space  

The following document is to give a general idea of the areas to consider when 
developing the space for an early care and education center, regardless of the 
management model. These are general concepts and a lot of customized thinking will 
need to go into the actual design of the center. Oregon state licensing and building code 
regulations will also need to be closely examined during this process. 

This memo describes considerations regarding the design of a child care center. The chart 
below outlines the age groups to be served and the number of children per group that 
OSU might consider for this center. NAEYC and Oregon’s State Licensing Regulations 
have been taken into account. 
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Age Group Ages # of Children # of Staff 

Infants 6 weeks-15 months 8 per group 3.5 per room 

Young Toddlers 16 months-23 months 10 per group 3.5 per room 

 Older Toddlers 24 months-36 months 12 per group 3.5 per room 

Young Preschool 3-4 yrs 18 per group 3 

Older Preschool 4-5 yrs 20 3 

In addition to classroom staff having a Director, an Assistant Director, an administrative 
person and a floater should be considered. Work study students in addition to the number 
of staff listed are also to be considered. 

Space requirements 

Decisions about the space allocation for the child care center need to balance minimum 
code and licensing requirements with the goal of developing high quality child care.  

To that end, OSU should aim for more than minimum square footage required for 
licensing. The minimum should never be taken as the standard, particularly for a center 
located within the University that cares about high quality. Parents are sophisticated child 
care consumers and will not be satisfied with cramped classrooms. We recommend that 
the preliminary space program for the center (including assignable and non-assignable 
space) be based on approximately 100-125 square feet (SF)/child, or for example roughly 
10,000-12,500 SF for a 100 child center. In most cases, this will result in at least 45-50 
net square feet (NSF) of classroom space, the number recommended by most experts in 
the field, including the NAEYC Accreditation Criteria & Procedures. The balance of the 
space will be circulation, offices, storage, lavatories, gross motor space, a kitchen, and 
entry/common space. These areas are not included when the State looks at activity space 
as 35 square feet per child for children in child care. 

In developing the program, OSU will want to aim for an optimal size for good early care 
and education that will work when the center is built, and into the future. Too little space 
and too high a child density is associated with aggressive or disruptive behavior, fewer 
constructive interactions, and less quiet, solitary play. Too much space leads to aimless, 
random behavior, shorter attention spans, more non-developmental or “down time” and 
an increased need for adult supervision. In addition to the size, child-centered design of 
the space is critical. 
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Location of the child care center 

The space clearly needs to meet high standard criteria for the location of the center. 
Parents need convenient access to the center. Other issues that warrant attention are: 

• Security of the child care center 

• Access and convenience of vehicular drop-off, pick up & deliveries 

• Parking for staff, parents, and visitors 

• Adequate lighting from the parking area to the child care center entrance 

• Fire and emergency access 

The center should have its own identity. It should have a welcoming, child-oriented 
character rather than an institutional character. Factors that contribute to the child 
centered feeling include:  

• Building scale, and scale of elements appropriate to very young children 

• Ceiling heights of 8 to 10 feet 

• Operable windows and natural light 

• Clearly defined spaces for each age group and, within classrooms, for activity 
areas;  

• Children’s rooms that support children’s independence and social interaction 

• Welcoming entry, and wall space for presenting children’s work in the common 
spaces 

• Easy access to outdoor play space 

• Clear identity for each children’s room 

• Easy wayfinding, recognizable for children  

Criteria for outdoor space 

Allow a minimum of 75 square feet per child of outdoor play space for infants and 
toddlers, 75 to 100 square feet of outdoor play space per child for preschool children for 
the number of children who will play outdoors at any one time. Orient the play spaces to 
provide a mix of sunlight and shade, good drainage, and protection from wind and snow. 
Provide an outdoor faucet for drinking and one for a hose connection.  

Developing separate fenced yards for each age group. Arrange the outdoor play spaces so 
that all areas are visible to staff at all times.  

Outdoor play spaces should emphasize natural features and open-ended play, rather than 
equipment that defines and limits play opportunities. 
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Safety 

• Fences should be at least four feet high, higher if there is water or other 
hazards nearby. Gates should be equipped with self-closing and self-latching 
closure mechanisms, located above the reach of small children. (if ground 
space) 

• Provide sufficient outdoor lighting and an emergency telephone, or have 
cellular phones that staff can take outside. 

• Soil in the play area should be tested for lead and other hazardous substances 
if there is any reason to believe a problem may exist. 

• Provide ample clearance space around play equipment. 

Pay particular attention to choice of a resilient surface around and under climbing and 
sliding play structures. The NAEYC Accreditation Criteria & Procedures include 
recommendations on the depths of loose fill playground surfaces. However, there are 
many commercially developed surfaces that are preferable to sand, wood chips or pea 
stone. The specialized surfaces tend to be expensive, but are worth the investment. Play 
yards should include a variety of surfaces. 

Natural playgrounds are very popular right now and research has reported that it 
enhances children’s physical, cognitive and emotional development. There is much 
diversity of play on a natural playground. 

All playground equipment should be designed or selected to meet the body dimensions of 
very young children. The architects might want to consult Caring for Our Children: 
National Health & Safety Standards: Guidelines for Out of Home Child Care Programs. 
published by the American Academy of Pediatrics.  

Play value 

• Provide opportunities outdoors for gross motor activities, quiet play and group 
activities. Features that enhance outdoor play include areas for water play (not 
standing pools), sand, a play house and other dramatic play props such as 
boats, vehicles, bridges or platforms, and a paved surface for riding wheeled 
toys.  

• Provide seating for adults and children outdoors. Consider a picnic table and 
benches so that snack or lunch can be served outdoors occasionally. 

• Create an area where preschool children can garden. (See earlier note about 
lead soil). 
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• Provide storage for outdoor equipment: wheeled toys, sand toys, balls, tools, 
etc.  

Criteria for interior space 

• Before discussing the criteria for individual rooms within the center, there are a 
number of factors that should be considered as part of the architectural program: 

• Acoustic separation: Plan for acoustic separation between classrooms, and 
noise reduction within each classroom.  

• Natural light and operable windows (with screens): Classrooms should have 
natural light, but will need room darkening shades or curtains at naptime. We 
find that blinds and mini-blinds don’t last in child care classrooms, so plan for 
an alternative. Solar shades are more expensive, but also better performing. 

• Communication: Provide intercom communication throughout the center. 
Provide phones and data lines in all classrooms and administrative spaces. 

• Hot water temperature: Review regulations regarding hot water temperature 
for child care, and ensure that water in children’s spaces does not exceed 90 to 
100 degrees. The dishwasher will have to heat water to at least 160-180 
degrees to sanitize dishes. (check with licensing regarding this rule) 

• Electric outlets: Some centers put classroom outlets 48 inches above finished 
floor level, except where adjacent to infant cribs. Make sure all outlets in the 
center are tamper-proof GFI tam type, or receptacle covers that require turning 
the plug to engage power. 

• Lighting: Provide zoned lighting in the classrooms: We recommend a mix of 
full spectrum fluorescent with a rheostat and incandescent lighting. Provide 
task lighting over diaper changing areas and hand-washing sinks. Provide 
occupant sensors to reduce lighting unoccupied spaces. 

• HVAC: Plan for 20 CFM (15 cfm is the code, 20 is far preferable for children) 
per person fresh air ventilation in classrooms and administrative areas. 
Separate ventilation should be provided directly at diaper-changing areas, for 
lavatories, and in the kitchen. Provide additional natural ventilation through 
operable windows and doors. 

• Storage: There is never enough storage in a child care center. Designate 
central storage areas for shared equipment and seasonal items, but also plan 
for specific storage requirements where needed: children’s clothing, cots, 
large equipment, staff personal items, visitors’ coats, etc. More storage details 
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will be described in the classroom descriptions. Storage should be purpose-
designed. 

• Other safety details: Be sure there are no protruding edges below 48” height in 
children’s spaces; avoid using bi-fold doors in children’s spaces. Wall and 
counter corners should be radiused in children’s spaces or enclose all 
counters, avoid use of bracket & standards shelving in children’s spaces. 

Below we describe the program for individual rooms within the center. 
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Infant Classroom 

Description Comfortable space for infants. This is per infant room. 

Size Minimum for licensing: 280 NSF 
Recommended:  360 NSF  
Nap area for 8 cribs: 204 NSF 

Adjacencies Locate as close to the center entrance as possible, close to the office, 
and provide some storage for infant car seats and strollers nearby. 
This is a continuous issue. 

Special Requirements Comfortable activity space on different levels to support the 
development of children from 6 weeks to 15 months of age. Provide 
some ceiling blocking for hanging infant swings or a hammock, and 
possible area for a low bar for children to pull up on. Provide non-
breakable mirrors at child height and at the changing table. Well-
padded rug floor area. 

Food preparation area, including a refrigerator and sink and a method 
for warming bottles. Can not use microwave for warming; it is 
dangerous.  

Non-skid tile or linoleum floor. 

Diaper changing area with sink. 

Storage Requirements:  

• Low open shelves for toys 
• Cabinets and a closet 
• Storage for diapers, supplies, dirty diapers 
• Storage for bedding  
• Cubbies for extra clothing and diaper bags 
• Storage for formula and baby food 
• Locked storage for medications and supplies 
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Young Toddler Classroom 

Description Comfortable space for a 10 child toddler room. This is information 
for one of your young toddler rooms and should be duplicated in the 
other young toddler rooms 

Size Minimum for licensing:  350 NSF 
Recommended 450-500 NSF  

Adjacencies Toddler lavatory with two toilets and two sinks. Two toddler rooms 
can share a bathroom between them. You will also need a changing 
table. 

Special Requirements Activity area to support the development of toddlers— opportunities 
to climb and run, take part in wet or messy art activities, play in large 
groups as well as small.  

Mix of floor surfaces: some rug and some linoleum or tile.  

Display areas for children’s work. 

Provide non-breakable mirrors at child height and at the changing 
table. 

Hand-washing sink in classroom. 

Diaper changing area with sink in classroom (see details) 

Storage Requirements: 

• Low open shelves for toys 
• Cabinets and a closet for staff access 
• Storage for diapers, diapering supplies, rubber gloves, dirty 

diapers, paper roll 
• Storage (cubbies) for extra clothing, diaper bags, and personal 

belongings 
• Storage for cots and bedding 
• Lockable storage for medications 
• Lockable storage for cleaning supplies 
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Older Toddler Classroom 

Description Comfortable space for a 10 child toddler room. This is information 
for one of your young toddler rooms and should be duplicated in the 
other young toddler rooms 

Size Minimum for licensing:  350 NSF 
Recommended 450-500 NSF  

Adjacencies Toddler lavatory with two toilets and two sinks. Two toddler rooms 
can share a bathroom between them. You will also need a changing 
table. 

Special Requirements Activity area to support the development of toddlers— opportunities 
to climb and run, take part in wet or messy art activities, play in large 
groups as well as small.  

Mix of floor surfaces: some rug and some linoleum or tile.  

Display areas for children’s work. 

Provide non-breakable mirrors at child height and at the changing 
table. 

Hand-washing sink in classroom. 

Diaper changing area with sink in classroom (see details) 

Storage Requirements: 

• Low open shelves for toys 
• Cabinets and a closet for staff access 
• Storage for diapers, diapering supplies, rubber gloves, dirty 

diapers, paper roll 
• Storage (cubbies) for extra clothing, diaper bags, and personal 

belongings 
• Storage for cots and bedding 
• Lockable storage for medications 
• Lockable storage for cleaning supplies 
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Young Preschool Classrooms 

Description Classroom space for 18 children. Below is information for one 
classroom. 

Size Minimum for licensing:  630 NSF  
Recommended:  810-900 NSF  

Adjacencies Adjacent to preschool gross motor space 

Preschool lavatories with two toilets and two sinks per room. Two 
classrooms may share bathroom between them. 

Special Requirements Activity area to support the development of preschool children. 
These children require opportunities for exploration and pre-reading 
and math skills development, art and music, large and small group 
activities.  

Mix of floor surfaces: some carpet and some linoleum or tile.  

Display areas for children’s work. 

Create an area for 2 computer workstations. 

Hand-washing sink in the activity area 

Storage Requirements: 

• Low open shelves for toys 
• Cabinets and closet for staff access 
• Storage for cots and bedding 
• Lockable storage for medications 
• Lockable storage for cleaning supplies 
• Storage (cubby for each child) for extra clothing, boots and 

personal belongings 
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Older Preschool Room 

Description Classroom space for 20 children. Below is information for one 
classroom. 

Size Minimum for licensing:  700 NSF  

Recommended:  900-950 NSF  

Adjacencies Adjacent to preschool gross motor space 

Preschool lavatories with two toilets and two sinks per room. Two 
classrooms may share bathroom between them. 

Special Requirements Activity area to support the development of preschool children. 
These children require opportunities for exploration and pre-reading 
and math skills development, art and music, large and small group 
activities.  

Mix of floor surfaces: some carpet and some linoleum or tile.  

Display areas for children’s work. 

Create an area for 2 computer workstations. 

Hand-washing sink in the activity area 

Storage Requirements: 

• Low open shelves for toys 
• Cabinets and closet for staff access 
• Storage for cots and bedding 
• Lockable storage for medications 
• Lockable storage for cleaning supplies 
• Storage (cubby for each child) for extra clothing, boots and 

personal belongings 
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Entry & Reception 

Description Central entrance area for staff, parents and children 

Size Spacious area where parents can relax and/or talk with each other 

Adjacencies Director’s office 

 Administrators Office 

 Adult lavatory 

 Clear routes to each classroom 

 Note: We recommend that children’s individual storage cubbies be in 
entryway of their classrooms, not in hall.  

Special Requirements  Install a doorbell and intercom/buzzer system, access code, or hand 
read security system to control access to the center, and a chime on 
the front door that sounds when the door opens. 

 Provide comfortable seating for adults and children, display area for 
children’s work, parent reading material, and a parent information 
board. 

    Provide convenient storage for visitor’s coats, some car seats and 
strollers. This is critical and difficult to figure out. 

 

Adult Lavatories 

Description Two adult lavatories, men and women, for staff and adult visitors 

Size 45 SF for each facility 

Adjacencies Adult lavatories should be close to the entry foyer and community 
space (preschool gross motor room). 

Special Requirements Handicapped accessibility is required by the Architectural Access 
Board and the Americans with Disabilities Act. Certain dimensions 
may conflict with these regulations; careful coordination is needed 
between handicapped accessibility requirements and requirements to 
accommodate children. For example, a sink may be set at child 
handicapped access height and usable by adults as well as a child in a 
wheelchair, and another sink set at height for standing toddlers or 
preschool children.  
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Staff Offices 

Description Director’s Office,  
Assistant Director’s Office 
Administrator’s Office 

Conference Area 
Teacher Office and Resource Area 

Size Director’s Office 170 NSF 
 Assistant Director’s Office 170 NSF 
 Administrator Office 160 NSF (may use reception area desk) 
 Teacher Office/Resource Area  350 NSF 

Adjacencies Adult lavatory 

 Entry & reception area 

 Infant classrooms nearby 

Special Requirements Director’s Office 

• Small conference area (table plus 4 chairs) 
• Office furniture & locking file cabinets 
• Small alcove for isolation area 
• Convenient to center entry with good sight lines to entrance door 
• Storage for office materials 
• Computer work station, small copier & fax 

 Teacher Office/Resource Area 

• Locking storage for teachers’ personal belongings 
• Conference table and seating for 8 to 10 
• Comfortable furniture 
• Small refrigerator, sink, coffee service area 
• Telephone 
• Computer work station and printer 
• Counter and shelving for materials’ storage & preparation (paper 

cutter, glue guns, small tools, etc. that should not be in children’s 
reach) 
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Gross Motor Spaces (Infant/Toddler and Preschool) 

Description Optimum to have one space for infant/toddlers and one room for 
preschool children but not necessary. 

 Open space allows for development of gross motor skills with 
sufficient space for bulky equipment and active play space.  

 We envision that the preschool gross motor space could serve also as 
a meeting space for the whole child care community (parents, staff 
and children) for meetings, performances, celebrations. 

 Preschool room can be centrally located. In order to be used for as a 
meeting space it should be located adjacent to the kitchen.  

Special Requirements Rooms should have good sound control and safe flooring (low pile 
carpet), good natural lighting and individual temperature control. 

 Plenty of storage is necessary for mats, play equipment and chairs 
for community meetings. 

 Ballet type bars or wood rungs on portion of wall for infant/toddler 
room for learning to stand and walk. 

 Outlet for good sound system in storage closet with wiring for 
speakers for music and dance activities. 
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Children’s Lavatories 

Description Each children’s toilet area is to be designed for age group served 
with appropriate sized toilets and sinks. Handicapped access is 
complex and conflicts frequently with child sizing, and this must be 
considered. 

Size 65 SF for each preschool room, two toilets and sinks 
 65 SF for toddler room, two toilets and two sinks 

 Toddlers:   
• Child height toilet 
• 18 to 20 inch sink 

 Preschool:  
• Child height toilet 
• 24 inch sink ** 

Adjacencies Each lavatory facility should be adjacent to appropriate classroom 
with visibility possible to classroom and all areas visible to staff (low 
partitions, 3’6”, between toilet stalls, and no doors to stalls). 

Special Requirements Consider faucets that turn off automatically. 

 Mount sinks in low counter-tops. Consider full range of lavatory 
activities, including tooth-brushing 

 Provide paper towel holder and dispenser for liquid soap. Or 
consider hand dryers, which are better environmentally and for 
health 

 Provide wall-mounted mirrors at children’s height. With shatterproof 
backing, fully adhered to wall 

 Provide floor drains in children’s lavatories. 

 Light switch should be above children’s reach. 

 Water temperature should not exceed 100 degrees. 

 Handicapped accessible as regulated by the Oregon Architectural 
Access Board and the Americans with Disabilities Act. 
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Diaper Changing Space 

Description Diaper changing space provides safe and sanitary space for diaper 
changing for infants and toddlers. 

Adjacencies Changing space, sink and storage of diapers and supplies are located 
in the infant room. Diapering space for toddlers can be in an alcove 
of the classroom or adjacent to toddler classrooms in the toddler 
lavatory. Orientation of changing space must ensure visibility of 
other children in the classroom.  

Special Requirements Counters:  

• Diaper-changing areas should include an adult-height counter 
with a seamless surface.  

• Provide a 4-6 inch lip on the counter top to keep a vinyl-covered 
mat in place.  

• Placing one end of the changing surface next to a wall allows for 
installation of a roll of medical exam paper to protect the surface 
during diapering. Provide under counter space for diaper trash 
barrel, with access that does not involve opening and closing a 
door.  

• Some programs provide a slot above the lower cabinet door so 
that diapers can be tossed in easily.  

• Dispenser for roll of sanitary paper 

 Sinks: 

• Diapering sinks should be easily operable with one hand or with 
foot pedals.  

• Water temperature not to exceed 100 degrees. 

• The Lady Vanity Sink by Kohler is a nice infant sink with a 
hand-held sprayer. 

• Toddler diapering areas need a deeper sink. 

Lighting: 

• Provide task lighting over diapering area. 
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Storage:  

Adjacent storage at the diapering area should include open shelves to 
hold small bins of each child’s diapering supplies. All necessary 
items — sink, diapers, diaper pail, etc. — should be organized so 
that staff member can reach them while one hand remains on the 
child. If casework is provided above the diapering area, care must be 
taken to position it so it is not a hazard. 

 Other:  

 Install acrylic mirrors at changing table. Provide wall-mounted 
mirrors at children’s height. With shatterproof backing, fully adhered 
to wall. 

 

Kitchen  

Description At a minimum the kitchen will be used to prepare snacks for children 
and child center functions. It may also be used for classroom 
activities and special events. Children are not allowed in kitchen. 

Adjacency The kitchen needs to be centrally located with an outdoor entrance 
for delivery of food and supplies. It should also be located near the 
pre-school gross motor room to be used for community events. A 
serving window opening to the gross motor room would be 
convenient for community events.  

Special Requirements  Check Oregon regulations for snack kitchen requirements. 

Dishwasher will need to meet health department temperature 
requirements.  

A minimum 22 cubic foot refrigerator with a frost free freezer 
section. 

Deep double sinks. May be required to be triple sink for pot washing. 
Check with the agency regulating this.  

Two ovens or a convection oven and microwave oven. Avoid gas 
unless a fully commercial kitchen is planned. 

Food carts for transporting food to classrooms.  

For use by children a portion of the counter at 24” would be helpful 
for class cooking projects. 
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General Storage Needs 

Description In addition to ample storage space in each classroom we recommend 
plenty of general storage space for large equipment and supplies 
used by the entire child care community.  

Size Approximately 150 SF 

Adjacencies Storage needs to be conveniently located near the area of activity 
where the equipment is to be used. 

Special Requirements Plan for: 

• Storage of outdoor toys near the doors to the playground or in an 
outside shed 

• Large storage space is needed for strollers near entry 
• Shelving in the teachers’ office and resource room for books and 

other curriculum resources 
• Central storage for art and project supplies 
• Central storage for curriculum resources such as music 

instruments and sound systems, puppet theatres, and gross motor 
equipment 

• Canned and dry food storage and paper products near kitchen 
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Laundry 

Description Space and equipment to launder linens, bedding, towels and 
sometimes children’s clothing 

Size Approximately 40 SF 

Adjacencies Centrally located, adjacent to other plumbing and near an outside 
wall for dryer vent 

Special Requirements Special heavy duty washer & dryer, laundry sink, counter for folding 
clean laundry, shelves for supplies 

 Provide venting for dryer 

 Secure space from children with locking door 

 Provide floor drain 

 

Custodial Area and Mechanical/Electrical Room 

Description Space allocated for electrical and HVAC equipment and control 
panel 

Size 140 SF mechanical and electrical room 
 25 SF custodial closet 

Adjacencies Locate mechanical/electrical away from classroom space but easily 
accessible incase of emergency 

 Locate custodial closet in central location adjacent to other plumbing 

Special requirements Deep sink  

 Interior lockable supply cabinet 

 Lockable door 
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Family Child Care Network Program 

Family child care is a form of child care where parents bring their child to be cared for in 
an individual family child care providers’ home. In Oregon, the state licenses two forms 
of family child care homes: registered or certified. In a registered home a provider is 
allowed a maximum of 10 children (only 2 can be under 24 months old) and in a certified 
home a provider can care for up to 12 children, and the provider may hire additional staff. 
The State’s Office of Child Care oversees the licensing and regulation of these homes.  

Several universities across the country as well as other employer organizations have 
chosen to offer what is known as a family child care network program as a part of their 
child care services for faculty, staff and students. There are various reasons why this type 
of initiative works well for both families and institutions. Parents who choose family 
child care generally say they have chosen it because they like care in a home 
environment, a small group size, and a mixed age group setting. In addition, oftentimes 
family child care fees are less than center-based fees, and the hours may be more flexible. 
Institutions find that offering a family child care network program is less expensive for 
them than a campus child care center, because there are no capital expenses involved. It 
also gives employees and students more choices for care in addition to a campus center, 
and parents appreciate the lower cost and flexible scheduling. 

Universities tailor their family child care network programs to serve their institution’s 
and community’s needs. Most often an institution either decides to create and run it’s 
own network of providers, or works with an existing network. The following outlines the 
University of Michigan, New York University and the University of Wisconsin’s family 
child care network programs. 

New York University  

NYU connected with University Settlement, a settlement house in NYC with experience 
in family child care networks for their program. They developed a special family child 
care program for NYU, which required certain provider criteria and a higher level of 
quality. These family child care providers give priority to NYU faculty. There is one 
person on staff at University Settlement who works on this for NYU. When developing 
their program, NYU came up with a plan, and sold it on the basis that it was really a 
community economic development project as well as a benefit for serving NYU faculty. 

University Settlement recruits providers for NYU, and provides training on areas like: 

• Health & safety 

• Business 

• Family contract 
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• Parent handbooks 

• Enrollment/interviewing families 

• Parent conferences 

In addition, program services include: 

• Homes are visited 2 times a month to assist providers with curriculum and 
professional development planning. 

• Every 6 months they do a Family Child Care Environmental Ratings Scale 
assessment (FCCERS) of the homes 

• Ongoing trainings happen 3 times a year 

• Parents provide feedback on providers 

Reasons why providers are involved: 

• It fills their slots 

• NYU families tend to pay more 

• There is built in support for them—they are not so isolated 

At one time NYU had 15 providers in their network, with 55 children enrolled. The 
majority of provider homes have NYU faculty, although they are open to community 
families. Providers usually enroll a smaller number of children than New York State 
licensing regulations require. They also have assistants working with them. 

NYU does not require them to be NAFCC accredited. 

University of Wisconsin  

For their family child care network, UW contracts with Satellite Family Child Care, Inc. 
a local agency. They have had a contract with them for approximately 10 years. Satellite 
Family Child Care, Inc. has 4 to 5 homes in a UW network. UW lists the homes on their 
Office of Child Care & Family Resources web page. These UW network providers give 
priority to UW families for enrollment. UW gives the providers a yearly bonus if they 
serve 3 or more UW families. Parents pay providers directly and have their own contract 
with the providers. Providers work out the rates they charge with Satellite. 

For UW network providers, Satellite provides: 

• Ongoing professional development 

• Accreditation support and training 

• Supervision 
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• Start up equipment 

• FCCERS evaluation every 2 years 

For UW, Satellite provides: 

• Accredited providers (UW feels that “because Satellite accredits homes, we use 
them”) 

• Quarterly reports that summarize the UW network provider activities—including 
how many placements made and referrals received 

• Yearly parent satisfaction survey 

• They follow national family child care standards 

UW also provides their network providers opportunities that may be happening in their 
UW campus child care centers—for example back pack giveaways, etc. 

The reasons why UW began the program and keeps it going is because it makes a dent in 
the lack of child care options available for UW employees. 

University of Michigan  

They have an arrangement with a number of independent family child care providers. It 
began in 2003 with a campus grant that was really aimed at helping students on campus 
with child care. UM is very clear on their website and materials that these providers are 
independent, state licensed small businesses, that they are separate from UM, and UM is 
not in charge of licensing or regulating them. They have one person on staff who 
oversees their program. 

UM’s number of providers in this group has grown, and UM has approximately 16 
providers in a “network”, who care for a total of approximately 92 children. There is one 
staff person at UM who works full-time on managing this network. They have a 
“statement of understanding” with each provider. They have a mix of large group homes 
with up to 12 kids, and group homes with up to 6 children. They have very close 
relationships with their providers. They take time recruiting providers, and getting to 
know them before inviting them to be part of the network. UM evaluates their providers 
in a very informal way. The Coordinator, who oversees the program, will see all of them 
every 2 months, but does visit with them at the playground, etc. informally as well. If 
there are issues she will meet and talk with them. 
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UM’s criteria for providers: 

• Willingness to aim for 30 hours of training per year (Michigan licensing requires 
10) 

• Set achievement goal for themselves (CDA, degree) 

• 3 year commitment 

• Enrollment priority for UM families 

• History of compliance with Michigan licensing regulations 

• Proximity to UM Ann Arbor campus 

• Provide UM with updates on enrollment 

Providers receive from UM: 

• Opportunities for training, with paid registration fees 

• Ongoing 1x month onsite workshops 

• Provider support group meetings 

• Technical assistance 

• Paid NAFCC accreditation fee 

• Bonuses—the more UM families they enroll, the larger the bonus  

The cost for UM covers the Coordinator’s salary/benefits, and the funding for what 
providers receive. They figure that they set aside money for provider cost, which breaks 
down to 40% for trainings and accreditation, 30% for provider bonuses and 20% for 
grants. 

Parents pay providers directly. There is a wide range of rates charged—some providers 
have staff, larger homes, and charge more. Others have smaller homes, and choose to 
serve more graduate students and so charge less. About one half of UM families served 
are staff, and the rest are equal percentage of students and faculty. A number of providers 
are dual language speakers, and a number are open at night and weekends—which works 
well for UM hospital employees. 
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Considerations for OSU 

Should OSU decides that a family child care network is a initiative that they would like to 
undertake, they would then decide if they want to contract with an outside agency to 
oversee the program, or hire and individual to work within OSU to start up and manage 
the program. If OSU chooses to hire and agency, it would be wise to employ an RFP 
process. Whether OSU chooses to work with an agency or chooses to operate it on their 
own, the key areas to consider include: 

• Funding to pay the agency or individual at OSU 

• Enrollment system for OSU families 

• Criteria for providers to be part of the network 

• Provider training, support and resources 

• Ongoing evaluation of providers 

• Equipment and materials for providers 
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Appendices!
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Appendix A: Select Survey Results by Role at OSU 

Annual household income before taxes by role at OSU 

Choice Faculty Staff Students 

Under $10,999 -- -- 19% 

$11,000–15,999 -- -- 12% 

$16,000–19,999 -- 1% 9% 

$20,000–25,999 .3% 8% 11% 

$26,000–29,999 1% 5% 9% 

$30,000–35,999 1% 7% 8% 

$36,000–39,999 3% 8% 4% 

$40,000–45,999 8% 8% 6% 

$46,000–49,999 2% 5% 4% 

$50,000–55,999 4% 7% 4% 

$56,000–59,999 3% 3% .4% 

$60,000–69,999 9% 11% 5% 

$70,000–79,999 9% 17% 3% 

$80,000–89,999 12% 8% 4% 

$90,000–99,999 8% 3% 3% 

$100,000–119,999 16% 7% .4% 

$120,000–139,999 10% 1% 1% 

$140,000–159,999 7% -- -- 

$160,000–179,999 3% -- -- 

$180,000+ 6% 1% -- 
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The table below shows the comparison of the mean household incomes using the 
midpoint of the range as the income (e.g. using $28,000 for the range of $25,000–
29,999). 

Role N Mean Minimum Maximum 

Faculty 342 $95,833 $23,000 $180,000 

Staff 88 $60,965 $18,000 $180,000 

Students 241 $32,275 $5,500 $13,000 

***p<.001 

Likelihood of using various child care initiatives by role at OSU 

Faculty responses 

Type of initiative Very 
likely Likely Unlikely Very 

unlikely Never 

Child care center on or near campus 56% 25% 9% 6% 5% 

A group of OSU supported certified or 
registered family child care homes near 
campus 

22% 29% 27% 14% 9% 

Reserved slots in a community after 
school program 

28% 37% 22% 8% 5% 

Financial assistance to pay for your 
choice of child care 

61% 17% 11% 6% 5% 

Onsite emergency back-up care for when 
your regular child care arrangements are 
not available 

63% 23% 9% 1% 3% 

Drop-in care for short periods of time such 
as attending/ teaching an academic class 
or exercising at the recreation center 

55% 23% 15% 5% 3% 

Child care for school-age children during 
scheduled holidays and school vacation 
breaks (excluding summer break) 

61% 22% 11% 3% 3% 

A summer child care program or day 
camp for school-age children 

60% 31% 5% 2% 3% 

Afterschool program for school-age 
children on or near campus 

50% 23% 16% 5% 6% 
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Staff responses 

Type of initiative Very 
likely Likely Unlikely Very 

unlikely Never 

Child care center on or near campus 54% 23% 15% 7% 2% 

A group of OSU supported certified or 
registered family child care homes near 

campus 
20% 32% 32% 12% 5% 

Reserved slots in a community after 
school program 

25% 34% 26% 10% 5% 

Financial assistance to pay for your 
choice of child care 

61% 20% 9% 3% 7% 

Onsite emergency back-up care for when 
your regular child care arrangements are 

not available 
65% 21% 9% 1% 3% 

Drop-in care for short periods of time such 
as attending/ teaching an academic class 

or exercising at the recreation center 
35% 33% 21% 8% 3% 

Child care for school-age children during 
scheduled holidays and school vacation 

breaks (excluding summer break) 
54% 30% 8% 6% 2% 

A summer child care program or day 
camp for school-age children 

58%% 34% 6% 0% 2% 

Afterschool program for school-age 
children on or near campus 

42%% 27% 16% 10% 6% 
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Student responses 

Type of initiative Very 
likely Likely Unlikely Very 

unlikely Never 

Child care center on or near campus 60% 19% 10% 5% 7% 

A group of OSU supported certified or 
registered family child care homes near 
campus 

28% 25% 29% 7% 12% 

Reserved slots in a community after 
school program 

32% 29% 25% 9% 5% 

Financial assistance to pay for your 
choice of child care 

76% 13% 6% 3% 3% 

Onsite emergency back-up care for when 
your regular child care arrangements are 
not available 

60% 27% 6% 2% 5% 

Drop-in care for short periods of time such 
as attending/ teaching an academic class 
or exercising at the recreation center 

69% 18% 6% 3% 4% 

Child care for school-age children during 
scheduled holidays and school vacation 
breaks (excluding summer break) 

51% 22% 16% 5% 7% 

A summer child care program or day 
camp for school-age children 

50% 25% 15% 4% 6% 

Afterschool program for school-age 
children on or near campus 

39% 24% 18% 9% 9% 
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Ranking of child care initiative usefulness by role at OSU 

Faculty responses 

For children under 6 years old 

Type of initiative Total 
for 1 

Total 
for 2 

Total 
for 3 

Total 
for 4 

Total 
for 5 

Total 
for 6 

Child care center on or near campus 137 59 44 39 26 15 

A group of OSU supported certified or registered 
family child care homes near campus 

6 29 44 58 72 111 

Reserved slots in a community after school 
program 

13 33 52 65 96 61 

Financial assistance to pay for your choice of child 
care 

87 62 47 46 25 53 

Onsite emergency back-up care for when your 
regular child care arrangements are not available 

42 84 62 58 54 20 

Drop-in care for short periods of time such as 
attending/ teaching an academic class or 
exercising at the recreation center 

35 53 71 54 47 60 
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For children 6-12 years old 

Type of initiative Total 
for 1 

Total 
for 2 

Total 
for 3 

Total 
for 4 

Total 
for 5 

Total 
for 6 

Total 
for 7 

A group of OSU supported 
certified or registered family child 
care homes near campus 

13 11 9 22 37 76 142 

Reserved slots in a community 
after school program 

20 13 24 35 72 92 54 

Financial assistance to pay for 
your choice of child care 

80 37 24 32 47 37 53 

Onsite emergency back-up care 
for when your regular child care 
arrangements are not available 

40 41 50 68 63 40 8 

Child care for school-age children 
during scheduled holidays and 
school vacation breaks (excluding 
summer break) 

53 84 71 45 27 16 14 

A summer child care program or 
day camp for school-age children 

39 65 77 61 27 23 18 

Afterschool program for school-
age children on or near campus 

65 59 55 47 37 26 21 
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Staff responses 

For children under 6 years old 

Type of initiative Total 
for 1 

Total 
for 2 

Total 
for 3 

Total 
for 4 

Total 
for 5 

Total 
for 6 

Child care center on or near campus 34 13 13 10 7 6 

A group of OSU supported certified or 
registered family child care homes near 
campus 

2 8 6 22 16 29 

Reserved slots in a community after school 
program 

1 7 10 17 28 20 

Financial assistance to pay for your choice of 
child care 

28 27 13 3 4 8 

Onsite emergency back-up care for when your 
regular child care arrangements are not 
available 

14 18 21 17 11 2 

Drop-in care for short periods of time such as 
attending/ teaching an academic class or 
exercising at the recreation center 

4 10 20 14 17 18 
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For children 6–12 years old 

Type of initiative Total 
for 1 

Total 
for 2 

Total 
for 3 

Total 
for 4 

Total 
for 5 

Total 
for 6 

Total 
for 7 

A group of OSU supported certified or 
registered family child care homes near 
campus 

3 9 1 5 8 17 38 

Reserved slots in a community after 
school program 

5 6 6 8 14 28 14 

Financial assistance to pay for your 
choice of child care 

32 14 5 7 9 7 7 

Onsite emergency back-up care for 
when your regular child care 
arrangements are not available 

10 8 23 14 15 6 5 

Child care for school-age children 
during scheduled holidays and school 
vacation breaks (excluding summer 
break) 

8 20 20 19 9 3 2 

A summer child care program or day 
camp for school-age children 

7 16 14 19 15 8 2 

Afterschool program for school-age 
children on or near campus 

16 8 12 9 11 12 13 
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Student responses 

For children under 6 years old 

Type of initiative Total 
for 1 

Total 
for 2 

Total 
for 3 

Total 
for 4 

Total 
for 5 

Total 
for 6 

Child care center on or near campus 75 55 31 36 19 15 

A group of OSU supported certified or 
registered family child care homes near 
campus 

3 17 24 30 71 86 

Reserved slots in a community after school 
program 

2 24 24 39 67 75 

Financial assistance to pay for your choice of 
child care 

110 52 35 11 11 12 

Onsite emergency back-up care for when your 
regular child care arrangements are not 
available 

7 49 55 63 32 25 

Drop-in care for short periods of time such as 
attending/ teaching an academic class or 
exercising at the recreation center 

34 34 62 52 31 18 
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For children 6–12 years old 

Type of initiative Total 
for 1 

Total 
for 2 

Total 
for 3 

Total 
for 4 

Total 
for 5 

Total 
for 6 

Total 
for 7 

A group of OSU supported certified or 
registered family child care homes near 
campus 

8 11 17 16 22 53 78 

Reserved slots in a community after 
school program 

8 27 15 22 43 58 32 

Financial assistance to pay for your 
choice of child care 

120 19 16 17 18 6 9 

Onsite emergency back-up care for 
when your regular child care 
arrangements are not available 

18 43 28 46 36 14 20 

Child care for school-age children 
during scheduled holidays and school 
vacation breaks (excluding summer 
break) 

14 43 45 37 27 18 21 

A summer child care program or day 
camp for school-age children 

15 28 45 44 30 26 17 

Afterschool program for school-age 
children on or near campus 

22 34 39 23 29 30 28 
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Reasons for changing current child care arrangements by role at OSU 

Reasons 
Faculty 

N=351 

Staff 

N=89 

Students 

N=244 

Cost of care  44% 53% 52% 

Location of care  42% 38% 39% 

Hours care is available 31% 29% 38% 

Quality of care 29% 26% 30% 

Child’s needs are changing*  24% 34% 18% 

Care will no longer be available  16% 20% 16% 

Not applicable; I would not be looking for new child care 
arrangements 

17% 15% 14% 

Child is no longer eligible because of age  10% 13% 7% 

Child doesn’t like arrangement 8% 10% 9% 

We’ll be moving*** 3% 8% 13% 

 *p<.05, ***p<.001 

 

How easy or difficult it has been to find child care arrangements by role at OSU 

 Faculty N=345 Staff N=89 Students N=675 

Very easy 2% 1% 2% 

Easy 8% 12% 10% 

Neither easy nor difficult 28% 29% 25% 

Difficult 46% 37% 44% 

Very difficult 17% 20% 19% 
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Days arrived late to work/class by role at OSU 

 Faculty Staff Students 

A problem with child care arrangements 4.24 days 4.69 days 3.96 days 

A child’s illness  3.34 days 2.55 days 3.24 days 

Another child-related responsibility 3.12 days 3.55 days 1.93 days 

 

Days missed work/class by role at OSU 

 Faculty Staff Students 

A problem with child care arrangements** 1.93 days 1.99 days 3.85 days 

A child’s illness  3.68 days 4.22 days 4.63 days 

Another child-related responsibility 1.72 days 2.36 days 1.68 days 

    **p<.01 
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Appendix B: Comments from Survey 

My#husband#has#a#small#business#and#does#not#bring#in#a#steady#income.#We#have#not#had#good#success#with#
care.com.#We#can't#use#Beaver#Beginnings#because#our#childcare#needs#are#when#there#is#overlap#between#my#
husband's#and#my#work#schedules.##

Beaver#beginnings#and#kidspirit#are#both#great#

Beaver#Beginnings#is#a#good#start,#but#we#don't#send#our#kids#there#because#of#their#bad#reputation.#They#are#
known#as#a#'child#mill'#where#they#just#move#kids#around#too#fast#and#there#isn't#a#family#or#community#
atmosphere#(have#even#heard#this#from#their#staff).#They#don't#deliver#the#individual#care#as#needed#at#such#
young#ages.#I#have#heard#more#negative#things#than#positive#about#their#quality#of#care.#I#wish#we#had#a#better#
facility#on#campus.#Even#if#they#kept#their#pricing#the#same,#better#staff#to#run#that#program#would#be#best.#It#
amazes#me#that#there#is#a#1G2#year#wait#list#there#and#I#believe#that#is#only#because#they#are#just#a#little#less#
expensive#than#the#other#centers#and#it#is#directly#on#campus.#Only#reasons.#

Childcare#is#the#single#biggest#stressor#for#my#wife#and#I.#While#we#have#adequate,#safe,#childcare#it#is#not#ideal#
and#we#would#make#a#change#if#there#was#a#better#option.#We#would#really#appreciate#more#options#for#OSU#
provided#childcare.#Currently#the#wait#list#is#too#long#and#the#cost#is#too#high#to#go#to#beaver#beginnings.#

Have#used#Kidspirit#in#the#past.#Beaver#Beginnings#would#have#been#a#nice#option#but#their#wait#list#was#1+#years#
long#

The#wait#list#at#Beaver#Beginning#is#outrageous,#and#in#my#opinion#the#quality#of#care#is#less#than#I#would#expect#
for#the#tuition#paid.#There#needs#to#be#more#options.#Also,#sibling#discounts#are#helpful#but#not#currently#offered#
at#BB.#

I#am#currently#pregnant#with#our#second#child#also.#I#intend#to#use#breastfeeding#rooms#if#there#are#any,#I#have#
not#checked.#I#wanted#to#use#the#Beaver#Beginnings#but#the#waiting#list#was#for#next#year.#I#also#drive#from#Salem#
so#the#Little#village#is#hard#to#use#because#It#takes#me#an#hour#to#drive#to#OSU#to#only#stay#for#two#hours.#I#feel#
like#the#child#care#options#are#great#for#local#students#but#for#students#that#commute,#it#could#be#a#little#better.#

I#am#glad#that#this#survey#is#being#administered.#While#I#like#the#proximity#factor#of#Beaver#Beginnings,#I#question#
the#education#and#care#that#my#children#receive#given#the#amount#of#money#that#we#pay#to#have#our#child#
attend#that#institution.#I#would#feel#better#about#the#amount#of#money#we#spend#if#there#were#a#greater#
emphasis#on#teaching,#accountability,#and#student#to#teacher#ratio.#Given#that#it#is#affiliated#with#an#academic#
institution,#one#would#think#that#the#standards#would#be#higher.#

I#am#happy#with#Beaver#Beginnings,#but#I#am#in#need#of#afterGschool,#emergency#and#holiday#childcare.#

I#am#quite#dissatisfied#with#Beaver#Beginnings#but#feel#that#I#have#very#limited#options#regarding#accessible#
childcare.#As#a#facility,#BB#has#very#little#to#offer#in#terms#of#early#childhood#pedagogy#and#overall#care#and#
respect.#
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Our#youngest#child#will#be#ready#for#preschool#next#year;#at#least#a#couple#days#per#week.#We#used#Beaver#
Beginnings#for#our#oldest#but#it#was#a#financial#burden#on#our#family...basically#my#husband#worked#the#hours#
she#was#in#preschool#simply#to#pay#the#associated#costs.#

He#is#ready#to#get#back#into#the#work#force#in#the#next#year#or#two,#which#would#require#after#school#care#for#our#
oldest#and#all#day#care#for#our#youngest.#Very#hard#to#find#good#care#that#is#available#and#affordable#in#Corvallis.#

Our#youngest#was#at#Beaver#Beginnings#through#kindergarten.#Now#she#is#in#public#school#and#the#STARs#afterG
school#program.#I#often#have#to#leave#work#to#pick#her#up#and#there#is#little#structure#or#enrichment#in#that#
program.#

I#currently#have#a#28#month#old#and#am#expecting#again#in#1#month.#I#have#used#the#lactation#services#and#
kidspirit#in#the#past#and#will#use#the#lactation#rooms#again#shortly.#I#have#looked#at#Beaver#Beginnings#but#it#is#
not#cost#effective#for#my#family.#

Also,#regarding#subsidies#through#Child#and#Family#Services:#I#was#fortunate#to#receive#a#small#subsidy#when#my#
daughter#attended#Beaver#Beginnings#for#Kindergarten.#Then,#I#was#shocked#to#see#that#I#was#taxed#on#it#later#(it#
is#treated#as#a#'cash'#scholarship)#which#added#greatly#to#the#financial#burden#that#was#relieved#by#the#award.#
Not#to#be#ungrateful,#but#this#is#a#system#that#did#not#work#well#for#me.##

I#feel#passionately#that#if#the#University#invests#in#another#daycare,#and#when#they#renew#with#Beaver#
Beginnings,#they#should#create#an#arrangement#where#employees#are#guaranteed#affordable#healthcare.#It#
would#be#preferential#if#they#were#University#employees#and#received#the#same#benefits#that#we#do#G#they#are#
taking#care#of#our#most#important#citizens,#and#we#should#treat#them#as#equals#in#pay#and#benefits#when#
compared#with#other#University#classified#staff#members.#In#addition,#I#think#there#should#be#some#type#of#
parental#oversight#board,#or#similar,#that#works#directly#with#any#childcare#center#that#the#University#is#
associated#with#G#be#it#Beaver#Beginnings#or#something#new.#There#are#many#things#I'm#not#satisfied#with#at#
Beaver#Beginnings,#but#there#is#really#no#way#to#make#changes#there.#Why#does#the#University#sponsor#them#
(even#if#it#is#just#renting#a#building#to#them),#but#then#have#no#real#connection#to#the#organization?#For#example,#
it#would#be#great#if#they#had#organic#food#only,#something#that#is#done#at#Lancaster#daycare#in#town.#But,#how#
did#Lancaster#make#that#happen?#How#can#we#get#better#food#for#our#children?#

I#found#the#Beaver#Beginnings#child#care#when#my#child#was#about#5#years#old.#Being#able#to#drop#my#child#off#
there#when#I#need#to#travel#from#OSU's#Hatfield#Marine#Science#Center#to#the#main#campus#for#meetings#or#
classes#has#been#immensely#helpful.#

I#have#been#on#a#wait#list#for#the#Beaver#Beginnings#for#almost#a#year#now,#and#the#projected#opening#for#my#
child#is#only#next#fall!#

I#have#inquired#at#Beaver#Beginnings#and#was#told#there#is#a#2#year#wait#list#for#a#child#of#my#son's#age.#This#
means#that#onsite#child#care#is#really#unavailable#on#campus.#I#have#a#family#provider#I#like,#but#when#she#is#ill#or#
needs#a#day#off,#we#have#no#backGup#care#and#my#husband#and#I#have#to#miss#work.#I#would#really#like#to#
transition#my#son#into#an#onGsite,#high#quality#center#in#the#next#couple#of#years#as#his#needs#change.#We#also#
plan#to#have#another#child#and#I#am#concerned#about#finding#care#for#this#potential#child#as#well.#

I#have#previously#used#Beaver#Beginnings#and#other#than#cost,#it#was#great.#
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I#hear#over#and#over#that#new#families#are#having#trouble#finding#places#for#infants.#I#think#that#Beaver#
Beginnings#is#VERY#popular#because#of#the#OSU#affiliation#and#all#my#kids#have#been#there.#Many#people#have#
tried#to#get#in#there#but#it#is#full.#I#think#more#centers#affiliated#with#OSU#would#be#successful.#I#have#heard#of#
programs#run#through#hospitals#where#parents#can#take#sick#kids#G#Spokane#WA#does#it#through#either#Deaconess#
or#Sacred#Heart.#Sick#kids#are#a#problem#because#they#can't#go#to#daycare.#

I#really#like#the#idea#of#being#able#to#use#an#OSUGaffiliated#childcare#center#or#inGhome#care.#It#would#be#close#to#
work,#and#WAY#more#affordable#than#having#a#nanny.#However,#I#have#coGworkers#who#have#a#child#(or#children)#
in#Beaver#Beginnings#(BB),#and#they#are#almost#uniformly#unsatisfied#with#the#care#that#their#kids#receive#there.#
Attempts#to#discuss#issues#with#BB#staff#has#mostly#failed#to#resolve#issues.#The#main#complaint#was#staff:kids#
ratio,#and#an#inability#(or#unwillingness)#of#staff#to#attend#to#individual#needs.#Due#to#this#kind#of#feedback#from#
friends,#I#never#even#considered#BB#as#an#option#for#my#daughter#(not#that#I#could#have#gotten#in,#considering#
the#wait#list).#

I#tried#to#use#the#resources#above#but#have#had#little#luck#or#support#in#doing#so,#difficult#to#get#time#off#work#or#
have#time#in#the#evening#to#get#involved.#I#am#interested#in#the#subsidy,#however#I#believe#it#is#only#for#beaver#
beginnings#in#which#is#too#long#of#a#waiting#list.#

I#would#like#to#use#Beaver#Beginnings#but#have#been#on#the#waiting#list#now#for#3#years.#I#also#think#some#of#the#
precollege#programs#look#great#but#my#oldest#is#too#young#to#participate.#Kidspirit's#gymnastic#program#is#great#
but#it#is#difficult#to#provide#transportation#to#the#programs#during#work#hours.#

In#the#past,#Beaver#Beginnings#has#scheduled#classroom#changes#for#our#child#based#on#his#age#alone#and#
irrespective#of#his#emotional/behavioral#development;#this#has#often#coincided#with#changes#in#my#class#and#TA#
work#schedule#and#has#caused#our#family#stress#at#numerous#points#during#my#studies#here#at#OSU.#We#have#
NEVER#been#consulted#beforehand#about#the#timing#or#decisions#of#these#changes#G#an#improvement#of#parental#
communication#on#behalf#of#Beaver#Beginnings#is#much#needed.#Numerous#friends#and#colleagues#feel#the#same#
way.#Furthermore,#the#number#of#spots#available#in#their#preGK#classroom#is#half#of#the#number#of#spots#in#the#
toddler#classroom#G#this#creates#a#bottleneck#in#which#children#are#left#behind#in#the#toddler#classrooms#despite#
being#of#age#or#emotional/behavioral#maturity#to#move#up#to#the#preGK#classroom.#We#find#this#reprehensible.#

The#Beaver#Beginnings#childcare#center#has#a#ridiculously#long#wait#list,#and#is#exorbitantly#expensive#even#after#
you#wait#more#than#a#year#to#get#in.#For#three#kids,#our#childcare#expenses#were#sometimes#more#than#our#home#
payment#(which#is#approximately#$1,000#per#month).#Lack#of#affordable#and#accessible#child#care#in#the#Corvallis#
area#is#one#of#the#largest#impediments#to#school#and#employment#in#this#area,#for#both#students,#staff,#and#other#
community#members.#

The#cost#and#wait#list#for#Beaver#Beginnings#is#outrageous!#It#took#two#years#for#us#to#even#get#a#spot#and#now#
cost#is#prohibiting#us#from#using#it.#Even#with#the#staff#'discount'.#

Know#that#we#are#established#at#a#child#care#facility#near#campus#It#would#be#hard#to#make#a#change#but#when#I#
was#looking#for#a#facility#I#fished#it#was#easier#to#get#my#children#into#Beaver#Beginnings#infant#room#
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The#wait#for#newborn/infant#care#in#Corvallis#is#awful.#I#put#my#name#on#the#Beaver#Beginnings#list#when#I#found#
out#I#was#pregnant#and#did#not#get#a#space#in#the#center#until#my#son#was#a#year#old.#I#was#told#up#front#the#
waiting#list#was#about#18#months,#so#I#had#to#find#another#daycare#center#at#a#much#higher#cost#with#less#helpful#
hours#offGcampus.#My#husband#is#a#fullGtime#student#and#I#work#fullGtime#and#we#have#no#family#nearby#so#we#
depend#heavily#on#daycare.#

We#used#Beaver#Beginnings#for#5#years#and#loved#it.#

Was#on#the#wait#list#for#Beaver#Beginnings#before#my#child#was#born.#Gave#up#around#two#years.#Oddly,#aware#of#
individuals#who#were#never#on#the#wait#list#and#got#their#kids#in#immediately.#Each#had#'important'#supervisors#
who#contacted#the#Center#on#their#behalf.#

We#really#love#Beaver#Beginnings#&#feel#the#quality#of#care#is#exceptional.#I#just#changed#from#fullGtime#to#partG
time#due#to#the#cost#of#having#3#toddlers#(adopted)#in#care#G#it#was#1530.#per/#month#G#two#days#per/#week#is#still#
$900.#G#plus#tuition,#books,#etc...#it#can#get#a#bit#overwhelming.#

We#have#been#on#Beaver#Beginnings#waiting#list#for#2#years,#after#first#year#they#told#us#that#we#are#7#on#the#list#
and#are#likely#to#get#a#spot#for#the#second#year,#but#afterwards#they#said#that#we#are#in#middle#of#list#of#37.#They#
have#a#ridiculous#waiting#system#mechanism,#that#need#to#be#reviewed.#

We#had#a#difficult#time#finding#care#in#Corvallis#in#2009#when#our#first#child#was#born.#We#got#on#waiting#lists#
when#4#months#pregnant,#and#all#local#care#facilities#Beaver#Beginnings,#1st#Pres,#Growing#Oaks,#Lancaster#had#
waitlists...#and#we#were#not#sure#what#we#would#do#till#a#spot#opened#up#at#Lancaster#in#Dec#(2#months#after#
birth,#25#days#till#mom#returned#to#work!)#We#stayed#at#Lancaster#for#a#year,#then#transferred#to#care#in#Albany#
when#we#planned#to#have#a#2nd#baby#and#couldn't#at#the#time#afford#another#$1k/month#bill#for#Lancaster....#
North#Albany#Leaning#center#was#cheaper#and#well#referred#to#by#other#OSU#parents#who#lived#in#Albany.#

We#are#overall#satisfied#with#our#daycare#now#that#we#actually#have#it.#It#was#great#that#our#infant#had#an#
automatic#spot#at#Beaver#Beginnings#since#her#brother#was#already#there.#The#biggest#issue#we#had#was#finding#
original#care#for#our#oldest#child#when#he#was#a#newborn.#Wait#lists#were#horribly#long#and#the#process#was#
pretty#ambiguous#in#regards#to#when#we#might#get#a#space.#The#expense#of#Beaver#Beginnings#is#high,#but#
competitive#with#other#places.#We#found#out#that#our#firstGborn#would#get#a#spot#at#Beaver#Beginnings#2#weeks#
before#I#went#back#to#work#from#maternity#leave#G#VERY#stressful.#OSU#definitely#needs#more#child#care#centers#
available#to#faculty#and#students.#

We#are#currently#on#the#wait#list#for#Beaver#Beginnings#Child#Care#Center.#

Once#you#have#a#child#in#care#at#the#facilities,#there#is#almost#always#room#for#little#sisters/brothers#as#
needed...good#policy#for#growing#families,#unfortunately#it#keeps#firstGtime#parents#on#the#waitGlist#till#its#too#
late...#(With#both#parents#working#at#OSU,#we'd#love#to#have#our#kids#at#Beaver#Beginnings...#the#wait#list#was#
over#10#months#long#when#we#needed#care#though,#and#the#rumored#cost#at#$950+#per#kid#is#too#much)#
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I#utilize#the#Child#and#Family#Resource#Centers#email#forwards,#I#have#applied#for#the#subsidy#but#was#not#chosen#
to#receive,#I#approached#Beaver#Beginnings#last#year,#had#to#pay#to#be#put#on#a#2+#year#waiting#list,#and#it#is#likely#
that#by#the#time#I#can#utilize#this#facility#I#will#have#to#look#for#different#care#because#he#will#be#very#near#the#age#
cut#off#for#Beaver#Beginnings.#Drop#off#child#care,#I#have#heard#about#and#want#to#use,#but#I#do#not#have#the#time#
nor#resources#to#drive#from#Albany#to#use.#I#cannot#stay#at#school#because#the#child#care#I#do#have,#we#cannot#
afford#to#pay#for#care,#for#study#time.#Summer#programs#my#child#is#not#old#enough#to#use#and#the#other#
programs#listed#I#have#never#heard#of.#

I#would#use#our#little#village#if#it#was#available#to#faculty,#even#for#a#small#fee.#With#a#small#breastfeeding#child#it#
would#have#been#nice#to#have#more#on#campus#options.#We#didn't#really#like#beaver#beginnings,#4#years#ago#
when#we#had#a#tour,#the#management#didn't#inspire#confidence.#I'm#not#sure#how#to#deal#with#illness,#but#sick#
kids#is#a#major#impediment#to#being#respected#and#valued#in#the#work#place.#They#always#seem#to#get#sick#when#
both#my#partner#and#I#have#big#work#days#with#others#depending#on#us.##

It#took#us#2#1/2#years#to#get#our#oldest#into#a#childcare#facility#in#Corvallis#due#to#long#wait#lists#for#each#facility.#
We#had#to#hire#a#caregiver#to#come#into#our#home,#which#was#extremely#expensive.#Fortunately,#once#we#were#
in#Beaver#Beginnings#we#didn't#have#to#worry#about#finding#care#for#our#second#child#when#she#was#born.#I#also#
want#to#note#that#although#we#live#in#Albany,#we#prefer#to#have#our#kids#close#to#us#during#the#day.#This#was#
beneficial#for#infancy#(breastfeeding)#and#now#with#medical/dental#visits,#parent/teacher#conferences,#etc.#I#
would#love#to#have#an#afterschool#program#here#on#campus#for#my#oldest#to#be#nearby.#

My#daughters#went#to#Beaver#Beginnings#for#a#year#and#we#loved#that#program.#As#a#student#I#was#able#to#
receive#some#assistance#using#the#child#care#subsidy#and#that#was#very#beneficial.#Some#nights#we#would#go#from#
Beaver#Beginnings#directly#to#the#OLV#in#the#library#so#I#could#continue#working#on#my#class#work.#I#have#found#
OSU#to#be#very#supportive#of#me#being#a#singleGparent#(for#most#of#my#education).#I#hope#that#the#support#
continues#to#improve#and#help#other#families#in#the#community.#

My#husband#and#I#have#been#able#to#make#it#work#without#having#to#seek#outside#childcare#so#far,#but#our#needs#
are#changing#and#my#husband#needs#to#work#more#in#addition#to#my#needing#more#time#to#study#as#my#
academic#career#progresses.#We#had#looked#into#Beaver#Beginnings#when#we#first#moved#here#in#the#spring#but#
the#waiting#list#seems#so#long#that#she#would#no#longer#need#daycare#by#the#time#a#spot#became#available.#A#
larger#daycare#at#a#more#affordable#price#is#something#we#are#very#interested#in.#

OSU#should#double#the#size#of#Beaver#Beginnings.#

OSU:#the#Care.com#site#is#absolutely#vital.#Please#keep#providing#access#to#Care.com...#it#is#*very*#helpful#for#
finding#childcare#such#as#nannies.#

Alas,#Beaver#Beginnings#has#a#very#very#long#waitGlist.#Such#long#waitGlists#certainly#put#newly#recruited#faculty#
(from#outGofGtown)#such#as#myself#at#a#disadvantage,#since#they#will#not#have#been#in#Corvallis#in#the#preceding#
years.#
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Other#than#the#initial#and#extremely#long#wait#list#for#getting#into#Beaver#Beginnings#(almost#a#year#to#get#a#spot#
and#get#in),#it#has#been#a#absolute#treasure#and#so#glad#we#found#it#and#were#able#to#get#our#child#in#for#his#years#
before#KG12!#It#is#a#wonderful#place#and#has#served#us#well#for#years.#Right#now#our#major#concern#is#finding#out#
what#we#will#do#once#elementary#school#starts#soon#and#we#try#to#find#before/after#school#programs,#as#well#as#
child#care#for#Holidays/InGService/Summers/etc.#

With#future#children,#I#hope#to#have#them#also#attend#Beaver#Beginnings#for#the#PreGK#years#and#hope#they're#
establishment#remains#the#same,#wonderful,#place#it#is#(program,#price,#location,#etc.)#

After#school#care#and#nonGschool#day#care#that#is#either#on#campus#or#close#to#campus#would#be#incredibly#
helpful.#For#summer#and#non#school#days#I#love#the#idea#of#KidSpirit#but#we#can't#afford#it.#Some#of#my#most#
stressful#days#as#a#working#mother#are#when#my#child#care#falls#through#and#my#husband#and#I#start#trying#to#
juggle#our#schedules.#It#would#be#great#to#have#an#OSU#supported#after#school,#nonGschool#day#program#on#or#
near#campus!!!#

Childcare#during#the#summers#is#the#worst#GG#especially#with#multiple#children.#I#love#the#Kidspirit#program#but#it#
is#terribly#expensive#GG#especially#when#you#want#to#enroll#multiple#children.#

I#didn't#answer#the#question#about#numbers#of#hours#in#childcare#and#related#cost#because#it#varies#widely.#In#a#
typical#inGschool#week,#my#daughter#is#in#an#after#school#program#(STARS)#for#9#hours#per#week#at#a#very#
affordable#$208#per#month.#However,#on#noGschool#days#I#can#easily#spend#more#than#the#cost#of#an#entire#
month#in#STARS#on#KidSpirit#in#just#a#few#days.#We#love#KidSpirit#but#their#ACES#program#is#far#too#expensive#for#
our#limited#budget.#Having#no#family#in#town,#there#is#no#reasonable#alternative.#In#summer,#my#daughter#also#
does#KidSpirit,#and#the#only#way#it's#affordable#is#because#they#have#granted#us#a#half#scholarship#for#the#past#
two#years.#I#love#the#convenience#of#child#care#on#campus,#but#cost#is#a#major#issue.##
Thanks#for#doing#this#survey!#

Our#biggest#problems#are#nonGschool#days,#sick#days,#and#summer.#My#kids#do#not#like#Kids#Spirit.#For#nonGschool#
days,#it#begins#too#late#(8:30)#and#it#is#very#expensive.#For#summer,#the#sessions#are#such#that#you#are#cobbling#
together#bits#and#pieces#throughout#the#summer.#Boys#and#Girls#club#does#not#work#for#my#kids.#Its#too#loud,#
unstructured,#and#there#is#too#few#adults#to#kids.#Having#stable#and#structured#quality#summer#care#is#needed#
hereGa#real#summer#camp#or#something#like#that.#I#watch#myself#and#friends#cobbling#together#this#camp#for#this#
week#and#this#one#for#that#week#and#its#incredibly#time#consuming,#expensive,#and#stressful.#

I#don’t#use#any#of#the#existing#programs#because#they#have#never#been#offered#and#when#I#did#go#to#the#drop#off#
care#in#the#library,#it#was#for#younger#kids.#My#husband#is#not#employed#but#the#survey#didn't#ask#if#he#was#also#a#
student,#which#he#is,#in#law#school,#with#more#hours#than#me.#My#kids#also#don't#go#to#school,#they#are#home#
schooled#because#they#have#special#needs.#I#commute#to#school#so#services#close#to#school#are#great,#but#there#
are#times#when#I#could#use#services#in#Lebanon#in#order#to#study#or#get#to#school#on#time.#I#don’t#have#time#to#go#
back#and#forth#for#support#groups#if#they#don’t#fit#in#my#schedule#and#often#don't#have#the#time#anyway#if#I#want#
to#get#my#responsibilities#taken#care#of#and#hope#to#have#time#for#working#out#or#yoga.#This#is#a#very#
multifaceted#issue.#I#appreciate#the#efforts#that#the#group#is#taking,#but#I#still#see#flaws#in#your#survey#and#
support#networks.#I#know#I#am#not#the#only#parent#student#who#has#children#with#special#needs#or#home#schools.#
It#would#be#amazing#to#have#support#on#campus#where#my#kids#could#sit#and#do#their#work#with#minimal#help#
and#then#have#projects#to#do#lead#by#one#of#the#HDFS#students#or#Kidspirit#for#'schoolGage'#kids#during#the#day#
that#provides#a#PE#opportunity#a#few#times#a#week#for#homeschooled#kids.#Thanks!#
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I#have#wanted#to#send#my#daughter#to#the#noGschool#days#at#Kidspirit.#I#feel#like#the#price#is#too#high.#For#
example,#the#boys#and#girls#club#of#Corvallis#charges#only#$30#per#day#($20#less#than#the#charge#on#campus).#Not#
all#students#work#fullGtime,#and#I#observe#the#charge#is#the#amount#of#the#faculty#and#teachers#and#not#at#a#
prorated#reduction#for#students#who#may#only#need#to#go#to#one#class#anyway#that#would#only#be#one#hour#for#
$50.#Not#a#fair#price.#If#the#price#could#reduce#or#if#there#could#be#an#hourly#rate#for#those#who#don't#need#all#day#
care#that#would#probably#make#more#money#in#the#long#run#anyway#because#more#people#would#be#able#to#pay#
that#fee.#My#daughter#has#almost#always#come#with#me#to#my#classes#because#going#to#the#boys#and#girls#club#
hasn't#worked#out#for#my#class#schedule#needs#every#time#and#when#you#add#even#their#fee#to#the#already#
monthly#rates#I#pay#for#after#school#care#there#is#no#way#I#could#pay#unless#we#didn't#buy#coats,#shoes,#and#food.#

I#would#love#to#use#Kidspirit#in#the#summer#but#it#is#too#expensive#and#I#have#to#pay#daycare#on#top#of#it.#Next#
school#year#we#have#to#switch#daycare#options#since#they#don't#take#kids#after#2nd#grade.#So#I#am#looking#for#an#
afterschool#program#that#rocks#and#my#kiddo#doesn't#get#lost#in#the#shuffle.#I#am#a#newly#single#mom#and#the#
dad#is#not#involved#much#in#my#sons#life#so#things#are#very#tight.#

Really#like#kidsspirit#for#summer#months#but#with#having#two#kids#and#the#price.#Being#single#mom#with#one#
income#makes#that#summer#camp#impossible#to#pay.#

It#would#be#great#if#you#offered#the#following:#
1.#Fun#and#well#structured#and#focused#program#for#gifted#kids#half#day#and#full#days#during#spring#break,#a#time#
when#it#is#extremely#difficult#to#find#child#care.#Something#like#art#or#music#or#drama.#The#Kidspirit#ACES#program#
is#often#too#permissive#of#bad#behavior#and#isn't#offered#during#spring#break,#anyway.#

2.#Program#on#noGschool#days#that#is#more#structured#and#less#chaotic#than#the#current#Kidspirit#ACES#program#
for#middle#schoolGage#kids#

Kidspirit#is#a#great#program,#but#too#expensive#for#those#being#paid#at#the#Research#Associate#level.#Better#
subsidies#for#OSU#employees#from#the#university#would#make#that#a#terrific#option.#During#the#school#year#I#
often#need#care#in#the#late#afternoon#(after#school)#to#allow#me#to#finish#work#in#the#lab.#Not#more#than#a#couple#
hours#but#that#makes#a#big#difference#when#school#is#out#and#work#is#still#happening.#

Kidspirit#is#good#but#expensive,#especially#for#summer#programs#

Also,#Kidspirit#is#a#great#resource#for#childcare#for#the#many#days#when#there#is#no#school#at#Hoover#Elementary.#
Please#keep#Kidspirit#going!#

Previously#used#Beaver#Beginnings#G#GREAT#experience.#

In#the#past,#child#has#attended#Kidspirit#G#GREAT#program#but#very#expensive.#

We#have#4#kids#in#kidspirit#yet#there#are#no#sibling#discounts.#

Please#consider#offering#such#discounts#

Again,#the#child#care#options#in#Corvallis#are#far#too#expensive#to#utilize.#It's#more#cost#efficient#to#commute#to#
Corvallis#from#Salem#and#keep#my#child#in#care#in#Salem.#
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Although#we#currently#see#no#need#to#require#childGcare#for#our#family,#an#on#or#near#campus#option#at#a#lowG
cost#would#of#course#be#an#available#resource#that#we#could#and#likely#would#utilize#from#time#to#time.#Would#
wholly#depend#on#the#type#of#care#and#facilities.#

Because#my#child#is#now#schoolGaged,#our#circumstances#have#changed#and#life#is#a#little#easier.#When#he#was#
younger,#we#had#a#difficult#time#with#the#cost#and#availability#of#child#care.#I#hope#more#options#are#available#for#
those#with#young#children.#Thank#you#for#taking#this#seriously#and#trying#to#help.#

I#do#think#it#would#be#good#to#have#more#than#one#day#care#center#with#subsidized#slots#for#OSU#staff#and#
students.#When#we#first#started#at#Growing#Oaks,#this#was#the#case,#then#the#subsidy#went#away.#Could#we#get#it#
back?#

For#me,#having#fullGtime#day#care#close#to#campus#makes#my#life#very#easy!#I#am#more#worried#about#when#my#
child#is#schoolGaged,#and#the#hours#no#longer#overlap#between#my#work#and#his#care.##

I#am#also#worried#about#the#cost#of#2#children#in#day#care.#We#make#enough#money,#but#it#still#costs#SO#MUCH#to#
have#2#kids#in#day#care.#

I#have#chosen#to#work#time#partGtime,#in#part#because#finding#appropriate#and#reasonably#priced#child#care#is#so#
difficult.#I#am#fortunate#to#have#been#able#to#find#a#partGtime#job#and#have#a#fully#employed#spouse.#It#has#helped#
maintain#a#level#of#calm#in#our#family,#and#space#for#emergencies#(like#sick#kids)#to#have#one#spouse#working#
partGtime.#However,#I#do#feel#that#I#have#limited#my#opportunities#for#career#advancement#by#choosing#a#partG
time#path.#I#would#consider#picking#up#extra#hours,#however#there#are#very#few#partGtime#child#care#options.#
PartGtime#care#tends#to#be#more#expensive#than#fullGtime#care.##

Our#kids#are#schoolGaged#now,#but#I#feel#for#parents#of#younger#kids.#Childcare#is#breathtakingly#expensive#and#
difficult#to#find.#I#think#anything#OSU#can#do#to#expand#the#options#for#families#with#young#children#is#needed.#I#
have#even#heard#international#graduate#students#say#that#they#discourage#their#colleagues#from#studying#in#
Oregon#(and#the#US#in#general)#because#the#cost#of#child#care#is#so#high.#

The#general#consensus#is#that#if#there#were#other#childcare#options#in#Corvallis#that#were#as#affordable#as#BB,#
they#would#take#their#kids#elsewhere.#It's#a#real#shame,#because#the#cost#of#quality#child#care#is#INSANE,#and#
there#is#a#shortage#in#Corvallis.#Anything#that#OSU#could#do#to#provide#for#more#quality#childcare#options#for#OSU#
faculty#and#staff#would#be#extremely#helpful.#This#is#especially#true#for#families#who#have#more#than#one#child.#
We#have#the#luxury#of#a#nanny#for#now,#but#once#we#have#another#child,#it#actually#becomes#cheaper#to#have#inG
home#care#than#to#pay#for#daycare#and#preschool#for#two#kids#at#the#same#time.#Again,#this#is#insane.#I#spend#half#
of#my#paycheck#(after#taxes)#on#childcare.#I'm#lucky#that#our#family#can#absorb#this#cost#(barely),#but#I#know#that#
many#at#OSU,#especially#staff,#don't#have#that#option.#This#is#a#very#important#issue,#and#I#hope#that#the#results#of#
the#survey#enable#you#to#argue#for#more#resources#in#this#area.#I#left#my#job#in#a#STEM#discipline#because#the#
work/life#balance#wasn't#healthy;#more#support#for#childcare#would#have#helped.#

I#think#it#would#be#absolutely#wonderful#to#bring#my#child#to#work#with#me.#It#would#reduce#a#lot#of#stresses#of#
my#current#daycare#situation#just#to#have#her#close#and#know#that#I#can#check#on#her#and#see#what#is#going#on#
with#her#at#any#period#of#the#day.#I#have#looked#into#these#programs,#but#I#cannot#afford#the#cost#even#remotely#
as#a#single#parent#of#2.#We#basically#have#to#live#paycheck#to#paycheck#as#it#is#now#and#there#is#no#counting#on#
salary#increases#as#I#have#been#here#for#3#years#and#have#only#seen#an#equity#increase#for#our#positions.#
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I#used#to#use#the#child#care#subsidy#but#since#it#does#not#cover#enough#of#the#costs#of#the#child#care#and#that#I#
had#to#reGapply#every#term#made#it#difficult#to#use#and#not#worth#my#time#and#effort.#

Last#year#I#worked#fullGtime,#and#my#spouse#worked#partGtime#for#about#a#quarter#of#the#year.#We#still#made,#
before#taxes,#less#than#50K.#My#spouse#has#now#been#working#all#year,#this#year,#albeit#still#partGtime.#In#general#
we#work#around#what#our#childcare#needs#are:#one#parent#working#in#the#day#and#the#other#working#in#the#
evening.#The#biggest#obstacle#we#have#to#both#parents#being#home#in#the#evening#is#childcare.#The#biggest#
reason#we#don't#use#childcare#is#cost!#No#definition#was#provided#here#of#what#affordable#care#means.#In#my#
experience#'affordable#care'#will#ultimately#be#vastly#different#in#what#I#deem#affordable.#

My#biggest#concern#is#cost#and#what#to#do#when#my#daughter#is#sick.#I#hate#missing#classes.#I#have#only#taken#one#
or#two#sick#days#for#myself#in#the#last#year,#but#have#had#to#take#one#or#so#days#off#a#month#for#my#daughter.#She#
is#under#2#and#seems#to#get#every#bug#out#there.#Her#illness#is#stressful#for#our#family.#For#cost,#I#would#like#to#
have#another#child,#but#can't#afford#to#until#my#daughter#is#a#little#older#so#that#she#is#out#of#daycare,#or#at#least#
only#with#a#year#overlap.#If#I#had#to#pay#for#two#children,#it#would#be#half#of#my#income.#

OSU#is#wonderful#but#cannot#hope#to#recruit#employees#if#there#are#no#affordable#quality#childcare#options#for#
their#faculty/staff.#As#an#educational#institution,#this#is##1.#My#daughter#(7)#spent#4#weeks#at#my#community#
college#childcare#program#this#summer#before#we#moved#and#vows#to#go#to#school#there,#mentions#how#
awesome#the#community#college#is#all#the#time.#She#will#probably#end#up#remembering#the#experience#the#rest#
of#her#life.#Sharing#the#wonderfulGness#of#OSU#with#my#family#I#was#hoping#to#do#but#there#are#no#programs#that#
will#allow#me#to#do#this.#There#is#no#room#at#any#of#the#childcare#programs#anywhere#near#campus.#The#schoolG
age#programs#are#1G2#weeks#at#a#time#and#are#2x#the#cost#of#any#summer#program#through#the#elementary#
schools,#etc.#I'd#love#a#childcare#center#on#campus#and#a#schoolGage#summer#program#cohort#to#last#the#entire#
summer#so#my#children#can#become#a#PART#of#the#OSU#family.#Instead#of#this#being#a#place#where#mom#works.#
I'd#rather#it#be#a#place#where#our#entire#family#goes.#

This#survey#is#timely#as#Oregon#is#ranked#LAST#on#childcare#cost#in#the#nation!#Currently,#our#family#can#only#
afford#to#keep#our#oldest#child#in#two#days#of#preschool.#The#cost#of#childcare#is#so#high#that#my#wife#has#chosen#
to#be#a#stay#at#home#mom#rather#than#pursue#her#career.#For#most#jobs#she#is#qualified#for,#nearly#2/3#of#her#
income#would#go#to#childcare!#A#well#organized#and#subsidized#system#of#childcare/preschools#would#be#an#
immense#boon#to#the#community.#I#strongly#urge#OSU#to#collaborate#with#Corvallis#Community#Childcare#Centers#
and#the#509J#School#District#to#find#a#solution#for#this#burden#on#our#families#and#local#economy.#

We#are#in#a#good#situation#with#our#nanny#share.#However,#it#costs#a#huge#amount#of#money,#and#we#were#very#
lucky#to#find#her.#She#is#elderly#and#if#she#had#health#problems#we#would#be#very#stuck.#There#were#no#openings#
in#day#cares#when#we#started#working#at#OSU.#Both#of#us#work#fullGtime.#This#was#a#big#stress#and#strain...we#
solved#it#but#had#financial#resources#unavailable#to#some...and#were#very#lucky#in#finding#a#flexible#nanny.#Lack#of#
paid#maternity/paternity#leave#is#also#a#problem.#

Child#care#is#a#MAJOR#stress#on#any#parent.#Anything#that#could#be#done#to#ensure#more#quality#care#at#an#
affordable#price#would#be#fabulous!#Thank#you#for#looking#at#this#issue.#
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Both#my#fiancé#and#I#are#fullGtime#undergraduate#students.#The#reason#our#4#year#old#is#only#in#childcare#28#
hours#a#week#is#because#we#can't#afford#anymore#and#those#are#the#only#options#available#to#us.#We#were#
accepted#to#the#Headstart#program#at#Bates#at#OSU#and#had#to#do#it#because#we#have#no#money,#but#the#hours#
do#not#work#into#our#schedule#(4#hours#in#the#afternoon).#So#it’s#more#like#we#now#need#to#work#our#schedule#
around#our#childcare,#instead#of#having#childcare#that#works#for#our#school#schedule.#Also,#our#6#month#old#isn't#
able#to#be#in#care#at#all#because#we#can't#afford#to#send#both#kids#to#care,#so#my#fiancé#and#I#need#to#alternate#
our#schedules,#putting#a#lot#more#stress#in#our#lives#on#top#of#school#stress.#

Both#my#spouse#and#I#work#on#the#OSU#Corvallis#campus.#It#would#be#great#if#there#was#an#available,#affordable#
day#care#on#or#very#near#campus.#Currently#we#live#in#Corvallis#but#drive#to#Tangent#for#day#care#because#it#was#
the#only#affordable,#available#option#we#could#find.#A#center#on#campus#would#ensure#we#could#spend#more#
quality#time#with#our#daughter#at#home/outside#vs.#the#commute#in#the#car#everyday.#Thanks!#

Expecting#another#child#in#may.#Will#have#to#have#care#arranged#by#fall#15.#As#well#as#figuring#out#how#to#afford#
the#care#needed#to#finish#my#degree.#

As#I#mention#above,#my#husband#decided#to#work#nights#so#he#could#stay#home#with#our#young#children#during#
the#day#to#spare#expenses.#We#live#in#town#and#housing#is#expensive#here,#along#with#FT#childcare;#you#just#can't#
do#it#on#our#salaries.#There#are#very#few#dropGin#places#which#I#think#would#help#OSU#faculty#quite#a#bit.#It's#an#all#
or#nothing#environment#where#you#have#to#attend#to#hold#your#spot#in#center#care.#We#use#care.com#now#and#
hire#students#to#watch#our#kids#in#our#home.#It#is#a#great#resource,#but#has#it's#down#side#which#is#high#turnover#
due#to#student#schedules,#their#own#need#for#more#money#etc...#Additionally,#some#of#their#expectations#of#
hourly#rate#is#astounding.#12G20$#range#per#hour#is#ridiculous.#It#is#what#I#make.#Why#would#I#work#then?#
Childcare#is#not#always#'preschool'...#and#I#think#they#need#some#more#insight#on#providing#safe#oversight#and#
guiding#activities#versus#thinking#they#are#early#childhood#educators#working#2G3#hours#in#the#afternoon.#We#
currently#pay#7$#an#hour#for#care.com#services#and#we#have#to#keep#our#paid#childcare#use#at#the#minimum#
possible.#I'd#be#very#interested#in#a#stable#place#with#stable#staff#that#had#some#options#for#a#chunk#of#time#for#
drop#off,#especially#afternoon#hours.#

I#am#taking#as#many#online#classes#that#I#can,#but#I#still#need#childcare#in#order#to#study.#It#is#my#highest#expense#
every#month,#only#the#hours#that#I#am#at#work#are#partially#subsidized.#Over#half#of#my#monthly#income#is#used#
to#pay#my#childcare#expenses.#It#is#definitely#limiting#how#fast#I#can#earn#a#degree.#

I#would#love#to#use#child#care#but#we#just#can't#afford#it.#My#husband#and#I#both#work#decent#jobs,#but#between#
the#two#of#us#and#bills#we#can't#afford#the#extra#expense#of#childcare.#Right#now#he#works#nights#and#I#work#days.#
He#watches#are#daughter#during#the#day#and#goes#to#sleep#when#I#get#home.#We're#expecting#another#child#in#
the#Spring#and#I'm#worried#how#that#will#work#for#us,#we#managed#so#far#but#I#don't#know#how#long#my#husband#
can#hold#out.#Bottom#line,#if#childcare#were#actually#affordable#than#it#would#be#a#different#story,#but#
unfortunately#it#isn't.#Also,#we#make#just#enough#money#that#we#do#not#qualify#for#any#assistance#or#subsidies.#

More#onGcampus#child#cares#should#be#available#at#affordable#rates#to#students#
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My#older#child#(age#4;#almost#5)#began#attending#Growing#Oaks#partGtime#when#it#was#still#affiliated#with#OSU.#
Although#my#spouse#is#the#primary#caretaker#for#our#children,#my#son's#verbal#skills#were#very#slow#to#develop,#
which#is#the#reason#we#put#him#in#a#preschool#setting#partGtime,#and#has#flourished#since#he#began#there#in#the#
fall#of#2011.#We#were#dismayed#when#the#facility's#contract#with#OSU#was#not#renewed#because#we#could#barely#
afford#the#partGtime#tuition#as#it#was.#Our#inGlaws#are#now#paying#for#his#care#and#without#their#help,#he#would#
not#be#in#care#at#all.#Our#younger#child#(almost#2#1/2)#is#far#advanced#for#her#age#in#many#ways#(language,#gross#
motor#skills,#etc.)#and#is#bored#by#her#constant#atGhome#setting#and#wants#so#badly#to#get#out#more#and#go#to#
'school'#with#her#brother.#We#do#not#have#the#skills#or#resources#to#provide#her#the#stimulation#and#learning#that#
she#needs.#We#think#she#would#greatly#benefit#from#attending#preschool#partGtime#like#her#brother,#but#we#
simply#do#not#have#the#money#for#it,#and#subsidies#typically#are#not#available#to#children#who#attend#partGtime#or#
whose#parents#are#not#both#working#fullGtime.#It#breaks#my#heart#to#see#her#cry#and#say,#'I#want#to#go#to#school,#
too!',#and#know#that#the#only#reason#we#can't#do#this#for#her#is#our#financial#situation,#but#we#are#not#eligible#for#
subsidies.#

Financial#support#for#everyone#needing#childcare#(or#workGlife#balance)#would#be#great,#and#could#be#allocated#
much#like#the#fed#govt#does#with#incentivizing#people#to#utilize#fitness#facilities#or#gyms.#Do#not#make#this#
subsidy#need#based#GG#tax#support#and#other#programs#are#available#for#that.#Also,#be#fair#to#those#without#
children#as#they#might#use#the#subsidy#for#other#care#for#aging#parents,#family#illness#etc.#Give#the#same#workGlife#
subsidy#to#everyone#and#let#them#decide#how#to#use#it#(the#subsidy#would#be#given#with#proof#of#use#of#a#
certified#caregiver#for#example).#When#my#child#was#much#younger#a#childcare#facility#on#campus#would#have#
been#very#welcome.#Bates#just#does#not#suffice#to#handle#the#need,#and#the#quality#of#care#there#varied#greatly.#

Child#Care#subsidy#is#nice,#and#I#am#incredibly#grateful#for#the#assistance,#but#have#issues#when#the#bulk#of#the#
money#is#allotted#during#the#first#term.#I#currently#have#a#situation#where#I#am#not#using#child#care#as#my#wife#is#
off#on#maternity#leave,#however#next#term#I#will#be#using#child#care#for#3#kids#and#could#use#the#assistance.#

We#weren't#notified#of#the#child#subsidy#application#when#it#became#available#or#when#it#would#be#due.#We#
subsequently#missed#the#deadline.#It#would#be#most#helpful#if#the#university#reached#out#to#students#with#
children#(we#live#in#family#housing)#to#let#them#know#of#the#availability#and#due#dates#of#child#care#subsidies.#

I#am#an#eGCampus#student#

I#am#an#EGcampus#student#and#deserve#childcare#resources#as#much#as#any#other#student.#Please#make#childcare#
services#available#to#eGcampus#students.#Thank#you.#

I#am#an#ecampus#student#and#haven't#moved#to#OSU#due#to#childcare#

I#am#an#ecampus#student#and#would#like#you#to#consider#needs#for#ecampus#students#too.#We#too#need#help#
with#childcare.#It#is#difficult#for#ecampus#students#to#find#childcare#support#in#their#respective#communities.#
Maybe#consider#partnering#this#program#with#local#community#colleges#to#serve#offGcampus#students.#Thanks#

I#am#an#ecampus#student#but#I#still#wanted#to#fill#this#out#because#I#know#how#hard#it#is#to#have#children#and#go#
to#school#at#the#same#time.#So#though#some#of#this#doesn't#directly#apply#to#me,#I#still#wanted#to#give#input#so#
you#guys#realize#HOW#IMPORTANT#access#to#childcare#is#for#mothers#and#how#much#it#would#greatly#reduce#
their#stress#and#improve#their#abilities#to#study#and#do#schoolwork.#
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I#am#an#eGcampus#student,#all#my#classes#are#taken#onGline.#I#work#an#8G6#job#Monday#thru#Friday.#Our#daycare#is#
wonderful.#Our#complications#have#to#do#with#trying#to#pay#for#childcare,#tuition,#and#general#cost#of#living.#I#am#
pulling#student#loans#for#the#majority#of#my#tuition,#if#I#didn't#have#childcare#to#pay#for,#I#could#probably#pay#
most#of#my#tuition#in#cash.#

I#am#an#ecampus#student,#so#I#am#not#eligible#for#any#childcare#assistance#that#I#am#aware#of.#It#would#certainly#
be#helpful#so#I#could#afford#to#have#my#kids#in#care#to#get#studying#done#after#work,#but#none#of#the#on#campus#
options#or#near#campus#options#would#help#when#I#live#so#far#away.#

I'm#not#eligible#for#a#lot#of#these,#because#I'm#in#the#postGbacc#program#with#eCampus,#even#though#living#in#the#
area.#My#job#involves#telecommuting,#so#I#would#have#preferred#to#take#more#campusGbased#courses,#but#
couldn't#juggle#the#timing#with#work#and#childcare#needs.#Mostly#on#campus#for#events,#job#fairs,#etc.#

Not#all#OSU#employees#are#in#Corvallis,#such#as#extension#faculty#and#staff.#A#financial#subsidy#would#be#the#most#
helpful#for#those#not#in#Corvallis.#

I#am#a#distance#student.#Any#resources#offered#to#help#with#childcare#seem#to#not#apply#to#me.#

I#am#a#grad#student#at#OSU#Cascades.#I'm#surprised#at#the#lack#of#supports#for#OSU#Cascades#students.#I've#
pumped#in#the#lobby#at#Cascades#Hall#and#missed#internship#days#due#to#a#lack#of#backGup#child#care.##

I#applied#for#the#OSU#childcare#subsidy#but#was#denied#for#my#family#of#5#making#less#than#45,000#a#year.#Very#
depressing.#Students#who#are#parents#are#at#a#distinct#disadvantage#to#their#peers#who#do#not#have#kids.#

A#few#additional#things:#I#find#that#information#regarding#care#and#development#programs#for#my#kids#is#often#
based#on#how#much#I#dig#into#the#OSU#webpage.#I#think#if#there#was#more#information,#even#if#it's#in#email#about#
all#the#various#programs#with#clickable#links,#that#I#would#be#able#to#utilize#more#of#the#programs#available.##

My#wife#and#I#had#a#very#difficult#time#finding#a#place#that#would#meet#our#needs;#a#place#open#at#least#by#7am#
and#close#no#earlier#than#530pm,#teachers#who#are#actually#planning#on#being#involved#with#this#field#for#a#long#
time#and#who#have#a#great#disposition#to#deal#with#children,#and#a#place#that#offers#an#appropriate#mix#of#play#
and#education.#We've#had#many#frustrations#with#our#current#day#care#center#with#the#amount#of#teachers#
coming#in#and#out#of#the#classrooms.#Children#in#these#age#ranges#need#consistency#as#much#as#anything#else,#
and#having#teachers#or#students#who#are#teachers#come#and#go#may#be#great#for#training#people,#but#is#not#in#
the#best#interest#of#the#children.#

A#person#in#charge#of#the#cascades#campus#would#be#helpful.#

A#significant#number#of#the#OSU#workforce#live#in#Albany#and#other#areas#outside#of#Corvallis,#and#have#children#
in#school#where#they#live.#Anything#the#university#does#needs#to#account#for#that,#otherwise#you#get#
compensation/advantage#based#on#living#in#Corvallis,#which#is#very#expensive#

Additional#context:##

My#son#goes#to#preschool#in#Bates,#which#we#love!#I#think#is#part#of#the#Child#Development#Lab.##

I#have#used#the#lactation#rooms#and#am#very#grateful#for#them.#I#have#previously#contacted#people#at#the#
Reproductive#Health#Lab#and#found#them#very#helpful.##

I#would#LOVE#affordable#and#good#emergency#care#options#and#dropGoff#care#options.#
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All#of#the#above#resources#are#difficult#to#obtain#or#use#due#to#lengthy/difficult/strict#application#criteria#or#there#
is#too#much#competition.#I#have#applied#for#many#of#the#services#above#but#don't#get#them.#

All#of#the#listed#OSU#childcare#places#were#full#

As#a#low#income#single#mother#I#have#a#hard#time#mostly#revolving#around#financing#childcare#as#well#as#getting#
the#flexible#hours#I#need.#Having#him#in#child#care#while#I#also#have#some#time#to#study#is#huge,#mainly#because#I#
am#free#of#the#challenges#of#parenting#and#studying#at#the#same#time.#

Boys#and#Girls#Club,#STARS#very#expensive#

Childcare#is#something#my#family#will#need#in#the#next#year,#but#we#are#not#currently#using.#

Current#dropGoff#care,#OLV#at#Library#or#Dixon#is#not#available#for#faculty.#I#wish#it#was.#

Even#though#I#am#an#online#student,#I#have#tests,#quizzes#and#every#so#often#work#that#would#be#better#for#me#to#
take#at#OSU.#But#child#care#is#a#problem#at#times#with#little#to#no#help.#So#some#service,#such#as#quick#drop#off#so#
I#can#take#a#test#or#talk#to#a#professor#while#I#am#there#would#be#a#big#deal#to#me.#

For#our#needs#some#kind#of#emergency#dropGin#after#school#would#be#great.#This#year#my#wife#and#I#arrange#our#
schedules#so#that#at#least#one#of#us#is#not#teaching#after#two#PM#and#can#pick#up#the#kids.#

That#said,#it's#often#difficult#to#attend#meetings#and#departmental#functions#(including#lectures)#in#the#afternoon.##

The#dropGin#center#would#have#to#be#fun#to#be#attractive#to#our#kids#GG#crafts,#movies,#games.#

good#survey#

Having#access#to#and#being#told#about#resources#during#a#campus#tour#would#be#good.#

I#am#a#step#mom#and#would#love#options/programs#during#the#summer.#

I#am#an#international#student.#I#pay#tuition#and#fee#the#same#amount#as#a#nonGresident#US#student#pays.#
However#my#child#care#subsidy#application#at#OSU#is#rejected.#

Although#I#have#spouse#living#with#me#but#she#need#to#attend#some#nonGcredit#English#classes#at#LBCC.#Since#she#
is#starting#learning#English#so#she#could#not#attend#LBCC#as#a#regular#fullGtime#student.#However,#the#number#of#
hour#per#week#is#as#the#same#as#an#fullGtime#student.#Is#there#any#discrimination#between#international#students#
and#US#students?#

I#am#continually#shocked#(and#appalled)#that#maternity#and#paternity#leave#isn't#addressed!#This#is#a#'OSU#
Corvallis#Early#Care#Survey',#yet#the#earliest#stage#of#child#care#wasn't#addressed#G#that#of#the#parent(s)#when#the#
child#first#comes#home#from#the#hospital.#If#the#parent(s)#of#a#newborn#want#to#be#home#during#those#critical#
first#few#months#(and#don't#we#all?),#we#are#required#to#use#the#Vacation#or#Sick#Leave#accumulated#in#order#to#
pay#the#bills.#How#many#of#us#can#afford#to#stay#home#for#two,#three,#even#four#months,#with#our#newborn#while#
our#pay#is#put#on#hold#until#our#return?#None,#of#course!#There#is#NO#reason#in#the#world#a#member#of#the#OSU#
community#should#be#forced#to#use#their#Leave#to#be#home#with#their#newborn.#It#is#2013.#The#fact#that#OSU#
hasn't#instituted#maternal#and#paternal#leave#is#not#only#archaic,#it's#embarrassing.#
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I#am#currently#an#online#student#for#the#next#several#months.#My#position#will#be#ending#sometime#this#year#and#
we#will#be#moving#back#to#Corvallis#to#complete#my#degrees#and#my#spouse#will#be#a#sophomore#transferring#in#
from#junior#college.#At#that#time,#child#care#will#be#a#huge#task#to#set#up#so#that#we#feel#comfortable#putting#the#
time#we#need#into#school.#

I#am#fairly#new#to#OSU#(less#than#a#year)#and#have#never#heard#of#most#of#the#child#care#resources#above.#Need#
to#learn#more#about#them.#

I#am#in#Bend,#OR#attending#OSUGCascades#

I#am#located#at#Hatfield#Marine#Science#Center#and#childcare#has#been#a#consistent#issue#since#I#have#been#here.#
Potential#candidates#with#young#children#and#new#employees#often#ask#about#childcare#and#I#don't#know#what#to#
tell#them#except#'Good#Luck!'#

I#am#new#to#OSU,#so#am#just#learning#the#opportunities.#I#moved#here#from#Kansas#State#University#and#was#very#
surprised#to#the#see#the#difference#in#childcare#opportunities#provided#to#me#by#the#University.#KSU#has#a#new#
childcare#center#that#has,#I#believe,#been#very#successful.#I#loved#having#my#children#so#close#to#me,#in#an#NAEYC#
accredited#center,#with#the#children#of#my#coworkers#and#students,#and#in#such#a#wonderful#building#with#
qualified#teachers.#It#truly#reGenforced#a#sense#of#community#within#the#campus.#

I#am#so#thankful#for#the#resources#that#are#currently#available.#I#LOVE#Our#Little#Village,#and#my#daughter#likes#
going,#which#makes#me#feel#good#about#dropping#her#off#to#do#homework#or#getting#some#exercise.#Thanks#so#
much!#

I#am#unaware#of#all#that#OSU#has#to#offer#me#in#child#care#and#how#to#access#it#so#that#I#can#attend#terms#which#
my#child#doesn't#have#school.#

I#am#unaware#of#ANY#child#care#resources#available#to#me#as#a#fullGtime#undergraduate#student.#How#can#this#
be?!#

I#am#very#unhappy#with#the#child#care#system#at#OSU.#There#should#be#dropGoff#care#provided#when#a#parent#
(either#parent)#is#in#class.#There#are#many#families#that#are#able#to#use#the#many#facilities#at#OSU,#but#my#family#
for#some#reason#is#marginalized.#

I#appreciate#the#spirit#behind#this#survey.#The#happiness#and#well#being#of#my#children#are#ESSENTIAL#to#my#
ability#to#be#a#productive#member#of#my#team#at#OSU.#Issues#with#childcare#and#such#a#short#kindergarten#day#
leave#me,#a#single#parent,#feeling#behind.#Many#of#the#dual#parent#households#I#know#have#so#much#more#
flexibility#and#disposable#income#that#even#those#expensive#childcare#options#they#use#are#viable#for#them,#while#
they#are#not#for#me#and#my#children.##

The#stress#of#scheduling/childcare#needs#reduces#my#ability#to#succeed#at#OSU.#

I#attend#OSU#Cascades,#where#none#of#the#programs#listed#on#the#above#question#are#at.#

I#did#not#know#OSU#had#child#care#resources,#programs#or#services#for#employees.#

I#did#not#know#of#a#few#of#these#OSU#child#care#programs#listed#above.#If#I#had#I#may#have#used#some#of#them.#
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I#did#use#the#preschool#program#at#OSU#Child#Development#Lab#in#Bates.#We#absolutely#loved#the#program,#
although#it#was#very#difficult#to#work#with#the#schedule.#It#was#a#huge#struggle#to#get#enough#coverage#from#my#
extended#family#to#stay#in#school,#and#I#am#only#a#partGtime#graduate#student.#

I#do#not#like#how#for#most#of#the#student#parent#network#lunches,#it#is#not#stated#whether#childcare#is#offered#or#
if#it#is#okay#to#bring#your#child.#When#I#already#have#so#much#going#on#and#am#upset#about#toting#my#daughter#
around#campus#in#a#nonGfamily#friendly#environment,#how#am#I#supposed#to#fit#in#another#thing#that#does#not#
necessarily#state#if#it#is#family#friendly#or#if#there#is#a#way#to#get#childcare.#I#would#love#to#network#with#other#
student#parents#onGcampus#but#events#do#not#seem#to#be#setGup#in#a#way#that#takes#into#consideration#the#
needs#of#students#parents,#which#is#extremely#unfortunate.#

I#do#not#work#on#campus#in#Corvallis.#Why#isn't#this#survey#or#potential#child#care#services#available#to#offG
campus#faculty?#The#need#for#assistance#also#exists#for#those#who#are#not#on#campus#and#I#feel#the#rest#of#us#
should#be#taken#into#consideration#for#services#such#as#this.#

I#have#a#child#with#special#needs#who#is#nonGverbal.#I#would#love#to#see#summer#programs#that#offer#a#'buddy'#or#
something#so#she#could#participate.#That#has#been#the#barrier#for#her#and#her#sister#(who#is#typical).#I#would#like#
to#participate#in#the#summer#offerings#for#schoolGage#kids,#but#the#staff#discount#is#so#minimal,#and#the#support#
for#my#daughter#that#needs#some#extra#help#isn't#available,#to#the#best#of#my#knowledge.#

I#have#a#second#child#on#the#way#and#as#we#approach#preschool#and#schoolGage#I#worry#about#getting#the#kids#to#
and#from#places#and#afterschool#care.#I#live#in#Albany#and#work#here,#once#in#school#in#Albany#how#can#I#drive#
over#there#to#get#them#and#come#back#to#work.#I#will#feel#like#I#have#to#cut#hours#and#to#me#that#does#mean#I#am#
less#likely#to#be#promoted#or#considered#for#wider#roles#at#work.#

I#have#my#son#in#daycare#in#Dallas#where#I#live.#I#would#love#to#live#in#Corvallis,#but#part#of#the#reason#I#haven't#is#
that#daycare#is#about#twice#as#much#for#comparable#care.#The#only#OSU#subsidies#I've#seen#available#have#been#
for#people#who#are#*already*#enrolled#at#one#of#the#campus#centers.#I#probably#make#too#much#to#get#a#subsidy#
anyway#(which#is#kind#of#comical,#because#single#parents#really#get#stung#in#cases#when#income#for#eligibility#is#
based#on#family#size),#and#if#resources#are#so#limited#that#they#can#only#go#to#people#that#are#already#there,#I#
guess#I#can#kind#of#see#that.#It#does,#however,#nothing#to#help#the#folks#(I'm#sure#there#are#many)#who#can't#
enroll#their#kids#in#the#OSU#child#care#centers#because#they#aren't#sure#they#can#afford#it.#You#can't#exactly#enroll#
your#kids#and#then#hope#that#money#comes#through.#I#was#really#surprised#when#I#started#at#OSU#how#limited#
the#childcare#options#were#(and#how#long#the#waiting#lists#were#on#the#centers#I#called!).#OSU#can#really#do#
better#than#that.#
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I#have#worked#at#OSU#for#12#yearsG#the#last#4#with#children.#I#find#that#I#work#shorter#hours#per#week#but#m#
overall#much#more#productive.##

#If#OSU#provides#more#assistance#to#faculty#and#staff#with#children#we#can#be#even#more#productive.#Here#are#my#
list#of#priorities:#

1.#Enable#us#to#find#parking#on#campus#if#we#come#later#(past#8#am).#I#usually#have#to#walk#0.75#miles#to#office#
each#day#from#the#parking#lot.##

2.#Have#an#agreement#with#highGquality#community#childcare#centers#by#which#we#get#priority#for#slots#in#their#
childcare#center.#We#have#tried#getting#slots#a#year#in#advance#with#no#luck.##

3.#Increase#the#number#of#teaching#rooms#on#campus#so#we#do#not#have#to#teach#a#late#evening#class#(4G6#or#
later).##

I#feel#that#OSU#is#growing#too#rapidly#and#that#the#infrastructure#(parking,#childcare,#classrooms)#is#not#keeping#
pace.#

I#have#worked#here#for#only#about#4#months,#so#I#answered#the#attendanceGlate#for#work#questions#based#on#the#
2013G2014#school#year#to#date.#

I#hope#that#as#a#new#campus#is#built#in#Bend,#that#childcare/Head#Start#will#be#part#of#the#planning#process.#

I#just#began#working#here#at#OSU.#So#I#am#not#aware#of#all#the#Family#resources#yet.#

I#just#moved#back#from#out#of#the#country.#

I#just#wanted#to#explain#in#a#little#more#detail#how#our#childcare#'coGop'#works#for#your#understanding.#

There#are#three#children#(A#age#20#months,#AC#age#26#months,#and#H#age#26#months).#

On#Mondays,#all#three#of#them#are#under#care#with#H's#mom#at#their#home.#

On#Tuesdays,#all#three#of#them#are#under#care#with#AC's#mom#at#their#home.#

On#Wednesdays,#my#spouse#takes#care#of#A#and#AC#at#our#home#and#they#pay#him#$20.#

On#Thursdays,#all#three#of#them#are#under#my#care#at#our#home.#

On#Fridays,#my#spouse#takes#care#of#A#and#AC#at#home#and#them#pay#him#$20.##

The#previous#year#my#husband#did#not#have#Wednesdays#off#work#so#myself#and#AC's#mom#rotated#every#other#
Wednesday.#

While#we#are#very#happy#with#our#arrangement,#especially#because#it#doesn't#cost#us#anything#other#than#lost#
income#for#my#husband,#I#do#find#it#amazing#that#it#is#so#hard#to#find#affordable,#lowGdensity,#childcare#options#in#
Corvallis,#especially#for#young#children.#We#are#expecting#another#child#in#June#and#AC's#parents#are#also#trying#
to#have#a#second#child,#so#I#am#very#worried#about#our#ability#to#continue#this#coGop#a#third#year.#

I#live#in#Albany#and#work#in#Corvallis.#One#child#is#in#school#most#of#the#day#and#uses#an#before/after#school#
program#for#the#school#year,#and#the#summer#he#is#in#an#inGhome#day#care#with#his#brother.#Fees#for#both#are#
quite#high.#And#in#their#new#in#home#care,#she#does#not#offer#as#quality#care#as#I#would#prefer.#No#structured#
activities.#It#is#very#difficult#to#find#backGups.#And#I#hate#having#my#child#adjust#to#changes#in#care#taker#that#he#is#
not#familiar#with.#It#is#very#difficult#to#find#just#a#good#in#home#day#care#provider#in#general.#
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I#live#in#Lebanon.#I#would#be#interested#in#after#school#programs#but#it#would#be#too#far#away#if#it#was#on#or#near#
campus.#Also,#because#of#my#location,#I#don't#think#I#would#use#on#campus#child#care.#

I#need#care#to#I#can#be#at#work#at#630#and#sometimes#even#6.#My#problems#were#finding#someone#that#is#
available#during#those#hours#

I#no#longer#use#it,#but#the#breastfeeding/lactation#support#was#great.#I#got#good#information#at#University#Day#
while#I#was#pregnant#and#it#was#very#useful.#They#even#gave#me#a#free#book.#Also,#child#care#in#Corvallis#is#
extremely#expensive.#We#are#planning#to#have#another#child#and#the#amount#we#will#need#to#pay#in#child#care#for#
2#kids#under#five#is#going#to#be#very#expensive#to#the#point#that#it#would#be#easier#for#me#to#stay#home#with#
them.#

I#plan#on#using#the#lactation#rooms#when#I#return#partGtime#in#Jan.#Because#I#commute#1.5#hrs,#having#a#newborn#
makes#it#especially#interesting.#Paying#for#care#is#a#challenge#too.#

I#really#love#the#Our#Little#Village.#Most#days#my#husband#can#care#for#our#children,#but#occasionally#he#needs#a#
break#or#has#another#obligation.#It's#wonderful#to#be#able#to#drop#my#children#off#so#I#can#get#studying#done#in#
the#library,#any#my#children#really#enjoy#going#there.#They#sometimes#even#ask#to#if#they#can#go.#

I#really#wish#Our#Little#Village#was#available#for#faculty#for#quick#trips#to#the#gym,#library,#or#as#backGup#for#care#
during#short#classes.#There#is#currently#only#one#gym#in#town#with#childcare,#Timberhill,#which#is#prohibitively#
expensive#and#not#a#good#value.#

I#think#that#it#would#be#wonderful#to#have#some#kind#of#international#childcare/preschool#available#to#support#
OSU's#increasing#international#population#and#other#members#of#the#OSU#community#who#would#appreciate#
this.#

I#think#your#age#for#children#needing#summer#or#after#school#care#should#be#closer#to#5#years#old.#The#questions#
often#did#not#apply#to#me#since#my#child#attends#preschool#until#1pm#and#that#school#has#an#after#school#
program#however,#my#struggles#revolve#around#when#school#is#not#in#session.#

I#use#Bend#Parks#and#Recreations#programs#

I#was#denied#childcare#subsidy#and#I#personally#would#love#to#see#similar#benefits#in#OSU#cascades#as#in#Corvallis.#
Especially#childcare#benefits...its#a#huge#part#of#my#education.#

I#was#unaware#of#these#services#until#now.#I#will#be#looking#into#these#services...#

I#was#uncertain#about#what#was#meant#by#'Reserved#space#at#childcare#facility'#I#interpreted#and#ranked#it#as#
'having#a#known#spot#reserved#at#a#childcare#facility#for#my#child'.#

I#moved#to#Corvallis#one#year#ago#and#found#it#extremely#difficult#to#find#child#care#facilities#that#had#space#
available#and#that#were#also#accessible#financially#and#by#location.#Additionally,#I#could#not#find#services#such#as#
in#home#care#and#Head#Start#in#Corvallis#despite#extensive#searches.#I#am#now#in#a#position#of#wondering#where#I#
will#find#affordable#before/after#school#care#and#summer#care#when#my#4#year#old#starts#kindergarten.#I#have#
been#fortunate#to#receive#child#care#subsidies,#but#I#am#very#worried#about#what#will#happen#when#he#goes#to#
elementary#school,#where#will#he#go#if#I#am#still#at#work#or#in#class#when#he#gets#out#of#school#and#how#will#I#pay#
for#these#programs?#
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I#work#and#live#in#Newport,#I#had#my#son#here#and#we#had#a#terrible#time#figuring#out#childcare#until#the#age#of#2#
(most#child#care#facilities#here#start#at#age#3).#A#few#of#us#moms#had#to#get#together#and#form#our#own#coGop#to#
get#through#this#early#period.#It#would#have#been#helpful#to#have#a#place#on#Hatfield#campus#to#have#one#fullG
time#care#giver#and#work#out#some#kind#of#coGop#system#for#years#0G3,#this#would#also#have#been#great#for#
breastfeeding#too.#Now#that#my#son#is#almost#4#yr,#it#would#still#be#nice#to#have#an#afterschool#or#onsite#daycare#
or#even#up#by#the#community#college#up#the#hill#from#us#(tsunami#safe).#

I#work#at#the#Hatfield#Marine#Science#Center#in#Newport,#OR.#Originally#those#of#us#here#thought#we#were#
excluded#from#this#needs#assessment#until#one#employee#did#some#further#questioning.#In#the#future#I#think#it#is#
important#to#include#Hatfield,#Cascade#Campus#and#any#other#OSU#work#sites#as#those#of#us#not#on#main#campus#
often#feel#left#out#or#less#supported.#

Child#care#is#very#difficult#to#find#in#Lincoln#County.#There#is#nothing#close#to#our#campus#and#quality#care#is#fairly#
pricey.#Since#care#providers#can#only#have#2#under#the#age#of#2,#finding#care#for#an#infant#or#toddler#is#especially#
difficult#and#children#are#often#on#waiting#lists#until#they#are#no#longer#in#that#age#group.#This#is#a#very#important#
time#for#babies#and#their#parents#who#are#transitioning#back#to#work.#I#was#beyond#stressed#finding#care#and#
until#my#child#switched#to#their#second#care#provider.#

As#a#first#time#parent#I#had#many#questions#arise#prior#to#my#child's#birth#about#FMLA#and#felt#completely#lost#
trying#to#find#care#so#I#could#return#to#work#after#my#child#was#born.#Through#contacting#FMLA#at#OSU#and#
stumbling#around#the#internet#I#managed.#Then#I#had#to#change#care#the#first#week#I#returned#fullGtime#and#again#
8#months#later#during#an#extremely#busy#time#of#work.#I#think#it#would#be#extremely#beneficial#to#have#help#
sheets#to#give#to#expecting#employees#about#FMLA#and#how#to#go#about#searching#for#child#care#(where#to#look,#
questions#to#ask#providers,#etc.)#and#all#the#support#that#can#be#gained#from#OSU.#For#instance,#I#had#no#idea#
until#I#took#this#survey#that#there#is#a#'Child#Care#Subsidy'#or#'Parent#Support#Group'.#I#most#likely#would#have#
benefited#from#both#of#those.#

I#appreciated#the#fact#that#Hatfield#had#a#Lactation#room#as#I#chose#to#do#extended#breast#feeding.#However#it#
was#just#an#office#and#you#had#to#walk#down#the#hall#to#the#bathroom#to#clean#supplies.#That#has#now#changed#
and#the#room#moved#to#a#more#private#location#and#while#it#does#not#have#a#sink#our#facilities#employees#made#
an#extra#effort#to#put#a#sink#with#hot#water#right#across#the#hall#(the#hall#is#not#used#often).#I#was#so#thankful#for#
this#support#as#it#was#very#important#to#me#and#I#have#heard#of#the#lack#of#arrangements#at#other#workplaces#
(nonGOSU).#This#is#a#great#thing#OSU#does#and#I#encourage#it#to#be#expanded#or#add#education#and#support#
wherever#possible.#

I#work#at#the#Hatfield#Marine#Science#Center.#So,#few#of#the#above#options#are#available#for#me.#There#is#only#one#
child#care#center#in#the#area#that#takes#infants.#Luckily,#there#was#an#opening#during#the#time#that#I#needed#it.#
However,#other#OSU#faculty#out#here#have#not#had#the#'right#timing'.#We#would#very#much#appreciate#support#
for#faculty#associated#with#HMSC.#

I#work#partGtime#so#I#can#be#available#to#pick#up#my#child#after#school#and#be#home#with#him#during#illnesses#or#
days#off#from#school.#

I#would#definitely#use#a#natureGbased#child#care#center#if#one#was#available.#I#am#going#deeply#into#debt#to#afford#
quality#care#for#my#child.#
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I#would#have#appreciated#workGstudy#dollars#for#working#on#campus#in#a#child#care#facility.#Alternatively,#I#
thought#a#grad#student#could#organize#a#timeGshare#coop#for#students#and#faculty#where#we#could#take#turns#
watching#kids#and#log#hours#to#have#our#own#child#cared#for.#

My#pregnancy#was#not#planned,#and#I#was#told#there#was#a#2Gyr#waitGGno#infants#then#another#year#until#potty#
training#was#done.#Infant#care#is#the#most#difficult#to#find#and#expensive#because#the#caregiver#cannot#have#very#
many#children.#

I#would#have#liked#to#use#the#child#development#lab.#However#3#hour#preschool#is#not#adequate#for#working#
parents.#Too#many#in#town#preschools#offer#only#half#day#preschool#with#extended#care#with#less#trained#
professionals#(and#the#transition#to#another#room/teacher#for#small#children#in#the#middle#of#the#day#simply#
creates#a#negative#experience#for#the#child)#Truly#fullGtime#options#are#necessary#

I#would#love#for#professional#staff/faculty#to#have#access#to#dropGoff#care#at#the#library#and#dixon.#

I#would#love#to#get#child#care#assistance#through#OSU.#I#have#just#never#heard#anything#about#it,#don't#know#how#
to#get#it,#and#it#has#never#been#offered#to#me.#

I#would#only#be#interested#in#summer#care#or#during#vacation#care,#when#my#kid#is#not#in#school.#We#live#in#
Salem,#so#childcare#here#while#I'm#at#work#is#not#an#option.#I#didn't#answer#what#we#pay#per#week#for#childcare,#
because#it#depends#on#how#many#hours#we#use#per#week.#It's#$8#per#hour.#Also,#for#some#of#the#front#questions,#
where#I#needed#to#rank#items#in#order#of#importance,#it#would#have#been#nice#to#be#able#to#answer#not#
applicable#because#only#2#choices#in#most#of#the#rankings#were#even#an#issue#with#our#family.#

I#would#really#value#a#holiday/after#school#program#for#kG12#kids#on#campus.#If#there#were#a#way#to#bus#kids#from#
Corvallis#schools#to#campus#for#educational#programs/#exercise/sports/art/homework#help#I#would#pay#for#that#
service.#I#also#intend#to#use#kid#spirit#summer#programs#when#my#child#is#older.#

If#anything,#what#would#be#most#helpful#to#me#is#a#place#I#can#drop#my#kids#off#and#actually#leave#to#attend#a#
class#if#need#be.#Really,#at#this#point#I#only#need#a#backup#option#and#for#holidays/nonGschool#days/summer.#
Another#helpful#option#would#be#a#full#day#care#option#with#meals#during#midterms#and#finals#for#needed#long#
intervals#of#studyG#even#if#I#break#to#do#meals#with#them/feed#them,#still#worth#it#for#long#hours#of#uninterrupted#
study.#(This#level#of#care#would#only#be#needed#maybe#three#times#a#term).#Also,#a#community#home#in#the#area#
willing#to#do#overnighters#would#be#a#very#nice#backup#or#go#to#person#for#late#night#events#or#even#the#option#to#
have#a#mommy#night#out.#

If#better#care#options#were#available#and#affordable,#my#husband#(an#OSU#employee)#or#myself#would#be#
available#to#work#fullGtime,#which#is#desired#by#both#of#our#supervisors.#Another#big#contribution#would#be#shortG
term#dropGin#care#so#that#on#days#when#we#are#responsible#for#childGcare#we#can#come#onGcampus#to#attend#
short#seminars#or#meetings.#

If#I#lived#closer#to#campus#I#might#be#more#helpful,#However#my#child#is#in#school#in#North#Albany#and#I#live#in#
South#Albany.#Right#now#her#CAP#program#is#in#her#schools#gym#and#it#is#on#the#way#to#OSU#from#my#house.#If#I#
had#a#younger#child#who#wasn't#in#school#and#they#could#be#cared#for#on#campus#that#would#be#helpful.#
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If#knew#about#child#care#options#and#they#were#available#to#me#I#would've#started#at#OSU#4#years#ago.#I#would#
have#moved#to#Corvallis#to#attend#classes#on#campus#rather#than#with#eGlearn.#I#am#in#EGlearn#primarily#because#
child#care#is#provided#by#family#that#lives#in#my#area.#I#have#waited#until#my#youngest#was#schoolGage#to#return#so#
I#didn't#have#to#worry#about#child#care,#but#she#would've#benefited#greatly#from#being#in#an#educational#group#
child#care#setting.#

I'm#a#OSU#eGcampus#student#living#in#California#

I'm#a#single#dad#living#across#the#state#from#my#son.#His#mother#is#working#to#gain#experience#in#the#field,#they#
may#be#moving#to#the#area#in#a#year.#

I'm#an#OSU#cascades#student#and#we#have#none#of#these#programs#but#they#sound#awesome.#Must#be#nice#

I'm#hopeful#that#OSU#will#be#able#to#better#support#working#parents.#

I'm#so#glad#this#survey#is#circulating.#I#am#in#my#last#year#at#Oregon#State#and#I#can't#believe#I'm#going#to#finish.#
I've#talked#with#so#many#single#moms#who#are#struggling.#It's#SO#difficult#to#fit#in#on#a#campus#like#this#one.#
Furthermore,#finding#time#to#study#and#attempting#to#keep#up#with#requests#of#nighttime#reading,#weekend#
homework#and#group#projects#is#a#huge#challenge.#Kids#learn#about#higher#education#from#watching#their#
parents#attend#school#so#it's#very#important#to#have#a#college#that#wants#parent#students#to#succeed.#

In#the#past#I#used#Care.com#and#may#use#it#again.#I'm#a#single#parent#and#it#is#hard#to#do#overnight#travel.#I#pay#an#
overnight#sitter#if#my#family#cannot#help.#I#don't#have#family#that#live#nearby.##

I#appreciate#the#preGtax#for#childcare#and#use#that,#and#I#quality#for#the#child#care#credit#on#my#taxes.#

It#would#be#great#to#have#childcare#available#at#Dixon#Rec#Center#available#for#faculty#when#I#go#to#work#out.#

It#would#be#great#to#have#subsidies#for#childcare,#I#am#an#EGcampus#student#and#having#time#to#take#my#children#
to#daycare#so#I#could#STUDY#would#be#phenomenal.#Driving#to#Corvallis#isn't#convenient#from#me,#as#I#live#in#
Salem.#If#I#could#afford#a#preschool#even#ONE#day#a#week,#it#would#be#a#HUGE#help#with#my#studies#and#
academic#success#or#semester#load.#

It#would#be#helpful#if#there#was#some#kind#of#seminar#on#childcare#options#and#assistance.#I#think#an#eGmail#with#
attachments#about#your#different#services#would#be#good#too.#

It#would#be#nice#if#OSU#actively#supported#the#junior#faculty#more#in#this#regard.#They#are#usually#the#ones#with#
young#kids,#while#also#trying#to#establish#themselves#as#professionals.#

It#would#be#nice#to#have#more#options#to#use#places#like#Little#Village#and#be#able#to#leave#the#building#to#go#to#
things#like#teachers#office#hours,#or#group#meetings#if#we#are#in#any#clubs.#My#mother#is#my#primary#child#
caregiver#but#I'd#like#to#not#have#to#rely#on#her#100%#of#the#time#for#when#I#need#to#do#outreaches#with#my#PHA#
group#or#make#it#to#office#hours#to#get#help#from#my#professors#and#make#professional#connections.#
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It#would#be#wonderful#to#access#quality#childGcare#services#here#or#close#to#OSU.#It#would#help#relieve#the#anxiety#
of#looking#and#letting#go#of#my#child#to#good#care#while#I#am#at#work.#I#will#be#able#to#focus#on#my#work#knowing#
that#my#child#is#in#safe#hands.##

PS#G#I#had#an#incident#where#my#granddaughter#came#home#several#times#with#teeth#bites#all#over#her#body#from#
another#child#at#the#home.#She#also#had#a#fall#that#resulted#with#a#gash#over#her#right#eye.#I#removed#her#after#
that#and#looked#for#alternative#care.#

It's#really#hard#to#find#child#care#for#the#nights#that#midterms#for#physics,#Organic#Chemistry,#and#other#science#
classes#because#they#are#always#scheduled#in#the#late#evening#(7pm)#

It's#surprising#that#a#campus#of#this#size#does#not#offer#a#larger#childcare#program.#Being#told#that#there#is#a#two#
year#waiting#list#is#simply#unacceptable.#It#is#entirely#inappropriate#that#the#university#positions#itself#as#an#
institution#that#supports#employees#with#children.#

It's#very#difficult#to#get#a#child#care#spot#at#centrally#located#centers.#Family#child#care#is#usually#cheaper,#but#can#
be#unreliable.#Centers#that#are#open#7G6#are#most#convenient.#I#often#have#to#leave#work#before#I'm#ready#when#
closing#time#is#5:30.#I#have#found#the#STARS#after#school#care#at#the#elementary#schools#to#be#reasonable#and#
affordable.#City#parks#and#rec#summer#camps#are#affordable.#Kid#spirit#summer#camp#is#unaffordable#and#rigid#
(little#free#time#for#kids#as#everything#is#structured).#

Like#many#other#OSU#faculty/staff,#I#commute#from#Portland.#I#have#excellent#childcare#near#my#home,#but#it#
would#be#great#if#OSU#could#provide#quality#dropGin#care,#accessible#to#faculty#and#staff,#for#times#when#my#
child's#preschool#is#closed.#Also,#because#of#the#hours#of#my#child's#preschool,#I#often#must#or#leave#campus#
early.#If#there#was#a#dropGin#care#center,#I#would#love#to#attend#evening#events#on#campus#more#frequently.#

Looking#for#child#after#FMLA#in#January#2013.#Cannot#find#any#programs#that#have#openings#and#can't#afford#a#
nanny#

Many#of#these#questions#don't#make#sense#for#faculty.#The#days#I#need#care,#for#example,#vary#by#term.#Childcare#
issues#don't#make#me#late#for#class.#Rather,#it#eats#into#my#research#time,#which#is#a#bigger#problem#for#me.##
We#have#a#kid#with#a#chronic#health#condition#that#makes#it#hard#to#use#childcare.#ADA#requires#providers#to#take#
her#but#that#doesn't#mean#she#would#be#safe#and#comfortable#there.#

More#of#the#'STEM#Academy'#or#other#educational,#campusGbased#options#for#kids#would#be#wonderful.#'Parents#
night#out,'#though#not#something#that#I#have#personally#used,#is#also#supremely#helpful#to#others#I#know.#A#place#
for#older#children#to#do#homework,#study#or#engage#in#creative#arts#(i.e.#Craft#Center)#on#campus#would#be#
something#I#would#be#VERY#interested#in#using#for#my#schoolGaged#daughter.#

Much#of#the#survey#was#not#relevant#to#me#as#my#daughter#is#very#young.#We#anticipate#out#needs#changing#very#
soon#and#are#very#supportive#of#childcare#at#OSU.#

My#daughter#is#5#and#in#Kindergarten.#Your#survey#does#not#correctly#describe#her#age#with#'school'#qualities#in#
mind.#My#survey#reflects#a#child#in#school#and#already#established#at#a#daycare#near#her#school.#

My#family#would#also#immensely#benefit#from#help#when#kids#are#sick#and#need#to#stay#home.#
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My#husband#is#disabled#stay#at#home#dad#so#we#do#not#use#or#need#childcare.#We#live#right#next#door#to#my#inG
laws#(who#are#farmers)#who#can#watch#him#when#my#husband#cannot.#

My#kids#have#to#be#at#a#day#care#for#10#hours#a#day#even#though#I#only#work#partGtime#because#the#most#
affordable#day#care#we#could#find#is#in#Keizer#where#my#husband#works.#If#we#had#a#more#affordable#day#care#in#
Corvallis,#they#would#be#here#and#only#be#there#for#about#7#hours#for#a#few#days.#It#is#hard#to#find#affordable#care#
when#you#are#at#the#stage#where#you#make#too#much#to#get#assistance#but#not#enough#to#afford#child#care#for#
two#children.#I#did#find#great#day#care#centers#in#Corvallis#but#they#were#too#expensive.##
Thank#you.#

My#son#has#special#needs#and#Parks#&#Rec#provides#a#oneGonGone#for#him#at#no#additional#cost#to#me#(besides#
the#$270#I#pay#per#month#for#before#and#aftercare).#Next#year#he#will#be#in#Middle#School#so#I'm#not#certain#what#
after#school#opportunities#I#will#have#at#that#point#if#any.#The#program#as#it#is#now#is#too#convenient,#affordable,#
and#fit#for#his#needs#that#I#wouldn't#consider#transferring#him#even#if#OSU#offered#something.#

My#spouse#is#currently#providing#care#for#our#children,#however#she#is#actively#looking#for#work.#I#answered#
many#questions#in#anticipation#of#future#childcare#needs#if#she#were#to#begin#fullGtime#employment.#Thus,#there#
is#a#discrepancy#between#my#stated#future#interests#and#my#current#use#of#available#resources.#

My#wife#and#I#were#both#students#at#OSU#when#we#had#our#son.#Our#problem#was#not#the#availability#of#
childcare,#but#the#lack#of#a#financial#aid#increase#which#is#needed#when#your#household#size#increases.#My#wife#
graduated#last#spring,#and#I'm#finishing#this#fall.#Living#in#Corvallis#on#only#my#financial#aid#package#is#impossible.#
We're#broke,#and#I#worry#we#won't#have#rent#for#December.#I#got#denied#for#mealbux#(don't#know#why?)#and#
financial#aid#discontinued#my#work#study#this#academic#year#so#that#I#lost#my#job#at#the#Boys#and#Girls#Club#and#
my#eligibility#for#food#stamps.#Instead#of#providing#more#childcare,#worry#about#providing#students#who#have#
families#more#money#and#other#benefits#for#survival.#

My#wife#had#planned#to#go#back#to#work#two#days#per#week#after#our#son#was#born,#but#it#never#felt#right.#We#
cut#back#our#spending#and#made#the#sacrifices#necessary#to#have#his#mother#at#home#and#it#has#been#the#most#
wonderful#thing#ever.#It#is#hard#work#for#my#wife#but#it#is#very#rewarding#and#no#one#can#care#for#a#child#as#well#
as#his/her#parents.#This#may#not#be#right#for#everyone,#but#maybe#some#of#these#efforts#should#be#directed#
towards#helping#families#to#have#the#financial#security#and#support#for#the#stayGatGhome#parent#to#make#it#
possible.#I#think#99%#of#families#were#both#parents#work#have#no#idea#what#they#are#missing.#

My#wife#has#an#unusual#work#schedule#so#finding#a#care#program#that#will#permit#3#days#a#week,#M,#Th,#F,#has#
been#difficult.#
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None#of#your#questions#get#to#another#issue:#easeGofGaccess#to#these#activities#and#facilities.#I'm#a#member#of#my#
college's#diversity#and#social#justice#committee#and#what#we've#heard#from#many#parents#is#that#they#don't#need#
someone#else#to#provide#emergency#care#for#a#child,#somewhere#else#on#campus,#as#they#need#easyGaccess#
facilities#in#the#buildings#they#frequent#on#campus.#Some#ideas#we#gleaned:#
*#Commit#space#and#startGup#resources#for#a#“family#room#”#in#the#building:#a#room#where#a#parent#can#spend#
time#with#a#child##

**#Construct#and#maintain#a#childGsafe,#childGfriendly#space,#including#space#for#toy#&#book#storage#

**#Include#sink,#microwave,#a#private#space#for#a#lactation#room,#lockers#for#storage#of#lactation#equipment#

**#Create#policy#for#use#and#maintenance#of#this#space#

So,#rather#than#centralizing#child#care#somewhere#on#campus#but#distant#from#an#individual's#academic#home,#
the#parents#(faculty,#staff#and#students#have#mentioned#spaces#where#they#can#spend#functional#workGday#time#
with#children,#have#access#to#their#office/peers/servers,#but#not#create#a#disturbance.#

One#of#the#biggest#challenges#that#I#find#is#a#lack#of#day#care#when#schools#are#closed#but#OSU#is#openGGfor#
instance,#Veteran's#Day#(Boys#and#Girls#club#and#schools#are#closed).#It#would#be#wonderful#to#have#an#onsite#
program#for#these#days.#

OSU#needs#to#make#a#change#soon,#to#make#staff's#needs#met.#Childcare#is#too#expensive#and#OSU#does#not#pay#
enough.#

Our#baby#was#born#two#weeks#ago.#Presently#my#wife#is#not#employed#and#plans#to#spend#her#time#as#a#stay#at#
home#mother,#for#at#least#the#foreseeable#future.#Expanded#childcare#options#on#campus#would#certainly#play#in#
to#our#decision#making#about#her#potential#return#to#work.#

I#would#add#too#that#I#have#not#heard#of#many#of#the#child#care#resources#listed#in#this#survey.#I,#at#least,#would#
benefit#from#improved#communication/publicity#of#these#options.#

Our#child#is#just#getting#to#be#old#enough#to#use#some#of#the#above#resources.#

Our#school#days#off#do#not#correspond#to#Corvallis#school#district#so#I#am#often#juggling#teaching#and#a#schoolG
aged#child.#After#school#care#may#go#away#at#our#school#soon#so#I#am#looking#at#3G6pm#options#also.#

Please#do#an#additional#survey#looking#at#child#care#issues#for#off#campus#based#faculty#(Extension,#HMSC,#
Seafood#Lab,#etc.).#Folks#that#work#for#OSU#should#have#the#same#level#for#support/assistance#on#child#care#
issues#as#on#campus#employees.#I#would#encourage#an#additional#survey#for#people#off#campus.#And#if#you#are#
looking#at#creating#OSU#approved#child#care#centers#in#people's#private#homes,#why#couldn't#you#do#this#on#
locations#other#than#Corvallis.#You#could#easily#have#this#be#a#service#that#OSU#does#for#all#of#its#remote#
locations.#

please#help#us,#care#is#way#too#expensive#and#stressful#

Please#please#please#please#PLEASE#have#infant/childcare#available#on#campus.#It#is#really#difficult#to#find#infant#
care.#Plus,#an#onGcampus#provider#would#be#hugely#beneficial#to#parental#productivity#at#work.#

Right#now,#my#biggest#childcare#hurdle#has#been#halfGday#kindergarten#in#Albany,#OR.#Last#year#my#kids#were#in#
full#day#fullGtime#Head#Start#and#this#year#they#go#to#school#2#½#hours#a#day.#
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Short#term,#dropGoff#care#for#children#of#faculty/staff#would#be#great.#This#is#our#family's#current#need.#

Since#I#do#not#live#in#Corvallis,#I#am#most#interested#in#support#that#does#not#involve#bringing#my#child#to#Corvallis#
(such#as#financial#assistance#with#child#care#of#my#choice).#I#really#wish#that#OSU#offered#paid#family#leave.#As#I#
mentioned#above,#I#also#really#wish#there#were#options#for#academic#faculty#(and#all#employees)#to#shift#to#partG
time#work#when#children#are#young#and#then#return#to#fullGtime#work.#

Since#I#have#schoolGaged#kids,#it#would#be#better#for#me#to#have#daycare#available#in#the#a.m..#As#it#is#I#do#not#
participate#in#the#daycare#OSU#provides#because#my#kids#get#out#of#school#at#2:45#and#I#have#to#be#home#to#get#
them#from#the#bus#stop.#Or#I#have#class#(starting#at#4#p.m.).#I#live#12#miles#out#of#town#so#I#do#not#like#to#go#to#
town#more#than#once#a#day.#

So#glad#you#are#studying#this#G#its#needed!!#

Some#of#us#are#not#based#on#the#Corvallis#campus#and#do#not#have#access#to#the#campusGspecific#resources.#This#
provides#greater#challenges#to#working#mothers#to#provide#quality#care#and#education#to#their#children#while#
also#excelling#in#their#jobs.#Financial#stipends#to#offset#increased#costs#for#parents#not#in#Corvallis#may#help#
alleviate#these#difficulties.#Further#improved#maternity#leave#(i.e.,#paid#leave#that#does#not#require#use#of#all#sick#
leave)#would#also#more#adequately#serve#the#minimum#needs#of#working#parents.#

Some#of#us#have#to#commute#from#Eugene#due#to#family/spouse#situations.#This#survey#seems#very#geared#to#
Corvallis.#I#understand#that,#but#if#you#are#going#to#look#at#certifying#childcare#locations#you#should#consider#the#
commuters.#

Strongly#opposed#to#spending#public#money#to#care#for#children.#If#you#choose#to#have#a#child,#you#should#do#so#
only#if#you#have#the#means#to#adequately#care#for#them.#That#includes#providing#supervision#and#spending#time#
with#them#helping#to#do#homework.#

Thank#you#for#setting#this#up.#I#think#if#there#is#a#solution#made#to#this#for#parents,#we#will#see#more#parents#
successfully#completing#school#and#fulfilling#their#dreams#of#accomplishing#their#degrees.#It#is#a#very#hard#task#to#
be#a#fullGtime#parent#and#a#fullGtime#student.#

Thank#you#very#much#for#taking#the#time#to#find#out#what#our#family's#needs#are.#

Thanks#for#your#interest.#Childcare#is#VIP.#

The#biggest#challenge#my#family#faces#is#the#lack#of#work#options#for#my#spouse#in#Corvallis.#This#makes#any#
childcare#expensive.#

The#emergency#dropGoff#for#sick#kids#or#temporary#(for#an#hour#while#I#teach#class)#would#be#hugely#helpful,#
especially#the#former.#Once#I#have#childcare#arrangements#set#up#for#the#year,#which#can#be#stressful#in#and#of#
itself,#the#next#most#difficult#thing#to#handle#is#sick#kids#when#I#do#not#have#a#care#provider#available.#I#would#be#
willing#to#pay#a#premium#for#this,#if#it's#important,#I#can#pay#for#a#stopgap#care#measure#to#attend#a#meeting#or#
teach#a#class.#

The#most#important#resource#OSU#has#provided#to#my#family#is#the#flexibility#for#both#my#husband#and#I#(we#are#
both#employed#at#OSU)#to#work#opposite#shifts#as#well#as#do#some#of#our#work#from#home#so#that#we#can#
provide#childcare#for#our#two#children#from#our#own#home.#
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The#survey#with#the#ranking#had#many#different#topics#and#could#not#be#fairly#ranked.#For#example#the#ranking#
for#dropGin#for#exercising#verse#daycare#is#very#different#so#the#1G6#ranking#isn't#equal.#Thanks#for#doing#this#

The#wait#list#is#crazy#long#for#the#childcare#available#on#campus.#Then#besides#them#the#only#other#non#religious#
daycare#is#Corvallis#Community#children’s#center#(which#is#where#my#kids#go).#I#was#told#a#2#year#wait#list#for#on#
campus#which#means#I#would#have#had#to#add#my#kids#while#in#the#hospital#to#get#my#two#year#old#and#4#year#
old#in#(if#there#was#room#for#both).#Another#huge#issue#that#is#more#important#are#exams.#They#are#so#late#in#the#
evening#the#daycare#is#closed,#we#have#no#close#family#or#friends#that#can#watch#them,#so#for#each#exam#I#have#
to#take#my#husband#needs#to#try#to#find#a#replacement#or#loose#the#hours.#On#a#side#note,#the#family#housing#
could#really#use#some#attention.#I#wish#we#could#live#on#campus#but#those#places#are#soooooo#small#and#
obviously#have#been#there#for#awhile.#

The#waiting#period#of#getting#into#a#childcare#is#way#too#long.#I#never#can#understand#why#it#is#so#competitive#to#
get#a#daycare#for#our#children.#People#have#to#get#onto#the#wait#list#years#ago,#which#is#ridiculous.#The#difficulties#
that#getting#into#the#day#care#center#heavily#limits#parents#choices#to#choose#a#quality#care#center#for#our#kids.#I#
would#not#think#to#change#a#day#care#just#because#we#don't#like#their#service#as#it#is#going#to#take#a#long#time#to#
get#into#a#new#one.#Our#parents#don't#have#that#flexibility#at#all.#We#get#what#we#get.#In#the#meantime,#what#
does#it#motivate#a#daycare#constantly#improve#their#quality#of#services#for#kids#if#they#know#they#are#always#
having#kids#in#line#to#get#in?#They#would#not#worry#of#losing#business.#

Our#parents#need#an#alwaysG#ready#day#care#for#our#kids#without#a#doubt.#

There#are#no#child#care#locations#that#do#not#have#a#very#long#waitlist#and#all#are#very#expensive.#My#wife#brings#
our#son#to#work#with#her#and#I#go#watch#him#between#classes.#This#makes#it#very#difficult#for#my#wife#and#for#me#
because#it#is#difficult#to#get#homework#done.#

There#are#some#problems#with#this#survey#in#that#many#parents#have#a#patchwork#of#arrangements#and#the#
questions#did#not#allow#multiple#responses.#For#example,#my#older#child#goes#to#the#Child#Dev#Lab#but#we#also#
have#a#nanny#the#rest#of#the#time.#There#was#no#way#to#indicate#this#in#the#responses.#This#is#important#because#
the#cost#I#reported#is#not#accurate#and#does#not#include#paying#for#both#preschool#and#the#child#care#provider.#

There#is#a#true#lack#of#support#for#student#parents#in#extreme#poverty,#especially#those#that#couldn't#even#
fathom#being#able#to#afford#living#in#Corvallis#

This#grandchild#was#placed#with#us#do#to#both#parents#inability#to#care#for#him#and#suffers#from#PTSD.#He#has#to#
have#stability#in#his#day#care#and#a#center#that#understands#that#he#can#be#difficult#sometimes#and#is#willing#to#
deal#with#that.#He#is#also#going#to#be#transitioning#into#public#school#in#fall#2014#and#our#daycare#needs#will#
change#completely.#I#anticipate#having#a#far#more#difficult#time#finding#partGtime#after#school#and#nonGschool#day#
care#plus#being#able#to#afford#fullGtime#summer#care.#Currently#my#partner#is#working#a#limited#number#of#hours#
per#week#because#we#just#can't#afford#any#more#daycare#cost.#His#current#lever#of#daycare#has#put#a#strain#on#
our#finances.#

This#is#a#very#important#survey.#I#look#forward#to#seeing#what#the#need#is#and#the#creative#helpful#options#that#
come#as#a#result.#Thank#you#for#working#on#this.#

To#the#list#of#reasons#for#changing#childGcare#arrangements,#you#might#add#'Change#in#job#status.'#My#wife's#job#
responsibilities#are#increasing.#
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We#are#actually#quite#happy#with#our#situation,#a#nanny#we#share#with#another#family.#But#I#could#use#more#
babysitters#for#evenings#and#when#our#nanny#is#unavailable,#and#the#list#above#suggests#there#are#OSU#referrals#
for#that?#

We#are#in#a#bit#of#a#unique#situation#as#my#wife#stays#at#home#most#days#and#travels#approximately#every#6#
weeks#(and#is#gone#for#an#entire#week).#Our#challenge#is#finding#care#flexible#enough#to#cover#that#one#week,#but#
not#fullGtime.#So#far#we#have#been#able#to#work#it#between#afterGschool#care#programs#at#their#school#and#baby#
sitters.#

We#are#moving#to#Corvallis#in#January,#and#I#hope#to#be#able#to#use#'Our#Little#Village'#for#regular#childcare#until#
we#can#enroll#in#preschool.#

We#do#not#live#in#Corvallis.#We#live#in#the#Newport#area#where#we#have#no#access#to#any#OSU#child#care#
programs.#

We#don't#currently#live#near#campus,#but#we#may#move#to#the#Corvallis#area#and#we#would#be#looking#to#find#
local#childcare.#

We#now#have#a#son#who#is#14,#but#when#he#was#11G12#we#had#a#really#hard#time#finding#affordable#care#for#him#
in#Corvallis.#Kid#Spirit#is#expensive#and#honestly#didn't#really#have#the#activities#to#interest#his#age#group.#Those#
were#difficult#summers.#

We#only#arrived#in#Corvallis#2#months#ago.#I#am#new#faculty.#My#husband#is#performing#childcare#while#he#looks#
for#a#job.#

We#tried#finding#child#care#this#fall#and#were#unable#to#find#a#program#that#had#any#openings.#Many#facilities#
near#OSU#had#a#two#year#waiting#list,#are#you#kidding#me!#We#have#a#massive#child#care#problem#in#Corvallis#with#
a#lack#of#providers#and#more#expensive#options#than#found#in#surrounding#communities#like#Albany.#

We#used#Growing#Oaks#when#it#was#OSU#supported#and#loved#it.#We#were#very#disappointed#when#that#
relationship#ended.#OSU#should#strongly#support#local,#nonGprofit#child#care#organizations.#Also,#we#would#have#
liked#to#use#the#CDL#but#the#schedule#did#not#work#for#us.#Lastly,#if#the#campus#shuttle#could#include#nearby#child#
care#centers,#it#would#make#it#much#easier#to#use#CDL#to#transfer#children#after#the#half#day#program,#and#also#
for#mothers#who#wish#to#breastfeed#or#visit#infants.#Driving#and#reparking#is#not#viable.#

We#use#Little#Village#for#care#as#often#as#we#can#but#opening#at#2:30#is#too#late#for#us#during#the#weekdays;#1#or#
1:30#would#make#a#big#difference#as#well#as#being#open#on#Thursdays#and#Fridays.#

We're#looking#forward#to#have#our#second#child#in#a#child#care#center,#but#with#this#limited#income#that#we#have,#
we#don't#know#how#we#will#be#able#to#afford#it.#
Child#care#center#is#the#most#suitable#for#us,#and#we#see#it#as#the#best#secured#option,#and#the#most#suitable#for#
the#kids.#
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While#I#am#currently#very#satisfied#with#the#care#that#we#have#for#our#children,#this#was#not#always#the#case.#
When#my#children#were#infants#I#was#unable#to#get#into#any#of#the#OSU#support#or#other#childcare#centers#in#
Corvallis.#I#ended#up#using#inGhome#care#that#varied#in#their#quality.#The#current#inGhome#care#I#use,#I#feel,#is#
literally#the#best#preschool#program#in#Corvallis#but#I#had#to#wait#until#my#children#were#2#and#put#up#with#a#lot#
of#transitions#and#marginal#situations#to#get#into#that#preschool.#It#was#frustrating#and#even#a#little#scary#at#
times.#I#have#literally#toured#and#visited#every#single#childcare#option#in#Corvallis#multiple#times#to#get#to#the#
place#where#we#are#now.#I#would#not#wish#that#experience#on#any#parent.#

While#I#don't#use#any#of#the#resources/programs#listed#in#the#previous#question.#One#of#my#children#does#
participate#in#the#Impact#program#on#campus.#

Would#love#to#have#a#dropGoff#option#when#child#care#falls#through#or#I#would#like#to#exercise#or#have#a#meeting.#

Would#love#to#have#more#options#for#after#school#programs#that#involved#science#learning#and#research#
experiences#for#middle#school#and#high#school#student#ages.#
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Appendix C: OSU Needs Assessment Survey Tool 

Directions 

• The survey is for the OSU Corvallis community with children ages 12 and younger, 
and/or those planning to have a child or adopt a child within the next 2 years.  
• The terms “your child” or “your children,” refers to any child aged 12 or younger, who 
lives in your household and for whom you are the parent or guardian. 
• The terms “your child” or “your children,” also includes any child aged 12 or younger 
for whom you otherwise have (or share) major responsibility for decisions about his/her 
care. 
• All responses are confidential and will be used only to create a profile of the population 
with young children. 

 

 

Screening Question 

 

 

1. Do you presently have children ages 12 or younger, and/or do you plan to have or 
adopt a child within the next 2 years? 

 Yes (Go to question number 0.) 

 No (Go to question number .) 
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Part 1: Your Interest in Child Care Initiatives through OSU 

 

2. If you presently have a child or plan to have or adopt a child within the next 2 years, 
how likely would you be to use the following if it were made available and affordable 
through OSU? 

 Very 
Likely Likely Unlikely Very 

Unlikely Never 

A child care center at or near campus      

A group of OSU supported certified or 
registered family child care homes 
(care in a provider’s home) near 

campus 

     

Reserved slots in a community child 
care center      

Financial assistance to help pay for 
your choice of child care      

On-site emergency back-up care when 
your regular child care arrangement is 

not available 
     

Drop in care for short periods of time 
such as attending/ teaching an 

academic class or exercising at the 
recreation center 

     

Child care for school age children 
during scheduled holidays and school 
vacation breaks (excluding summer 

break) 

     

A summer child care program or day 
camp for school age children      

Afterschool program for school age 
children on or near campus      
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3. Please rank the following choices in order of their usefulness to you for children under 
6. (Assign each choice a number 1–6. Put a 1 on the line by your first choice, a 6 by your 
last choice, etc. Please be sure to rank all choices.) 

A child care center on or near campus:   

A group of OSU supported certified or registered family child care homes near 
campus: 

  

Reserved slots in a community child care center:   

Financial assistance to help pay for your choice of child care:   

On-site emergency back-up care when your regular child care arrangement is not 
available: 

  

Drop in care for short periods of time such as attending/ teaching an academic 
class or exercising at the recreation center: 

  

 

 

 

4. Please rank the following choices in order of their usefulness to you for children 6-12. 
(Assign each choice a number 1–7. Put a 1 on the line by your first choice, a 7 by your 
last choice, etc. Please be sure to rank all choices.) 

A group of OSU supported certified or registered family child care homes near 
campus: 

  

Reserved slots in a community afterschool program:   

Financial assistance to help pay for your choice of afterschool:   

Emergency back-up care when your regular child care arrangement is not 
available: 

  

Child care during scheduled holidays and school vacation breaks (excluding 
summer break): 

  

A summer child care program or day camp for school age children:   

An afterschool program on or near campus:   
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5. If OSU were to develop or support a child care center/afterschool and/or a family child 
care network, what days would you be most likely to need care? 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Not 
applicable 

For children 
under 6 

      

For children 6 
to 12 
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5.1 If OSU were to develop or support a child care center and/or a family child care 
network, what time would you want care to start for your child(ren)? 

 For children 
under 6 

For children 6-12 during 
school year 

For children 6-12 
summer or vacation 

7:00 a.m.–8:00 
a.m. 

   

8:00 a.m.–9:00 
a.m. 

   

9:00 a.m.–
10:00 a.m. 

   

10:00 a.m.–
11:00 a.m. 

   

11:00 a.m.–
12:00 p.m. 

   

12:00 p.m.–
1:00 p.m. 

   

1:00 p.m.–2:00 
p.m. 

   

2:00 p.m.–3:00 
p.m. 

   

3:00 p.m.–4:00 
p.m. 

   

4:00 p.m.–5:00 
p.m. 

   

5:00 p.m.–6:00 
p.m. 
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5.2 If OSU were to develop or support a child care center/afterschool and/or a family 
child care network, what time would you pick up your child(ren)? 

 For children 
under 6 

For children 6-12 during 
school year 

For children 6-12 
summer or vacation 

12:00 p.m.–
1:00 p.m. 

   

1:00 p.m.–
2:00 p.m. 

   

2:00 p.m.–
3:00 p.m. 

   

3:00 p.m.–
4:00 p.m. 

   

4:00 p.m.–
5:00 p.m. 

   

5:00 p.m.–
6:00 p.m. 

   

6:00 p.m.–
7:00 p.m. 

   

7:00 p.m.–
8:00 p.m. 

   

8:00 p.m.–
9:00 p.m. 
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Part 2: Your Plans to Have or Adopt a Child in the Next Two Years 

 

6. Do you expect to have or adopt a child in the next two years? 

 Yes (Go to question number 7.) 

 No, I do not plan to have or adopt a child in the next 2 
years. 

(Go to question number 0.) 

 

 

 

7. If you plan to have or adopt a child, when would you expect to return to work after the 
child’s arrival? 

 Within 4 weeks 

 4-6 weeks 

 6-8 weeks 

 8-10 weeks 

 10-12 weeks 

 12 weeks or later 
 

 

 

8. If you plan to have or adopt a child, what would be your preferred primary type of 
child care? 

 Your spouse or partner 

 Relative 

 Child care center 

 Caregiver in your home 

 Family child care in a provider’s home 
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Part 3: Your Present Child Care Arrangements 

 

9. Do you presently have children that are ages 12 or younger? 

 Yes (Answer question number 9.1, 9.2, 9.3, 9.4.) 
(Go to question number 10.) 

 No (Go to question number .) 
 

 

9.1 We are going to ask you about your child care arrangements for each child. Let's start 
with your youngest child. Is this child: 

 An infant (0-12 months) 

 A toddler (13-23 months) 

 Young preschooler (24-35 months) 

 Preschooler (3-5 years) 

 Schoolager (6-12 years) 
 

 

9.2 What is the primary type of child care used for this child? 

 Spouse or partner 

 Other relative 

 Caregiver in your home 

 Family child care (in provider’s home) 

 Child care center 

 Other: 

  

 

 

9.3 How many hours per week does this child spend in paid child care? 
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9.4 How much do you pay for this care each week? 

  

 

10. Do you have another child age 12 or younger? 

 Yes (Answer question number 10.1, 10.2, 10.3, 10.4.) 
(Go to question number 11.) 

 No (Go to question number 13.) 
 

 

10.1 Please answer these questions for your next youngest child. Is this child: 

 An infant (0-12 months) 

 A toddler (13-23 months) 

 Young preschooler (24-35 months) 

 Preschooler (3-5 years) 

 Schoolager (6-12 years) 
 

 

10.2 What is the primary type of child care used for this child? 

 Spouse or partner 

 Other relative 

 Caregiver in your home 

 Family child care (in provider’s home) 

 Child care center 

 Other: 

  

 

 

10.3 How many hours per week does this child spend in paid child care? 
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10.4 How much do you pay for this care each week? 

  

 

11. Do you have another child age 12 or younger? 

 Yes (Answer question number 11.1, 11.2, 11.3, 11.4.) 
(Go to question number 12.) 

 No (Go to question number 13.) 
 

 

11.1 Please answer these questions for your next youngest child. Is this child: 

 An infant (0-12 months) 

 A toddler (13-23 months) 

 Young preschooler (24-35 months) 

 Preschooler (3-5 years) 

 Schoolager (6-12 years) 
 

 

11.2 What is the primary type of child care used for this child? 

 Spouse or partner 

 Other relative 

 Caregiver in your home 

 Family child care (in provider’s home) 

 Child care center 

 Other: 

  

 

 
 

11.3 How many hours per week does this child spend in paid child care? 
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11.4 How much do you pay for this care each week? 

  

 

12. Do you have another child age 12 or younger? 

 Yes (Answer question number 12.1, 12.2, 12.3, 12.4.) 

 No 
 

 

12.1 Please answer these questions for your next youngest child. Is this child: 

 An infant (0-12 months) 

 A toddler (13-23 months) 

 Young preschooler (24-35 months) 

 Preschooler (3-5 years) 

 Schoolager (6-12 years) 
 

 

12.2 What is the primary type of child care used for this child? 

 Spouse or partner 

 Other relative 

 Caregiver in your home 

 Family child care (in provider’s home) 

 Child care center 

 Other: 

  

 

 

12.3 How many hours per week does this child spend in paid child care? 

  

 

12.4 How much do you pay for this care each week? 
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13. Do you receive state assistance in paying for child care? 

 Yes 

 No 
 

 

14. Have you/do you receive child care subsidy assistance through OSU’s Child Care and 
Family Resources? 

 Yes 

 No 
 

 

15. If you were to change your child care arrangements, what are the reasons you would 
be looking for new arrangements? (Check all that apply, or "Not applicable.") 

 Hours care is available 

 Cost of care 

 Location of care 

 We’ll be moving 

 Care will no longer be available 

 Child no longer eligible because of age 

 Child’s needs are changing 

 Quality of care 

 Child doesn’t like it 

 Not applicable; I would not be looking for new child care arrangements. 
 

 

16. How many times have you changed your child care arrangements in the past year? 
Please feel free to comment on your answer. 
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17. In your experience, how easy or difficult has it been to find child care arrangements? 

 Very easy 

 Easy 

 Neither easy nor difficult 

 Difficult 

 Very difficult 
 

 

18. What problems have you had in arranging for child care? (Check all that apply.) 

 Did not know where to begin looking 

 Friends or relatives were unavailable 

 Most programs were already filled 

 Had trouble finding good quality care 

 Most care was too expensive 

 Had trouble finding choices to suit my child’s needs 

 Programs were too far away 

 Had trouble finding choices to suit my schedule 

 My child was too young for programs 
 

 

19. In the past year, how many days have you arrived late to work/class because of: 

A problem with your child care arrangements:   

A child’s illness:   

Another child-related responsibility (parent/teacher conference, etc.):   
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20. In the past year, how many days have you missed work/class because of: 

A problem with your child care arrangements:   

A child’s illness:   

Another child-related responsibility (parent/teacher conference, etc.):   

 

 

21. Would having access to more child care that you liked and could afford help you be 
more productive in school or at work? 

 Yes 

 No 
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Part 4: Background Information 

 

22. What is your 5-digit ZIP code? 

  

 

23. What is your age? 

 18-24 

 25-34 

 35-44 

 45-54 

 55-64 

 64+ 
 

 

24. Are you: 

 Male 

 Female 
 

 

25. Are you married or living with a partner? 

 Yes 

 No 
 

 

26. Is your spouse or partner employed? 

 Yes 

 No 

 Not applicable 
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27. What is your primary role at OSU? 

 Faculty (Answer question number 27.4, 27.5.) 

 Staff (Answer question number 27.4, 27.5.) 

 Student (Answer question number 27.1, 27.2, 27.3.) 

 Graduate Student (Answer question number 27.1, 27.2, 27.3.) 

 Post Doc (Answer question number 27.1, 27.2, 27.3.) 

 Other: 

  

 

 

27.1 If you are a student, graduate student or post doc how many hours do you usually 
attend classes each week? 

 Less than 3 

 3-5 

 6-8 

 9-12 

 13-16 

 More than 16 
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27.2 If you are a student, graduate student or post doc, how many hours do you usually 
work each week at OSU ? 

 None 

 Less than 5 

 6–10 

 11-15 

 16-20 

 21-25 

 More than 25 
 

 

27.3 If you had access to more child care that you liked and could afford, would you: 
(Check all that apply) 

 Take more classes per semester 

 Be able to take more day classes 

 Be able to get your degree sooner 

 Be likely to get better grades 

 Be likely to focus more on studying and classes 

 Be likely to enroll in future semesters 

 Other: 
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27.4 If you are faculty or staff, how many hours do you usually work each week? 

 Less than 20 

 20-30 

 31-40 

 41-50 

 More than 50 
 

 

27.5 If you had access to more child care that you liked and could afford, would you: 
(Check all that apply) 

 Work more hours at your job 

 Work different hours or a different shift 

 Seek a promotion 

 Other: 

  

 

 

28. Please let us know how many children you have in each age group below. 

Newborn to 12 months:   

12 to 23 months:   

24 to 35 months:   

3 to 5 years:   

6 to 9 years:   

10 to 12 years:   
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29. Your annual household income, before taxes, is: 

 Under $10,999 

 $11,000-$15,999 

 $16,000-$19,999 

 $20,000-$25,999 

 $26,000-$29,999 

 $30,000-$35,999 

 $40,000-$45,999 

 $50,000-$55,999 

 $56,000-$59,999 

 $60,000-$69,999 

 $70,000-$79,999 

 $80,000-$89,999 

 $90,000-$99,999 

 $100,000-$119,999 

 $120,000-$139,999 

 $140,000-$159,999 

 $160,000-$179,999 

 $180,000+ 
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30. Which of the following OSU child care resources, programs or services do you 
currently use, if any? Check all that apply. 

 Breastfeeding/lactation support 

 OSU Reproductive Health Lab 

 Care.com 

 Child care referral via the Childcare & Family Resource Center. 

 Child care referral via the Employee Assistance Program 

 Child Care Subsidy for Students, Faulty & Staff 

 Parent Support Group 

 Our Little Village Drop-off care (for students only) 

 Beaver Beginnings Child Care Center 

 Kidspirit 

 OSU Child Development Labo 

 OSU Precollege Programs 

 None of the above 
 

 

31. Additional comments: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 


